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The changes which have occurred in agriculture in the United States 
in the relatively short history of the country have been phenomenal. 
One of the more pronounced adjustments in recent times has been the 
movement to fewer and larger farms. After reaching a peak of about 
716,000 in 1935, the number of farms in Oklahoma and Texas has decreased 
to about 300,000 in 1960. During the same time period, the average 
farm size has ~ncrea.sed from 240 acres to over .600 acres .1 
The ~resent trend to fewer and larger farms will continue. How-
ever, many farmers will likely find themselves unable to adjust to 
deve;:loping technology, particularly to the larger scale of farm busi.,,-
ness. The capital structure of many small farms and land values that 
continue to remain high will likely impede the expansion of the land 
base. On the other hand, farm operators of larger farms with more 
favorable capital structures may find that they can expand their land 
base with little difficulty. 
There may be many incentives motivating farm operators to expand 
their operations with respect to their land base. Acquiring additional 
land may be consistent with a profit maximization goal, in that this 
lUnited, States Department of Commerce, Oklahoma Census of Agri-
culture and Texas Census of Agriculture, Bureau of the Census 
(Washington, 1961), p. 3.~ 
1 
2 
action may lead to greater efficiency and reduce the cost of inputs 
relative to the value of outputs. An attempt to obtain greater effi-
.ciency would also apply when the goal of farm production is that of 
maximizing family satisfaction rather than profits alone.2 Farm opera-
tors may also expand their land base as a defensive measure in attempt-
ing to remain in farming. Much of the existing farm technology is 
uneconomical on the smaller farm units; however, the larger farms that 
have profitably adopted innovations exert pressures on tardy adopters 
to use the technology for minimizing losses.3 Another possible incen-
tive for farmers to expand their land base results from the fact that 
purchasing land represents a form of capital accumulation. 
Problem Setting 
Whatever the reasons for expanding a farm operator's land base may 
be, the trend to fewer and larger farms has continued for a long time; 
and in more recent years the trend shows no sign of leveling off. This 
raises many questions with respect to farm growth problems, the answers 
to which may offer some insight as to the structural characteristics of 
the farm producing units of the future. Who are the farm operators that 
can expand their farm size? What are their capital and equity character-
istics? Under the existing policies and structure of real estate credit 
institutions, which farmers can borrow purchasing power for capital 
goods? Must the small or beginning farmer rely on inheritanceJ marriage, 
2Earl O. Heady, Economics of Agricultural Production and Resource 
Use, (New York, 1952), p. 706. 
3Luther G. Tweeten and James s. Plaxico, "Long Run Outlook for 
Agricultural Adjustments Based on National Growth, 11 _J_o_u_r_n_al __ of_. _F_a_rm_ 
Economics, Vol, 46 No. 1 (1964), p. 45. 
a.nd gifts a.s the only means of becoming established in a. "going" fa.rm 
firm? The adjustment in size of farm is characterized as a major prob-
lem associated with the economic growth of U.S. agriculture.4 
Purposes and Objectives 
Very little tangible evidence is available with respect to what 
constitutes adequate farm capital or equity structures for purposes of 
land expansion or capital accumulation. Even after a given capital 
structure is known to be adequate for capital accumulation, the m~t 
questions become: Is it possible to move from a. given size of opera-
tion to a larger operation? Wpll.t is the maximum level of capital 
accumulation? What is the effect of different variables on the ca.pi-
tal accumulation process? The agric'l,lltural industry, suppliers, and, 
of course, individual. farmers have much at stake in answers to these 
questions raised by fa.rm capital accumulation problems. This study 
wa.s designed to.shed some light on these problems. 
This study is directed to a.n analysis of the capital accumulation 
a.nd growth problems of farm firms in Southwestern Oklahoma. Knowledge 
is gained by testing the hypotheses that different levels of specific 
variables affect the growth process. The knowledge gained is utilized 
to simulate various growth possibilities and establish hypotheses con-
cerning minimum starting equity levels for specific growth situations. 
More specifically, the objectives of this study include: 
(1) An analysis pf the effect and importance of different 
4E. L. Ba.um and K. L. Bachman, "The Economic Growth Problem.," 
Capital and Credit Needs in a Changing Agriculture, ed. E. L. Baum, 
Howard G-:--15eisslin, and Earl-0. Heady (Ames, 1961), p. 32. 
3 
4 
variables including farm o:perator objectives., land acquisition 
methods, capital rationing, and different family consumption levels 
or capital withdrawals on the growth process of farm firms., 
(2) Simulate different growth models to determine possible 
growth rates under different farm resource use conditions, 
(3) Determine minimum starting fa.rm equity situations required 
to obtain specified growth rates over time. 
Scope of Study 
The scope of this study includes farms of level loam soils in the 
Rolling Plains of Oklahoma. and Texas. The area is located in the South-
western part of Okl.ahorna. and a Northcentral area of Texas which includes 
the Southwestern ~art of the Texas Panhandle (Figure 1). Farms Within 
the area are primarily those that produce field crops -- cotton, wheat, 
and.other small grains -- with supplementary livestock enterprises. 
Large livestock ranches and other livestock farms are scattered through-
out the area, hfa1ever;d:1ash'.)grain and cotton farms account for more than 
one-half of all the other farms, about two-thirds of the total land in 
farms, and more than three-fourths of the cropland harvested.5 
The Rolling Plains area is composed of three broad groups of soil 
resources: clay soils, loam soils, and sandy soils, each of which is 
found in relatively homogeneous blocks. The loam soils are found mostly 
in the northern counties of the Rolling Plains area and are commonly 
found in two different phases designated as level loam and rolling loam. 
The level loam phase is predominantly bottomland, medium textured soils 
5United States Department of Commerce, Oklahoma Census of Agricul-
ture and Texas Census of Agriculture, Bureau of the Census (Washington, 
1961). 
,. -. 
FiSUl:'."e l. Ma.P of Okl.ahom.a and Texas Outlining Counties of the 
Rollin.g :Plains.. Shaded counties contain loam so11-~ 




with moderately permeable subsoils. This soil type is most represents,-_.· 
tive with.respect to cropland acres, and farms in the area with this type 
of soil account for a large proportion of the total farm production in 
the area.6 
The analysis of this study deals with representative farms which are 
assumed to have level loam type of soils. Thus, the study is applicable 
to level loam farms within the Rolling Plains area of Oklahoma.7 
6John w. Goodwin, James s. Plaxico, and William F. Lagrone, 
Aggregation of Normative Microsupply Relationships f2!:. Dryland Crop 
Farms 1£ the Rolling Plains.of Oklahoma ~.Texas, Oklahoma Agricultural 
Experiment Station Technical Bulletin T-103, (Stillwater, Oklahoma, 
August, 1963J. 
7For complete description of soil type and area, see L. J. Connor, 
W, F. Lagrone, and J. S. Plaxico, Resource Requirements, Costs~ 
Expected Returns: Alternative Crop·~ Livestock Enterprise's; Loam Soils 
£!. the Rolling Plains of Southwestern Oklahoma, Oklahoma Agricultural 
Experiment Station P-3b8 (Stillwater, Oklahoma, 1961). 
CHAPTER II 
CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT 
The conceptual development of the study may be summarized under two 
major headings: (1) the dynamic nature of the problem and (2) develop-
ment of the deterministic model used in the analysis and specification 
of goals and objectives of farm operators. These two subjects will be 
discussed in this s.ection. Relevant literature related to each subject 
will be briefly reviewed in an attempt to describe the transition from 
the conceptual to the analytical phase of the.study. 
Dynamic Nature of the Problem 
The traditional static theory of the firm has been very useful in 
dealing with most microeconomic problems. The very nature of growth and 
capital accumulation problems, however, renders static theory somewhat 
unrealistic. In developing a dynamic modelJ Plaxico states: 
By omitting .time as a. variable, one may greatly simplify con-
ceptual. and empirical models. At the same time, one tends to ignore 
(assume away) certain.practical important problems of production 
timing, capital acquisition and accumulation, transitory resource 
efficiency, and the impact of a decision in one time period on pro-
duction opportunities and choices during subsequent periods.8 
Jmportant contributions to understanding the dynamic process were 
8James S. Pla,xico, "Dynamic Programming a:pd Management Strategies 
in the Great Plains," Management Strategies in Great Plains Farming_, 
Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station MP 7 (Lincoln, 1961J, p. 12. 
7 
8 
made by J. R. Hicks in his Value and Capital, Paul A. Samuelson's 
Foundations of Economic Analysis, R. F. Harrod's Toward~ Dynamic j 
l 
Economics, and William J. Baumol's Economic Dynamics.9 A review of por-
tions of these works reveals somewhat different concepts of economic 
dynamics. 
Paul A. Samuelson has commented that in order to understand many 
problems of the real world the economist has no choice but to study 
dynamics.10 His concept of dynamics is best summarized in his own 
words: 
Statics concerns itself with the simultaneous and instanta-
neous or timeless determination of economic variables by mutually 
interdependent relations •••• It is the essence of dynamics that 
economic variables at different points of time are functionally 
related, •••• It is important to note that each such dynamic system 
generates its own behavior over time, •••• This feature of self-
generating development over time is the crux of every dynamic 
::process.11 
Most economists are familiar with Hick's dynamic model.12 Accord-
ing to Hicks, economic statics is not troubled about dating, which 
implies that dynamics involves time as an explicit variable. Hicks 
states that the firm in attempting to maximize returns should maximize 
the present value of the stream of expectea. returns. "Future costs only 
enter into the present value of the plan at their discounted values; and 
9Kenneth E, Boulding, Economic.Analysis, (3rd ed., New York, 1955), 
p. 893. 
10Paul A. Samuelson, "Dynamic Process Analysis," A ~)vey of Contem-
porary Economics, ed. Howard S. Ellis (Philadelphia, 1§4 , p. 374·. 
11rbid., p. 354. 
12J. R. Hicks, Value and Capital (London, 1953). The comments about 
Hicks's dynamic model are condensed from Chapters IX and XV. 
9 
the same is true of future receipts •••• 1113 
William J. Baumol classifies the Eicks approach as statics involving 
time rather than dynamics. He explains that in the modeli phen0mena are 
not considered in their relation to preceding and succeeding events; and 
if the process of change does not concern us, we can consider the situa-
tion at a given moment. The moment may be dated, but the analysis of it 
can be static.14 Baumol 1 s concept of economic dynamics emphasizes the 
structural aspects of dynamic;:sk "Economic dynamics is the study of 
economic phenomena in relation to preceding and succeeding events. iul5 
R. F. Harrod also emphasizes the changing structural relationship 
:in economic dynamics. According to Harrod, statics is concerned with a 
state of rest, and in a static equilibrium certain values remain station-
ary in the absence of a disturbing force. In economic statics certain 
fundamental conditions are taken as given, and these known conditions 
determine the values of certain unknowns. In dynamics, howeverJ the 
fundamental conditions will themselves be changing, and the unknown in 
the equations to be solved will not be specific magnitudes per time 
period but increases or decreases in the magnitudes per time period.16 
While economists ma.y detect distinct differences among eminent 
economists with respect to concepts of economic dynamics, the layman 
would be,struck with the high degree of similarities. The general agree-
ment and,. perhaps, a precise definition is given by the statementJ '\ o o o 
13Ibid., p. 179. 
14wn1iam J. Baumol, Economic Dynamics (New York, 1959 L p. 5. 
15Baumol, p. 4. 
16R. F. Harrod, Towards~ Dynamic Economics (London, 1948)J pp. 1-10. 
how the various variables move through time •••• 1117 
Development of the Deterministic Model 
Theory of the Dynamic Model 
A graphic illustration of a dynamic m0del. is given by Plaxico .and 
compared to a,usual static modei.18. Figure 2 shows the usual static 
resource use problem. The0ry suggests that the p0int of tangency 0f the 
producti0n possibilities curve (line P) with the indifference curve 
(line I) specifies the optimum allocation of resources between produc-
tion for present consumption and for capital accumulation. Quantity OB 
of capital accumulation and OA 0f present consumption is the optimum 
allocation of resources which maximizes utility. 
Figure 3 illustrates the same proplem in a dynamic setting. Line 
Ptl is an iso-resource curve for the time period t1, and I1 is an indif-
ference curve. Also, Pt2 is an iso-resource curve representing the 
possible combinations of production for present consumption and capital 
accumulation in period t2 if OBproductionfor capital accumulation and 
OA .f..9!. present consumpt~on ~ produced in .:!il.· The indifference curve 
r2 expresses an individual's desires with regard to present consumption 
and production for capital. accumulation during time peri0d t 2 • For n 
10 
time periods, we would haven production possibility curves and a series 
of n tangencies of the production possibility curves with the indifference 
curves. The line G would be the firm's growth path over time which would 
result in maximum utility. 
11mtiul!iid.ng, ·p. 416-•. · . 
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Fie;ure 3 .. Resource .Allocation Problem in a Dynamic Framework 
12 
l3 
The model described above does not ignore the structure of t;b.e system. 
For example, the position of the production possib:U;i.ty curve Pt2 depends 
upon the allocation of resources. in time period t1, i.e., Pt2 is the pro-
duction possibility curve for time period t2 if and only if resources are 
allocated in t1 such that ~uantities QA for present consumption and OB 
for capital accumulation were.produced in t1. Therefore, there is only 
one optimum. growth path available to the firm. To illustrate this, 
as.sume that I 0 is an. indifference curve which lies below I1. A level 
of production OC for present consumption and OD production for capital 
accumulation is a possibility but results in a lower level of utility 
or satisfaction. Also, tor this allocation of resources the produc-
tion possibility curve for time period t2 would lie below Pt2 such as 
curve P't2• Thus, a choice of decision in an earlier time period is 
binding on and affects alternatives in the later time periods, and the 
structure of the system is not ignored. 
The Deterministic Model of the Study 
"Dynamic linear programming" is a deterministic model developed to 
solve problems such as the one illustrated in Figure 3. Dynamic linear 
programming is a subspecies of linear programming; its relation to 
linear programming is roughly that of economic dynamics to statics.19 
The usual .linear programming problem :may be stated as:20 
.19George Morton, "Dynamic Progrl3Jl1ming." The Structural Independence 
of the Economy., ed. Tybor Barna (New York, 1954),p. 107. · 
20p1axico., p. 13. 
Maximize 
Subject to: 
B ~ AX 
X l:!: 0 
14 
C'X = Z 
In this formulation A is a matrix of input-output coefficients which 
describes technology. It contains the input coefficients (requirements) 
necessary for the per unit production of the various alternative pro-
ducts considered. The vector C is the choice indicator which may be 
the net revenue from each unit of the alternative products which maybe 
produced. ll'he vector X represents the alternative ways that resources 
might be transformed into alternative products. The vector B usually 
specifies the availability of scarce resources. 
The input-output matrix A of the usual linear programming problem 
(the matrix A above) may be transformed into submatrices in order to 
render the static model dynamic.21 The input-output matrix A above may 
be transformed into: 
A = 
.where the submatrices A1,A2,···,At are the input-output coefficients for 
products produced in time periods 1,2, ••• ,t, respectively, and overlap 
in some rows or columns or both. Overlapping in rows would mean that 
certain commodities produced during time period t may also be required 
for the production of s.ome commodity .. in time t + k. Overlapping columns 
21Morton, p. 108. 
would indicate that products (or the returns from these products) being 
produced during time t could be used in the production of products in 
time t + k. 
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The vector B of the usual linear program:ming problem may also be 
transformed into subvectors for the dynamic modeL Each subvector would 
specify the availability of scarce resources for a given production per-
iod. 'I'he availability of scarce resources for a future production period 
would not likely be the same as those available for a former production 
period because resources may be added (or used up) or created during the 
production process. The change with respect to resource levels and 
resource ratios over time which allows changes in production patterns 
over time results from the structure of the system. The structure of 
the system over time is an explicit feature of the dynamic model. 
The vector C, the choice indicator, is extended over all production 
periods which may represent the stream of net revenues over time. 
Specification of Goals and Objectives of Farm Operators 
Usually the production problem is considered to be a choice or 
decision on how resources are organized to maximize a particular objec-
tive or end.22 Is the typical objective one of maximizing income, the 
control of resources, the ownership of resources, the size of operation, 
total sales over time, or other possible objectives? 
A great deal of economic literature is devoted to relevant goals, 
objectives, and ends. In a detailed analysis of long-run adjustments of 
farm operators, Connor discusses various hypotheses concerning the motives 
22Heady, Economics of Agricultural Production and Resource Use, p. 
of decision makers.23 The following objectives were discussed: 
(1) Maximize profits, 
(2) Produce at a level below the profit-maximizing output, 
(3) Produce at a level above the profit-maximizing output, 
(4) .Remain status g_uo, 
(5) Maximization of some preference-function, 
(9) Survival of the firm, 
(7) Maximize s~les after obtaining some minimum profit level, 
(8) Select a course of action consistent with a "satisficing" 
principal, 
(9) Securing some income target. 
A goal of maximizing profits is a common and useful assumption in eco-
nomic studies. However, production at some level below the profit max-
imizing output may be rational, for this action may be consistent with 
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a de.sired level of leisure. A decision maker may also decide to produce 
at a level above the profit maximization output in an attempt to obtain 
a large firm, power, and prestige. A decision maker may have an estab-
lished plan of production and be very reluctant to change. This condi-
tion leads to a status g_uo objective. 
In planning under dynamic conditions and uncertainty, decision 
makers may be faced .with a probability distribution containing several 
parameters relevant to decisions. It has also been suggested that the 
profit maximization motive is appropriate only after some minimum profit 
level has been obtained. It also seems reasonable that decision makers 
. 23Larry J. Connor, "Long-run Adjustments for Farm Operators in a 
Sparsely ·Populated, .High Risk Area of the Great Plains", (unpub. Pn.D. 
dissertation, Oklahoma State University, 1964), pp. 18-22. 
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select a course of action consistent with a. "satisfactory" outcome, and 
the profit maximization principle is replaced by this "satisficing" mot.::.:· 
ive. 
Finally, a convincing argument can be made supporting the relevance 
of income goals or targets as decision criteria. This criteria is 
consistent with desired levels of living, the maximum efficiency, and 
the opportunity cost concept in economics. 
Connor points out that certain.characteristics of present resource 
use in agriculture indicate that farmers do have goals other than pro-
fit maximization. This is deduced .from the fact that economic studies 
have shown that farm operators could increase net returns through 
various adjustments. in resource uses.24 
Each of the above goals or decision.criteria may be relevant within 
the decision making framework. Unfortunately, some of the apparent rel-
evant criterion or choice indicators are not easily quantified. This 
is the case in attempting to determine the utility function of Figures 
2 and 3. Other criterion are not well defined within a polyperiod 
framework. As an example, in a static analysis an income goal appears 
to be quite relevant; however, when considering time as a variable, cer-
tain questions are raised which must be answered in order to make the 
concept operational. What is the nature of this income goal':? Is. it 
consumed outside the stream of firm costs, or may it be used in the 
capital accumi..:u.ation process? 
Hicks deals explicitly with entrepreneural objectives in a "dynamic 
system. 11 He states that the relevant criterion for an.entrepreneur 
24 Connor, p. 21. 
within this framework is the maximization of the present value of pros-
pective net receipts or prospective surpluses. 25 This.objective is 
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analytically convenient but still is not .:without specificati0n problems. 
What sh0uld be the operational "surplus" values relevant t0 farm opera-
tors? If the producti0n plan calls for expanding the land base through 
purchasing land, should net :worth be included in the "surplus" value as 
a cost or return? }Ihat are typical and relevant price and interest-
expectati0ns (discount rates)? 
Goals or objectives of farm operators may have a bearing on the 
decision of how resources are organized and thus affect the prodilction 
plan. For this reason, objectives or criteria are c0nsidered as growth 
variables, and this study will attempt to test the importance of this 
variable. 
The typical firm-household interrelationship must be recognized in 
the polyperiod analysis. Income flows are typically allocated between 
farm family consumption and reinvestment in the farm business as a 
basis for later income and consurnption.26 In this analysis it is 
assumed that returns from farming are the only source of reinvestment in 
the farm business. Also, the operati0n of the farm is subject to the 
:fulfillment of an annual fixed expense requirement and withdrawals of 
capital to be used for household consumption purposes. 
25Hicks, p. 196 
26Heady, Economics of Agricultural Production.and Resource Use, 
p. 423. 
CHAPTER III 
ME1rHOD OF ANALYSIS 
The procedure used to establish the framework for this poly:period 
linear programming analysis involved three phases~ (1) selecting a 
repres.entati ve farm resource situation and a. relevant farm enterprise 
organization to investigate capital accumulation problems, (2) construct-
ing a structural framework for the linear programming model by determin-
ing resource levels, operational restrictions and activities for the 
various production periods, and (3) select:Lon of objective functions to 
establish criteria for production overtime" The methods of resolving 
the problem posed in each of the above procedural points are reviewed 
in this section of the reporto 
In general, the framework of the analysis and the construction of 
the model used in this study must portray capital accurrnuation character-
istics of a typical farm firmo The farm operator has the necessary 
management ability and controls some farm resources such as capital, landJ 
and :perhaps a complement of equipment and livestock. Some family labor 
is avail.able for farm work, and additional farm resources, such as labor, 
may be hired or purchased as neededo In addition to the variable costs 
and capital requirements associated with farm enterprises, capital must 
be withdrawn in each production period to meet farm overhead expenses 
which include a family living expense. 





The farm may "grow" through renting or purchasing additional 
If growth occurs, additional livestock must be purchased. 
Additional equipment must be purchased when expansion reaches a point 
where the owned complement of equipment is inadequate~ and overhead ex-
penses increase as growth occurs beyond a certain size. 
Representative Resource Situation and Enterprise Organization 
A large number of farm enterprise alternatives exist. In practice, 
however, a relatively small number of alternative enterprises are rele-
vant to a typical farm. ·The usual static linear programming problem 
is easily solved for a large number of alternative enterprises. Uti-
lizing the linear programming technique within a polyperiod analysis, 
however, presents computational problems. pie selection of several 
dozen enterprise alternatives and an analysis over a number of time 
periods not only presents computational problems, but increases the 
problem to such proportions that the model becomes difficult to work 
with. A small model greatly facilitates the analysis of a large number 
of situations and is, therefore, desirable for this .study. Part of this 
technical problem was solved by the simultaneous selection of the repre-
sentative farm resource situation and an operating activity representing 
an aggregation of enterprises or a given farm organization. 
The resource situation with the enterprise organization shown in 
Table I was chosen as a representative farm for purposes of this study. 
The organization shows the minimum land requirement and optimum combina-
tion of enterprises to obtain a $3,000 return to operator labor and 
TABLE I 
REPRESENTATIVE FARM RESOURCE AND ENTERPRISE ORGANIZATION, 
PER ACRE RETURNS AND CASH COSTS DESCRIBING ONE 
-OPERATING .UNIT .. USED IN THE .ANALYSIS. 
Or~anizat::i.on 
Representative 
Item Unit Farm 
Total land Acres 426 
Cropland Acres 333 
Native pasture Acres 78 
Cotton allotment Acres 67 
Wheat allotment Acres 97 
Cropland organization 
Cotton Acres 67 
Wheat Acres 97 
Alfalfa Acres 76 
Grain sorghum Acres 70 
Small grain hay Acres 9 
Small grain graz:ing Acres 15 
Cows Animal 4 
Feeders Animal 36 
Operator labor Hours 1,339 
Hired labor Hours 213 
Investment 
Land and buildings Dollars . 102,240 
Machinery Dollars 9,170 
Operating capitala Dollars 11,486 
Total capital requirements Dollars 122,896 
Gross rece:i.,pts Dollars 18,351 
Enterprise operating costsb Dollars 7,713 
Overhead costsc Dollars 565 





















arncludes the tot~l capital required to operate the farm for one 
year, enterprises expense and investments, equipment depreciation expense, 
overhead costs and taxes. 
bincludes $426 lard taxes. 
crncludes transportation, telephone, bookkeeping and insurance costs, 
overhead costs increase by $1.25 an acre for a farm size over 700 acres. 
drncludes $807 depreciation on farm equipment and $160 depreciation 
on pickup. 
management, and was determined by linear programming computations. 27 
The enterprise requirements on a per acre basis are used to represent a 
2,, c.: 
·farm operation activity used in the model of this analysis (Pi, Table II). 
The enterprise operating costs are actual cash expenditures incurred dur-
ing the year. 
Overhead and machinery depreciation costs in this analysis also 
represent annual cash costs but are somewhat lumpy regardless of the 
acres operated and, therefore, cannot be computed on a per land unit 
basis when the acres operated are variable. The constant charges for 
these items are made on an annual basis as will be explained in follow-
ing paragraphs, 
All costs are cash costs only, No costs or charges are made for 
the use of land and capital. This is a necessary and realistic account-
ing procedure, because returns to owned factors are used indiscriminately 
in the capital accumulation process. 
Used within this framework, one unit of the operation requires one 
acre of land, more than 3 hours of labor, $18.11 enterprise operating 
costs, adequate equipment, fixed costs of $1,532, and returns $43.08 
gross receipts. The per acre net returns, not including the $1,532 fixed 
costs, are $24.22. 
The operating activity may be looked upon as an aggregation of 
enterprise activities. · Any farm operation, accumulation of capi ta:1, or 
expansion of the land base must utilize this operating activity. 
27Noncash costs not shown included $275 annual interest charge on 
equipment, $72 interest on investment in pickup, and $225 interest on 
annual operating capital. See Percy L. Strickland, Jr., et al., Mi,aimum 
. Land Requirements and Adjustments for Specified Income Levels, South-
western Oklahoma, Bulletin B-608, Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station, 
May, 1963, p. 52. 
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Therefore} the combination of enterprises is predetermined and not to be 
solved as a specific part of the problem. It may be argued that this is 
an undesirable feature of the capital accumulation modelJ because in the 
early stages of the growth process of a farm, enterprises may be organ:': 
ized in a manner to minimize capital requirements (assuming limited 
,r 
capital) and combined differently in later time periods when more capital 
is available. This is a valid criticism of the model; however, the 
advantages in this study of such an activity assumption compensates for 
the loss of generality. Several valid arguments maybe given defending 
the use of this activity representing a combination of enterprises. 
Previous static linear programming studies using the same repre-
sentative resource situation of this study were conducted to determine 
optimum. organizations for different income targets. Similar combina-
tions of enterprises resulted for different income targets and farm 
sizes. Although income targets and the resulting farm sizes were quite 
different, the per acre gross returns and cash costs were very simi-
lar.28 These results appear to be logical, because the type-of'-farming 
area is one that calls for a high degree of specialized operation. 
This is especially true for a particw.ar farm resource situation within 
this type-of-farming area. The opportunity costs for not producing crops 
and livestoc:t suited to the area are g_ui te high. The conventional method 
of allowing the combination of enterprises to be solved in each time 
period wouJ.d limit the number of enterprises which cow.d be considered 
to a very small number. The resulting optimum. combination of enterprises 
determined from this very small number of alternatives would be unreal-
istic. 
28rbid., PP· 52-57, 82. 
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Structural Framework of the Model 
The structural framework of the linear programming model must be 
simultaneously determined when resource levels, operational restrictions.i 
and activities for the various production periods are defined. The level 
of owned land and capital and security values available over the number 
of years considered must not be the present level available but must 
include resources added or subtracted by the choice o:f the alternative 
activities consistent with some optimum condition with respect to a 
specific criterion. 
The nature of the problem being analyzed requires that a. moder-
ately long planning horizon be considered. With each production period 
representing 5 years of farm operations, 6 production periods describe 
a planning horizon of 30 years. Five year production periods simplify 
the computating and formulating problem to such an extent that a large 
number of different assumptions can be made, and many different problems 
can be solved. 
Operational Restrictions and Activities 
Seven operational restrictions for each time period, including land, 
labor, capital, security, equipment, livestock investment, and fixed 
cost, were considered to be most relevant in the analysis (Table II). 
Two additional rows in each time period, rent restriction and net 
worth t1 net worth ti (i = 2 through 7), are included in the model 
when investigating specific problems. The rent restriction rows allow 
rented land to be restricted to any desired level. The net worth rows 
specify that the net worth of the firm at the end 0f each :production 
period be maintained at a· level equal to or greater than the net worth 
.TABLE 11 
RESOURCE LEVELS, ACTIVITIES AND RESTRICTION REQUIREMENTS OF CAPITAL ACCUMULATION MODEL 
LAND ACQUISITION 
RESOURCE OR ff PER AT I NG CAsH AMORTIZED RENT HIRE 
ITEM UNIT RESTRICTION LEVEL ACTIVITY B~Y LOAN LAND LABOR 
Po(BT). Pot(B2) 1"1 P2 Pg Pi+ P5 
PRODUCT I ON PER I OD 1 
LAND Ac. 1+26 0 1. 00 -1.00 -1. 00 -1. 00 0 
LABOR HR. 1, 900 1, 900 3.11+ 0 0 0 -1. 00 
CAPITAL DoL. 6, 106 -1 , 085 18. n 21+2.00 16. 05 12. 00 1. OD 
SECURITY DOL. 1 02, 21+0 0 0 -21+0.00 285.53 0 0 
EQUIPMENT Ac. 700 700 1, 00 0 0 0 0 
LIVESTOCK INVESTMENT Ac. 1+26 0 1, OD 0 0 0 0 
FIXED COST DoL. lt,535 lt,535 0 0 0 0 0 
NET RETURNS DoL. 0 -851+ -l2lt. 85 2.00 61+. 91+ 60.00 5.00 
REINVESTMENT CAPiTAL DoL. 6, 106 -5,425 -121+. 85 21+2,00 80.25 60.00 5.00 
RENT RESTRICTION Ac. 1/ 0 0 -1. 00 -1,00 1. 00 0 
NET WORTH T1 ~ N.W. T2 DoL, II -It, 571. 0 21+0.00 15. 30 0 0 
PRODUCTION PERIOD 2 
LAND Ac. 1+26 0 0 -1.00 -1. 00 0 0 
LABOR RR. 1, 900 1, 900 0 0 0 0 0 
CAPITAL DoL. 6, 106 -1 , 085 0 0 16. 05 0 0 
SECURITY DoL. 102,21+0 lt,571 0 -21+0.00 252.33 0 0 
EQUIPMENT Ac. 700 700 0 0 0 0 0 
LIVESTOCK INVESTMENT Ac. 1+26 0 0 0 0 0 0 
FIXED COST DoL. lt,535 lt,535 0 0 0 0 0 
NET RETURNS DoL. 0 0 0 0 60.25 0 0 
REINVESTMENT CAPITAL DoL. 6, 106 -5,425 -"J 21+. 85 21+2.00 160. 50 60.00 5.00 
RENT RESTRICTION Ac. 1/ 0 0 -'1. 00 -1.00 0 0 
1NET WORTH T1 ~ N. W, T3 DoL. II -4, 571 0 21+0.00 35.30 0 0 
SUBSEQUENT TIME PERIODS 
USJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUES: 
No. 1 DoL. ·121+. 85 -2.00 -282. 96 -60.00 -5.00 
No. 2 ··ooL. 1 05. 18 -2.00 -1 !J8, 43 -50.55 -4. 21 
No. 3 OOL. 0 240.00 72.50 0 0 
No. It UNOTS 1, 00 0 0 0 0 
No. 5 DoL. 1 81. 38 0 0 0 0 
No. 6 DoL. 0 0 0 0 0 
"' U1 
TABLE I I (CONTINUED) 
CONSUME TRANSFER 
25% OF ACQUIRE SAVINGS 1 
BORROW BUY FI xrn BUY NET ···-CM' ITAL To 
ITEM UNIT CAPITAL EQUIPMENT COST LIVESTOCK RETURNS lf 11 CAPITAL 2 
p6 P7 Ps P9 P10 P11 P12 
PRODUCTION PERIOD 1 
LAND Ac. 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 
LABOR HR. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
GAP ITAL DoL. -i.00 3,95 l.00 5.26 . 05 -1.00 0 
SEGUR I TY .DciL. 2, 0-0 0 0 -5.26 0 0 0 
EQUIPMENT Ac. 0 -1. 00 0 0 0 0 0 
LIVESTOCK INVESTMENT . Ac. 0 0 0 -1.00 0 D 0 
FIXED COST DoL. 0 0 1. 00 0 0 0 0 
NET RETURNS DoL. . 30 18 22 1.69 0 1, 00 0 0 
REINVESTMENT CAPITAL DoL. . 30 t9. 75 5,00 5,26 ,25 -1 00 ·1. 00 
RENT RESTRICTION Ac. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NET WORTH T1 ~ N.W. T2 DoL. 0 6.53 0 5. 26 0 -1 00 1. 00 
PRODUCTION PERIOD 2 
LAND Ac. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR HR. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CAPITAL DoL. 0 2.40 0 0 0 0 -1 00 
SECURITY DoL, 0 -6.53 0 -5.26 0 0 0 
EQUIPMENT Ac. 0 -1.00 0 0 0 0 0 
LIVESTOCK INVESTMENT Ac. 0 0 0 -1. 00 0 0 0 
FIXED COST DoL. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NET RETURNS DoL. 0 12.00 0 0 0 0 0 
REINVESTMENT CAPITAL DoL. .30 31. 75 5.00 5.26 . 25 -1. 00 0 
RENT RES TR I CT I ON Ac. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NET WORTH T1 ~ N.W. T3 Di:iL. 0 6,53 0 5.26 0 -1. 00 0 
SUBSEQUENT TIME PERIODS 
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUES: 
No, 1 DoL. -.30 -73,22 -1. 69 0 0 0 0 
No. 2 DoL. -2.53 -39. 16 -·1. 46 0 0 -9999 0 
No. 3 DoL. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
No. 4 UNITS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
No.JS DoL. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 "' No.' 6 ..., DoL. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 "' 
11 THESE ROWS OR COLUMNS WERE UTlllZED.ONLY:JN.PARTS.OF.THE ANALISIS. 
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at the beginning of the first production periodo This restriction 1,ras·. 
included when determining minimum starting equity levelso Without .the 
restriction, the net worth of the firm could be used up during the plan-
ning horizon to satisfy family livi~g and farm overhead expenses. In 
this part of the analysis it is assumed that the operation of .the farm 
continues beyond the 30 year planning period depicted, and accu.mulated 
net worth should, therefore, not be used upo 
Two other rows or equations in each time period include net returns 
and reinvestment capitalo. Their function is accounting rather than 
restrictionalo 
Land renting, land buying, labor hiring, capital borrowing, equip-
ment and livestock purchasing activities in each time _period allow 
res9urces to be expanded if t~ey ~an be profitably purchased at the 
specified price levelo 
The concept of net capital generated (by each activity) is utilized 
in the capital accumulation process throughout the modelo The activity 
reg_uirements or coefficients in each of the restriction rows are annual .. 
requirements; and since each period represents 5 years, the coefficients 
in the accou..riting rows, net returns and reinvestment capital, represent 
period or 5 year totalso In effect, capital may be generated over a 5 
year period as reinvestment capital, and this capital (if any) may be 
used to expand resources in the next time period (reinvestment capital 
generated during a period is transferred to capital in the subseq_uent 
period)o The same effect would result from a model with annual produc-
tion periods where resources are allowed to expand only every fifth ,yearo 
The .annual requirements for the operating activity include one acre 
of land, 3.14 hours of labor, .$18.11 capital, one unit of equipment and 
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one unit of investment in livestock and livestock equipment (Table II,, 
P1 and Table I). With gross sales of $43.08, the net capital generated 
on an annual basis is $24.97 or $124.85 on a 5 year or production period 
basis. 
The function of the coefficients in the reinvestment c~pital .rows 
is to accumulate the amount of net capital generated. As an example, if' 
$124.85 of capital is generated during or through the first production 
period, the a.mount of owned capital available at the end of the first 
production period is the $124.85 generated plus the amount of capital 
. owned at the beginning of the first production period. .With $6,106 of 
owned c~pital available at the beginning of the first production period., 
$6,106 plus $124.85 or $6,230.85 would be available at the end of pro-
~uction period 1 (this is the purpose of the $6,106 coefficient in 
eolumn P.o of the reinvestment capital row). For the reinvestment capi-
tal row of production period 2, the question is: how much owned capital 
is available? The a.mount of reinvestment capital available at the end 
of production period 2 is the capital generated during production peri0d 
2 plus the a.mount of owned capital available at the beginning of produc-
.tion period 2 which, as noted above, was $124.85 plus $6,1.06 or $6,230.85. 
The coefficients in the reinvestment capital rows of production periods 
subsequent to the ones where the activities originate are only accounting 
procedures to account for the capital available at the beginning of the 
periods. The complete linear program tableau is given in Appendix Table 
II. 
The basic study model illustrated in Table II and Appendix Table II 
is actually a combination of two different models each of .which is used 
to analyze different types of capital accumulation problems. The vector 
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Bi and P0 represent the starting resource levels and restrictions of an 
established farm f'irrn. All activities in the input-output matrix.With 
the exception of P11, the acquire capital activity, are used with the 
vector Bi• Certain coefficients of the .Bl vector .such as land are 
changed where specified to analyze .specific problems, but the .starting 
situation for these.problems is an established farm with certain speci ... 
fied land, capital, .etc. resource ratios. n1e vectors B2 :or·. 'p0 • and 
P11 aI'e used in the analysis of growth problems where the starting 
.situation (farm size, etc.) is not specified, but is to be solved as 
paI't of the problem being analyzed. These vectors will. be discussed 
in detail in a later section of this chapter. 
Land Restriction and Acquisition Methods 
Although the effects of diff~rent starting levels of owned land 
. are analyzed, one of the basic situations for part of the analysis 
assumes an owned land resource of 426 acres at the beginning of the 
first time period (B1 or P0 ). This same land acreage is assumed to be 
available for farm operation in subsequent time periods. The land base 
may be expanded above the starting level by renting or purchasing 
additional land. 
Renting land is assumed to be an annual activity, and. any number of 
acres may be rented during any production period independent of any, other 
period. It is assumed that the cost of renting land is equal. to 5 percent 
of the average investment in land. Thus, with a current farm land value 
of $g4o per acre, annual land renting costs equal $12 per acre (the 
annual. capital r~quirement). This is approximately'equal to the cost 
that would be associated with the conventional 1/4 cotton, 1/3 grain 
rental cost agreement that prevails within the study area. The total 
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c0st of renting an acre of land 0ver the 5 year producti0n period is $60o 
Net returns are decreased by $60 each production period.when an acre is 
rented, and the level of reinvestment capital is also decreased by $60o 
The purchase of an acre of land adds an acre of land to the land 
resource of the production period in which it is purchased and also w..akes 
the same acre available in all subsequent production peri0ds. The cost 
of land is assumed to be $240 per acre plus a $2 land transfer fee unless 
otherwise specified. The security resource, which may be used to obtain 
credit, is based upon the value of owned resources. Therefore, buying 
land on a cash basis adds a value of $240 to the security resource. In 
terms of net returns, the cost of buying land on a cash basis is the 
transfer fee. However, in terms of net capital generated, $242 is with-
drawn from the capital stream as a result of the land purchase. 
An alternative method of purchasing land includes land purchases 
through a real estate loan where payments are amortized over a 33 year 
period. This type of land purchase activity requires an equal annual 
installment payment. Part of the annual installment is applied to inter-
est payments at 5! percent interest, and the balance of the installment 
is payment of principal (Appendix Table I). 
Each installment payment is $16.05, which is the capital requirement 
for this land purchasing activity in each production period. In produc-
tion period 1, $64.95 is deducted from net returns by the activity. This 
is the amount of interest paid through the first productio~ period if 
land is purchased through this activity. The deduction from net returns 
in production period 2 is less than $64.95, because the amount applied 
toward principal becomes greater and the interest payments become less • 
. With respect to the reinvestment capital coefficients for this activity, 
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the amount withdrawn from the capital stream (net capital generated) in 
each production period is 5 times the annual installment payment or 
$80.25. The coefficient in the reinvestment capital row of production 
period 2 is $160.50. Half of this ($80.25) results from the acco1.mtlng 
procedure explained above, and the other $80.25 is the total capital 
.withdrawal (net capital generated) by the activity during the second 
production period. 
The mortgage value of the land being purchased is only a fraction 
of the market value. However, it is common practice f:or farm :mortgage 
lenders to finance an amount equal to the entire purchase price of the 
land if the buyer has additional owned land to offer as security. The 
amortized land buying activity involves this type of real estate loan. 
lt requires that owned land be used to secure the real estate loan. 
The security requirement for this type of land buying activity is meas-
ured in terms of the current per acre market prices of land ($240 per 
acre). The security or mortgage value of the land being purchased is 
assumed to be 46 percent of the market value ($110.42) for the amortized. 
land buying activity.29 The real estate loan for the purchase of o::-ie 
acre ( $242) less the mortgage value of the land being purchased ($110. lf2) 
leaves $131.58 of additional security needed to meet the security require-
ments of the loan. Land already owned by the farm operator is assumed 
to have the same per acre security or mortgage value as the land being 
purchased ($110.42 per acre). Therefore, the $131.58 additional secur-
ity requirements require that more than an acre of owned land be 
29This type of real estate loan was patterned after a Federal Land 
Bank type loan. The security value is also equal to 68.25 percent of a 
"normal agricultural value" of the land equal to $161. '79 per acre. 
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mortgaged to secure a real estate loan for the land buy activity. In 
terms of the mar,ket value of the land this is equal to $285.53 required 
at the time the land is purchased, The security requirements for land 
purchased through a.n amortized loan a.ta given time decreases in subse-
quent yea.rs and product::!.on periods, 
Farm owners also purchase land by making cash down payments and 
then making additional payments on an amortized basis. ~is is equiva-
lent to purchasing some land on a cash basis and other land on a.n amor-
tized basis. Therefore, the two methods of purchasing land included in 
the model in effect represents 3 rrethods of purchasing land. 
The resource and restriction requirements for the land buying and 
other activities for production period 2 a.re not shown in 'l'able II. 
However, all of the req_uirements for resources and restrictions of 
period 2 of activities :l.n production period 2 would be the sa.me as the 
corresponding requirements of activities in period 1 on the resource 
and restrictions of period l (see Appendix Table II). 
Labor Restriction and Hired Labor 
It is assumed that l.,9900 hours of family labor is avai.lable annually 
to perform actual farm work. It is assumed that the farm operator is 
available to perform actual fa.rm labor as well a.s management duties 
throughout the year. The operator wouJ.d, therefore, furnish most, if not 
all, of the available family labor . .Additional annual labor re<1uirements 
may be satisfied by hired labor, if profitable, at a rate of $1 per hour, 
C1:1.pital Restrictions and Borrowing 
The assumed level of owned capital available at the beginning of the 
first production period is an arbitrary selection. Pa.rt of the analysis 
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assumes that $6,106 of owned capital is available a.t the beginning of the 
first production period. This is equivalent to the returns from operat-
ing 426 acres of owned. land, less a family living expense of $3,000 (see 
Table I). The level of owned capital available in any period subsequent 
to the first is c~pital generated through farm operations plus the 
beginning level of owned capital. OWned capital may be supplemented by 
borrowed capital or credit, up to a limit, through the borrow capital 
.activity (P6, Table II). It is assumed that capital is borrowed at an 
annual interest rate of 6 percent. The amount of capital that can be 
borrowed is restricted by the unmortgaged value of owned resources. 
The level of security available in the beginning for ,purposes of pur-
chasing land and borrowing capital depends upon the assumed level of 
owned. resources at the beginning of the first production periodo .It 
is assumed that borrowed capita,]_ or short term credit is limited to ,. 
50 percent of the unmortgaged value of the amount of security available 
unless otherwise specified. 
It is assumed that the same level of capital is borrowed each ye.ar 
during a given production period. Therefore, at an annual interest 
charge of 6 percent or $.06 on the dollar, the total charge for a given 
production period. would be $-30 ( 5 x $. 06). This amount is deducted 
from the stream of net capital generated in a given production period 
for each unit of capital borrowed. 
Equipment Complement and Increasing Overhead Costs 
It is assumed that the same complement of farm equipment is required 
for any level of operation below.700 acres of total land. The machinery 
· ,co111plement is assumed to be maintained by annual purchases of eg_u.ipment 
eq;ua.;:t.. in value. to the annual machinery dE;ipreciation costs (Table I, which 
. . 
is included as part of the fixed. cost restriction, Po Table II). An 
operating unit of 700 acres would give the minimum average investment in 
equipment of about $6.55 per acre. If at a:ny time the operation exceeds 
700 acres, additional equipment must be purchased. 
Certain overhead expenses are required at a constant level regardless 
of the acres operated. However, some of the overhead expenses are asso-
ciated with the size of the farm. The level by which overhead costs 
would increase with increasing size of far~ would vary, but the increase 
would be expected to be about $1.25 p~r acre for a. farm size greater 
than 700 acres. 
The buy equipment activity (P7 in Table II) is required to accourrt 
for additional equipment purchases and increasing overhead costs incurred 
when the farm size increases beyond 700 acres of total land. The 
required additional equipment purchase for each acre.· at:· land operated 
above 700 acres is assumed to be equal to the minimum average investment 
in equipment when the operation is 700 acres ($6.55). Additional equip-
ment is purchased through a 5 year amortized loan with annual installment 
payment equal to $1.55. This payment plus a depreciation cost of $1.15, 
plus the increase in overhead costs of $1.25 per acre included in the 
activity, make annual capital requirements $3.95. The total associated 
cost for .the production period would be the total interest paid in.pur-
chasing the equipment, $1.22, plus 5 annual cha~ges for equipment depre-
ciation and overhead costs which total $13.22. 
The total capital investments plus costs for purchasing equipment 
and increasing overhead costs total ·$19.75 (the coefficient ef the 
reinvestment ca.pi tal row). Purchasing equi.pment during any production 
period makes the equipment available in subsequent periods; however, 
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ca.pi.tal requirements in subsequent periods are equal to annual machinery 
depreciation plus :increased overhead costs (P7 3 Table II). 
Investment Restriction and Buy Livestock Activity 
Part of the analysis assurnes that an investment in livestock and 
livestock equipment equal to $2,24.l is owned by the farm operator (with 
a starting farm size of 426 acres). Under these conditions., an addi-
tional investment in livestock and 1::Lvestock equipment must be made 
for each acre above 426 acres operated. The required per acre invest-
ment is $5 .26 which is the average per acre i.nvestment required. The 
buy livestock activity (P9, Table II) is formulated to provide for 
operation expansion. An investment in any production period makes the 
capital investment available in subsequent periods. 
Annual Fixed Cost and Capital Withdrawal 
An annual capital withdrawal is written into the program model. 
This restriction specifies that $3.,000 be withdrawn from the capital 
stream annually. In addition, a fixed cost of $1,532 is withdrawn as 
capi.tal expenditures for overhead and machinery depreciation costs. The 
fixed cost activity (Pg, Table II) is required to withdraw the capital 
in ea.ch production period. The activity is forced into each production 
period to the required level. 
There is no farm cost associated with the $3,000 capital withdrawal; 
however, the $13 532 overhead and machinery depreciation costs are annual 
farm cash costs. Net returns are reduced by $1.69 for each unit of the 
fixed cost activity which is forced to a level of $4,532 to account for 
$1,659 total fixed cost in each production period. The total withdrawal 
from the capital stream (reinvestment capital) during each production 
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period is equal to 5 times the annual withdrawal. 
Accounting Equations and Consume Activities 
The net returns row accumulates the total net returns for a produc-
tion period. In a specific part of the analysis an activity is utilized 
to force consumption or capital withdrawal to levels equal to $3~000 
plus 25 percent of the net returns. This consume activity (P10J "I'a'ble 
II) is forced to a level equal to the net returns of the production 
period ( see the 1. 0 coefficient in the net returns row). Annual capi-
tal is reduced by one-fifth of the net returns of the production period 
which is also equal to 25 percent of the annual net returns. Higher 
levels of capital withdrawals equal to 50 to 75 percent of the net 
returns are also assumed in specific parts of the analysis. 
The reinvestment capital rows are formulated to accumulate the net 
capital generated or the level of owned capital throughout each of' the 
production periods. Each of the activities within a production period 
contribute to or deduct from net capital generated (if any) in the periodo 
The amount of owned capital at the end of any production period is equal 
to the net capital generated during that period plus the level of capital 
owned at the beginning of the production period. 
The capital transfer activity (P12 , Table II) transfers the capital 
owned at the end of production period 1 to capital in production period 
2. 
Objective Functions 
Several different objective functions are tested. Some of the o"bjec:-
tive;function values, those which are relevant to activities of production 
period 1, are shown in Table II. 
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Objective function values No. l are the undiscounted net return 
coefficients associated with the activities of production .period lo 'l~e 
coefficients were computed by summing the annual costs or returns over 
the relevant.time t~at returns are forthcoming or costs are incurred. 
In the complete linear programming model (see Appendix Table IIL objec:... 
tive..function No. l is the undiscounted net returns to resources over the 
30 year period or for the entire period covered by the analysis. 
The o"bjective function values of No. 2 (with the excEoption of 
coefficient for P11) represent annual costs or returns discounted.J at a 
6 percent rate, over the relevant time that the returns are forthco:mi:1g 
or costs are incurred. 
The coefficients of objective function No. 3 are the discounted value 
of land purchases. With respect to the ca.sh land buy activity of' produc-
tion period l, it is assumed that land is purchased at the beginnb.g o:f 
the period; therefore, the land value (capital purchase of $240) is not 
discounted. The cash land buy activity of production period 2 is dis-
counted by 6 percent over 5 years. The coefficient of the amortized lar:a.d 
buy activity, $72.50, is the discounted value of principal payments which 
would "be made over the period covered by the analysis. 
The coef'ficient of objective function No. 4 (with similar coeffk-
ients for the operating activities :for each of the production periods~ 
is used for the assumed objective of maximizing the number o:f acres oper-
ated over the 30 year time period. 
Objective function No. 5 is the discounted value (6 percent discount 
rate) of gross sales over the 5 year production periodo With similar 
c.oefficients of the operating activities of other production :periods 3 
the objective function allows sales to be maximized over the 30year 
period. 
Coefficients of other objective functions, such as maxim.i.ze owned 
capital generated through the last production period and land operated 
during the last time period, are not shown in Table V because these coef-
ficients are not associated with any of the activities of production 
period 1. The capital accumulation process with respect to various other 
.objective functions are analyzed and will be explained when presented in 
the following sections of the report • 
. Minimum Equity Model 
The vector B2 or P0 1 with all of the activities in the tableau, 
including the vector P11, (Table II and Appendix Table II) is used to 
analyze minimum starting farm equtty requirements to fulfill specified 
growth conditions. The starting specified level of resources with respect 
to the minimum equity model is 1,900 hours of operator labor and nothing 
else (B2 or P0 1 ). The negative level of resources and restrictions in 
B2. result from the fact that at least a minimum complement of farm equip-
ment must be p1'.I'chased initially before farm operations begin. The 
initial equipment has an average value of $4,571 and is purchased over 
a 5 year period with annual payments of $1,084 (the - $1,084 capital 
level of period 1) with total interest payments over the 5 year period 
ea,ual to $854 (the - $854 initial net return level of period 1). Since 
this equipment purchase must take place, the net worth at the end of 
period 1 is at least $4,571 (the - $4,571 in~ of period 1). The 
initial complement of equiprrien purchased is adequate for a size 0f opera-
tion of 700 acres of land.(the 700 in the equipment row of B2). The buy 
eg:uipment activity 1 P7, is not used to purchase initial equipment "because 
annual per acre costs of increased overhead expenses are included in 
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this a.qtivity (req_u:i,redwhen the size of operation exceeds 700 acres). 
'J!he a.cg_uire capital activity, P11, is used in the minimum. equity 
model with vector :132. In the minimum model, this a.ctivity is the only 
source of initial eg:uity, Total equity is owned cash capital plus the 
va.lue of other owned resources. In the model, capital can be converted 
into any other fa.rm resource initially or also during the capital accu-
mula.tionproeess of any production period. Whatever level the acquire 
capital activity reaches becomes a restriction in B2, row - lRESC, that 
must be fulfilled by resource purchases or cash capital generated and 
transferred to the next production period. 1his process maintains the 
initial level of net worth b'ut allows capital to be converted into any 
farm resource. 
Minimum equity problems are analyzed by maximizing the present value 
of net returns subject to very high costs for each unit of equity (the 
- 9999 coefficient in the No. 1 objective function). This minimizes 
equity subject to the specified constraints, but it also allows the firm 
to accumulate capital or grow (if possible) above the level required to 
fulfill just the constraints. 
CHAPTER IV 
EFFECT OF SELECTED VARIABLES ON THE CAPITAL ACCUMULATION PROCESS 
The specific purpose of this chapter is to present the results of 
the analysis of the effect of different criterion functions on the 
capital accumulation process. Also, the importance of certain restric-
tions, land acquisition, and capital use alternatives on the capital 
accumulation process are evaluated. The assumptions of the model used 
in the analysis were presented in detail in Chapter III. Thes-e assump-
tions and their lin;i.i,tations should he borne in mind when interpreting 
the results given in this chaptero 
Criterion Functions 
What shall be the relevant criterion function to portray the. caph. 
taJ. accumulation process? This problem is not new in the realm of 
economics, but the problem is perhaps compounded in a polyperiod or 
dynamic framework. The problem of establishing the criterion function 
in a capital accumulation problem is one which cannot be avoided. The 
effect of different criterion functions may be great, and the criterion 
function of entrepreneurs may be g_uite variable in any given segment of 
the economy~ If these situations exist, generalization is impossible, 
and certain economic aggregation problems could be very difficult. 
Maximum Present Value of Net Returns 
It is commonly stated that a relevant criterion function is one that 
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maximizes th.e p:Jfese.rit value of the stream of n~t returns. The effeet 
with respect to land operated, investments and capital accumulated by 
time periods of applying this criterion to the capital accumulation 
model is presented in Table III. A discount rate of 6 percent was used 
to compute the prese.nt value of returns. 
All expansion of operations occurs through the renting of additional 
land ... Over 1,000 acres of land are rented during the first production 
period. Expansion with respect to land rented and acres operated occurs 
at an increasing rate within each successive production period. The 
maximum amount of capital, $51,000, is borrowed annually. 
As specified, capital withdrawals for consumption purposes (or 
assumed to be withdrawn from. the capital generating stream for purposes 
other than reinvestment in the farm firm) are equal to $3,000 annually 
or $15, 000 in each production period •. Total capital withdrawals include 
investment in machinery and livestock and withdrawal for consumptiona 
The conditions of capital accumu1ation portrayed seems to be unreal.~ 
istic or- atypical as much with respect to the small levels of investments 
in farm resources as with the increase in total acres operated. The 
investment in resources, machinery, and livestock .is small relative to 
the level of net capital generated. Also, although the level of ending 
capital is sizeable, the large levels of capital generated in each time 
period a.re plowed into capital of the subsequent periods which is used 
to rent additional land and defray expenses while capital withdrawal.s 
remain relatively small. An assumption of constant consumption levels 
over time does not appear to be realistic. 
The criterion function of maxi:rnizing discounted net returns gave 
the s~e resu1ts with respect to depicting the conditions of c.apita.l. 
TABLE III 
FARM ORGANIZATION, CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM 
MAXIMUM PRESENT VALUE OF NET Rrn1tJBNSl 
Production Period 
Item Unit l 2 3 4 5 
AnnuaJ,, Situation . 
Land Op@:t'ated· - ac. 1,,524 2.,866 5.,306 9,72l 17.,71-0 
ta.no. Owned". ac. 426 426 426 426 426 
:.Land. :Rer1ted ac. 1:,098 2,440 4,880 9:,295 17,284 
Gross Sales "dol. 65.,657 123:,462 · 228,,588 418, 782 762,963 
Oper. and Overhead Cape dol •. 50,441 98,403 185,666 343,539 629.9232 
Borrowed Ca.pi tal dol. 51,120 5l,l20 51,120 5l,l20 51.9120 
Consumption Capital dol. 3.,000 3,000 3,000 3,.000 3,000 
Production Period Totals 
Starting Owned Cash Capital dol. 6,106 56.,028 150:,504 321,344 630,507 
Net Returns dol. 76,079 l25,296 2J.4,610 376,215 668,658 
Capital Withdrawals 
Machinery Purchases dol. 5,381 8,762 15,935 28,829 52,170 
Livestock Purchases dol. 5,776 7;05-8 12.,835 23,223 42.9024 
Capital Consumed dol. 15,000 15;000 15,000 15,eoo 15,.oQe 
Total dol. 26,157 30,820 43.9770 67,052 109,194 
Net Cash Capital Generated dol. 49.,922 94,~+6 170.11840 309,163 559.11464 
Ending Owned Cash Capital dol. 56:,028 150.,504 321,344 639,507 l:,189,971-
Value of Controlled Resources dol. 439.11771 872,147 l.11657,357 3,078,17.2 5,~49,190 
Net Worth (End of Period) dol. 176.,25i 286,547 486:,157 847,372 1,,5019030 
Present Value of Net Returns $ 742,945 ( Criteri.on Function Value) 
· .Un.discounted Level of' Net Returns $2,658, 726 _ 




















lStarting situation 426.acres of o'WD.ed land3 $4,585 average value of equipment., ,$2,24J. investment ;1.-n 
11 vestock and $6.,1o6 . o-wned. capi ta.;L o · 
-~ 
accumulation and growth as several other different objectives/ Other 
criterion functions which gave the same growth conditions include; 
l. Maximize discounted value of gross sales, 
2. Maximize undiscounted value of net returns, 
3. Maximize the level of owned capital at the end of the last 
production period, 
4. Maximize the level of land operated in the last production 
period, 
5. Maximize the level of land operated throughout the planning 
horizon. 
Most of these objective functions were discussed in Chapter III. The 
value of the objective function to maximize the discounted value of 
gross sale.s equals $4, 301, 063, and the results with respect to ;f'arm opera-
tion, organization, growth, etc. are the same as those presented in 
Table III. 
The maximized undiscounted value of net returns is $2,658,726 and 
as an objective function results in the same growth situation as the 
objective of maximizing the present vaJ.:u.e of net returns. Since the 
growth problem is formulated to include a minimum level of capital with-
dtawa.l or a "family living expense, 11 it might be argued that discounting 
future returns is .not relevant. The irrelevance stems from the idea that 
since the consumption level is specified and assured by the solution to 
the problem, there is no sacrifice involved. 
A criterion function to maximize the level of owned capital at the 
end of the planning horizon is made operational by including an activity 
in the model which requires one unit of owned capital in the last produc-
tion period. The coefficient of thi.s activity which is maximized is the 
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only coefficient in the criterion function (Appendix Table II)~ The max-
imum value of this criterion is $2,:202,383 which is also the level of 
ending capital of production period 6 as shown in Table III. 
The criterion function simply to maximize the level of operations 
in the la.st production period gave the same growth situation and rers"Luts 
as all of the objectives above. The value of this criterion function 
equals 32,168, the acres of land operated during production period 6 
(Table III) •. 
The criterion function to maximize the level of land operated 
throughout the planning horizon also gave the same farm operation and 
growth situations over the 30 year planning horizon. Thi.s criterion 
function is anGther way of depicting a management strategy of operating 
the largest possible unit. The objective function is the sum of the 
acres operated in each of the production periods. The maximum value 
of this criterion function equals 69,295, wnich.is also the SBm of the 
acres operated within each production period in the organization of 
operations as shown in Table-III. 
Maximum Present Value of Consumption 
Maximizing the :present value of consumption may be a way of depicting 
the strategy or actions of farm operators or managers who are more inter-
ested in satisfaction from consumption rather than profit maximization. 
In constructing the criterion function, it is assumed that postponement 
of consumption is a sacrifice. Therefore, future possible consumption 
is discounted. The relevant discount rate is assumed to be 6 :percent. 
The criterion function is constructed ·by including a consume capital 
ac.tivity in each production period which deducts annual capital an.d, 
ther~fore, reduces the level of net capital generated. No restrictiens, 
including those of minimum fixed c:0st;s :and $3>' 000 annual consumpt:li.on 
levels;, are relaxed as consumption is ma.ximi~edo An :additional a.ltierna= 
tive of capital withdrawal is simply added in each production period, 
and the coefficient of these activities formed the criterion function,, 
The eff.iect of this cri ter:fon f1mc:tion on the era.pi tal accumulation 
process is the same as that of maximizing the present value of net 
returns with the exception of the last production period. Only the 
situation with respect to land operated, returns, etca, in the last 
production period a.re different" Additional ca.pi tal is withdrawn for 
consumption purposes only in the last production period. The differ-
ence in the organization which resuJ.ts in the last production period 
is a matter of how the problem is framed. As formulated, comn.unp-
tion occurs during a production period rather than at the end of a pro-
duction period., In constructing the method in which capital is with-
drawn, it is hypothesized that additional consumption reduces the 
ability to generate capital over time. 
This criterion and. its method of construction might be more relevant 
under an assumption of a discount rate high enough to bring about consum.p= 
tion in earlier production periods. However, with consumption in addi= 
tion to the minimum level the problem might be formulated such that c~p-
ital is withdrawn at the end of ea.ch production period rather than during 
it. Under this condition, a. criterion function of maximizing the present 
value of ca.pi ta.I wi thdra.wals (with a. discount rate no greater than 6 
percent) would be identical with a criterion of maximizing ending capital. 
since all additional consumption occurred during the past period" 
Maximum Present Value of Land Investments 
The organization of production and the capital accumul~tion process 
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with the criterion function of maximizing the present value of land pur= 
chases are the same as all other criterion functions discussed above 
through the first half of the planning h.orizon (Table IV)" Even though 
their values are discounted; land purchases are maximized 'by accumulating 
capital through renting all land operated and then using the capita.l 
during the later part of the planning horizon to purchase lando 
'The capital accumulation process ,r,rith the objective of maximizing 
owned land is a case where the operation is above, in terms of land 
investment, the profit me,ximizing leveL Profits are sacrificed in 
order to make land purchases. Tb.e objective function or thee present 
value of land purchases equals $321.895. The present value of net re-
turns under these conditions eg_ual $458,0880 This compares :to $742,945 
whicn is the maximum present value of net returns possible (see Table 
III). There is more than $1,403,800 difference between the undiscounted 
value of the stream of net returns over the 30 year planning horizon with 
respect to the two different o"bjectives of maximizing returns and maxi-
mizing land purchases • 
.An objective of' maximum discounted value of net returns appears to 
be the relevant criterion function with respect to maximum. capital acicu= 
mulation over timeo It is compatible with maximum accumulation of net 
worth • .Also, this criterion results in the same farm firm growth cond,i-
tions as several other critceriao These criteria,,,in this analysis, a.11 
resulted in maximum accumulation of capital over time, Consequently, 
all of these criterion functions lead to the same resultso 'I'hie o'b,jective 
function subject to thee restrictions of the model used in this analysis 
is not a sensitive variableQ Therefore, in the analyses that follow, it 
is assumed that the management strategy is one that maximizes thee present 
TABLE IV 
FA&\1 ORGANIZATION, CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM 
J\'LA.XIMUM PRESENT VALUE DF LAND PRINCIPAL PAYMENTSl 
Production Period 
Item Unit 1 2 3 4 5 
Annual Situation 
Land Operated 8.C' 1;524 2,866 5 .• 306 5,306 5,306 
Land Owned ac, 426 426 426 1,241 2,760 
Land Rented aco 1,,098 2,440 4,880 4,065 2, 5J.+6 
Gross Sales doL 65J657 123J462 228,588 228,588 228,588 
Oper, and Overhead Cap, do.l, 50J441 98,403 185,666 175,616 163., 542 
Borrowed Capital dol. 51,120 51Jl20 51.ol20 51,120 148}920 
Consum:pt:i.on CapHal doL 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3)000 
Production Period Totals 
Starting Owned Cash Capital doL 6.106 56,028 150,503 321,343 375,595 
Net Returns do1, 76:079 125,295 214;610 264j859 325}230 
Capital Withdrawals 
Land Pure has e .s doL 0 0 0 195,607 364;478 
Machinery Prucha.ses dol. 5,381. 8,762 15,935 0 0 
Livestock Pu.rchases dol. 5,776 7,058 12.,,835 0 0 
Capital Consumed dol. 15.,000 15,000 15,.000 15,000 15y000 
1rotal doL 26;157 30,, 820 43J770 210,607 379,478 
Net Cash Capital Generated doL 49}922 94,475 170,840 54 ,252 -54.,248 
Ending Owned Cash Capital dol. 56,028 150,503 321.,, 343 375,595 32lJ 347 
Value of Controlled Resources dol. 439, 771 872,147 1,657.,,357 1,711J609 1}657,361. 
Net Worth (End of Period) doL 176,251 286,547 486,157 736,016 1,046,246 
Present Value of Land Principal Payments $ 321J895 (Criterion Function) 
Present Value of Net Returns $ 458,088 
Undiscounted Level of JIJet Returns $1,254J847 




















lstarting situation 426 acres of owned land, $4 J 585 average vnl.ue of eq_uipmentl $2,,241 investment in 
livestock and $6,106 owned capital. -JC:-' --:] 
value of the stream of net returns, 
Effect of Different Methods of Land Acquisition 
The absence of an alternative to rent land is quite restrictive 
upon the capital accumulation process, ']:'his is true with respect to 
size of operations as well as the level of net returns, The acres 
operated range from 6'72 acres in the first production :period to 2,843 
acres in production period 6 (Table V), Land 1:rurchases occur both on 
a cash basis and through the 33 year amortized real estate loan pur-
chase. However, in the first period all land ·bought, 246 acres, is 
purhcased through the real estate loan, This purchase required a 
mortage on owned land eq_ual to about $70,000 .. The value of owned 
land is equal to more than $102,000 at the beginning of production 
period 1.. The $'70,000 mortgage to purchase land restricted the 1.evel 
4'8 
of borrowed capital to about ,$16 J> 000 annually ( 50 percent of the unmort~ 
gaged value of owned land) or $80,000 total during the first 5 year 
production period. In the second production :periodJ after $40,000 of 
owned capital is accumulated through the first period, 141 acres of land 
are purchased through real estate loan, and 48 acres are purchased on a 
cash basis. The real estate loan requires that all of the remaining 
unmortgaged value of owned land be mortgageda Since all collateral is 
mortgaged, no capital may be borrowed. 
Additional cash land purchases include 156 acres in production per= 
iod 3 and l95, 260, and 346 acres in production periods 4, 5, and 6, 
respectively,, Cash land purchase adds additional collateral or security 
that may be used either to borrow ca.pi tal or obtain additional re~.l 
estate loans. No capital is borrowed in any production :period other:tb.an 
TABLE V 
FARM. ORGANIZATION; CAPITAL ACGUIYIULATIOl\1 .AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM JY!A.XIMUM PRESENT 
VALUE OF NET RETURNS, E:XPANSION WITHOUT RENTING LAND ALTERNATIVEl 
Item 




Oper, and Overhead Cap, 
Borrowed Capital 
Consumption Capital 








Starting Owned Cash Capital dol, 
Net Returns dolo 
Capital Withdrawals 
Land Purchases dol, 
Machinery Purchases dol, 
Livestock Purchases doL 
Ca.pi tal Conswned dol. 
Total dol, 
Net Cash Capital Generated dol, 
Ending Owned Cash Capital dol, 
Value of Controlled Resources dol, 




















2 3 4 
861 l.:;,111 1,'.518 
861 1,111 l:;518 
37,088 47,865 65,412 
23,162 29,935 41,723 
0 0 0 
3,000 3,000 3:,000 
1+01443 74,372 97J984 
69 ,628 89.9650 118,444 
18,653 48,088 64J035 
1,051 1,634 2,660 
995 1,316 22142 
15,000 15.,,000 15Jooo 
35,699 66,038 83., 837 
33;929 23.9612 34 ;)607 
74J 372 97,984 132; 591 
291,131 377.9693 514:; 782 
209,189 283, 839 387,283 
Present Value of Net Returns $253,493 (Criterion Function Value) 
Undis.counted Level of Net Returns $r(03, 585 






































lstarting situation 426 acres of owned land:; $4 1 585 average value of equipment, $2 2 241 investment in 




the first.. Additional real estate loans, utilizing all collatera:L.added 
through cash land purchases, include 94 acres in production period 3.1> 
212, 295, a.nd 424 acres in period 4, 5; and 6., respectively. The secur-
ity or collateral value of owned land is fully utilized in each produc-
tion period .. 
· The present vaJ.ue of the stream of net returns over th€ 30 year 
planning period equals $253,493. This is about 1/3 the present value 
of net returns that occurs when expansion in operations occurs through 
renting land (Table III). The difference in the level of ending net 
worth is large in favor of land renting. 
Effect of Capital. Rationing 
It is assumed that the maximum level. of borrowed capital is an 
amount equal to 50 percent of the urunortgaged value of owned land. This 
assumption is relaxed to analyze the effect of more limited capital 
borrowing. Three additional levels of capital. rationing are analyzed: 
(1.) maximum level equal. to 25 percent of the unmortgaged value of ow.ned 
land, (2) maximum level equal to 12.5 percent of the unmortgaged value 
of owned land, and (3) no borrowed eapital... All. assumptions outlined. 
in the previous chapter apply in the analysis with the exception of cap-
ital borrowing. Expansion of operations may occur through renting land 
. I 
as well. as purchases on a cash or loan basis. 
Borrowed Capital Restriction 25 Percent of OWned Land Value 
With capital limited to a level equal to 25 percent of the unmort-
gaged value of owned land., all expansion in operations occurs through 
renting land.. More than 900 acres i.s operated during the :first produc-




FARM ORGANIZATION, CAPITAL ACClJMUT.....ATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MAXIMUM PRESENT ~ 
VALUE OF NET RETURNS, BORROWED CAPITAL RESTRICTED TO 25 PERCENT OF OWNED LAND VALUEl 
Production Period 
Item Unit l 2 3 5 6 
Annual Situation 
Land Operated ac. 922 2,006 3,9l2 . 7 ,365 13,614 24,922 
Lana_ Owned ac. 426 426 426 426 426 426 
Land Rented ac. 496 1,580 3,486 6,939 · 13,188 24,496 
Gross Sales doL 39, 723 86,406 168, 513 317 ,287 586,494 1,073,655 
Oper. and Overhead Cap. dol. 27,300 66,141 134,288 257,780 4817239 885,615 
Borrowed Capital dol. 25,560 25,560 25}560 25, 560 25,560 25,560 
Consumption Capital dol. 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3;000 3..,000 
Production Period Totals 
Starting Owned Cash Capital dol. 6,106 49.164 122,711 256,365 498)181 935J777 
Net Returns dol. 62,117 101, 323 171,125 297,532 526,272 940,202 
Capital Withdrawals 
Machinery Purchases dol. 1,450 7,076 12,446 22,551 40,806 73,843 
Livestock Purchases dol. 2,609 5,700 10,025 18,i65 32,870 .59,482 
Capital Consumed doL 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 
Total dol. l9,059 27,776 37,471 55,716 88,676 148,325 
Net Cash Capital Generated doL 43,058 '73, 547 133,654 24i,816 437,596 791,877 
Ending Owned Cash Capital dol. 49.,164 122,711 256,365 498,181 935,777 1,727,654 
Value of Controlled Resources dol. 281,329 627,812 1,241,377 2, 352,629 4., 363)661 8,002,783 
Net Worth (End of Period) dol. 162.,289 248,6l2 404,737 687,269 1,198,541 2_.123,743 
Present Value of N~t Returns $ 591,218 (Criterion Function Value) 
Undiscounted Level of Net Returns $2,098,570 
Starting Level of Owned Capital $ 115zl 72 
1starting situation 426 acres of owned land, $4,585 average value of equipment, $2,241 investment in 
livestock and $6,106 owned capital. 
\J1 
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each production period equal to a level of $25,560 annually. 
Limiting borrowed capital to half of its original limit reduces 
present value of the stream of net returns by about 20 percento The 
value of the stream of und.iscounted net returns is reduced by 21 percent. 
Ca.pi tal Restriction 12 •. 5 Percent of Ow:rned Land. Value 
With ca:pital limited to a level equal to 12.5 percent of the unm.ort= 
gaged value of owned land_jl the level of capital borrowed annually is 
$12,780 (Table VII). All expansion of operations again occurs through 
renting land. Only 187 acres of land is rented in the first production 
period, but growth in terms of acres operated increases rapidly. 
Limiting the level of borrowed. capital to one..,fourth of its original 
level (from $5.11120 annually to $12, 780 annually) re_duces the value of 
the stream of net returns by about one-thirdo R,educing the level of 
·borrowed capital by a half, from $2 5, 560 annually to $12, 780 annually, 
reduces the net returns by only 15 percento 
Capital Use Restricted to Owned Capital 
Without an alternative of borrowing capital the specified levels of 
consumption ($3,000 annually) cannot be met. Ho1ilrever, the present value 
of the stream of net returns is maximized, and annual fixed costs are 
met when $9,080 capital is withdrawn for consumption purposes during the 
first production period (Ta.bl.re VIII).,. This is equal to an annual consump-
tion level of only $1,816. Under these conditions, only 152 acres of the 
426 acres of owned land can be operated in the first production period. 
The level of' net capital generated during the first production period is 
$:2,,,2"74,, This capital plus the level of starting capital ($6,106) makes 
4,8, 380 owned ca.pi ta.l available at t:he beginning of production period 2. 
TABLE VII 
FARM ORGANIZATION, CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MAXIMUM PRESENT 
VALUE OF NET RETURNS, BORROWED CAPITAL RESTRICTED TO 12. 5 PERCENT OF OWNED LAND VALUEl 
Production Period 
Item Unit 1 2 3 4 5 
Annual Situation 
Land Operated ac. 613 1,532 3,151 6,072 11,357 
Land Owned ac. 426 426 426 426 426 
Land Rented ac. 187 1,106 2, 725 5,646 10,931 
Gross Sales dol. 26,408 66,017 135,755 261,564 489,260 
Oper. and Overhead Cap. dol. 15,669 48,441 106}343 210,771 399,774 
Borrowed Capital dol. 12,780 12,780 12;780 12,780 12,780 
Consumption Capital dol. 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 
Production Period Totals 
Starting Owned Cash Capital dol. 6,106 43,818 106,427 219,402 423,934 
Net Returns dol. 53,696 87,881 147,061 253,963 447,431 
Capital Withdrawals 
Machinery Purchases dol. 0 5,436 10,571 19,070 34,514 
Livestock Purchases dol. 984 4,836 8,515 15,361 27 ,801 
Capital Consumed dol. 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 
Total dol. 15,984 25,272 34,086 49,431 77,315 
Net Cash Capital Generated dol. 37,712 62,609 ,112,975 204, 532 370,116 
Ending Owned Cash Capital dol. 43., 818 106,427 219,402 423,934 794,050 
Value of Controlled Resources dol. 198,748 492,189 1,012, 810 1,952,813 3,653,644 
Net Worth (End of Period) dol. 153,868 226,749 358,810 597,773 1,030,204 
Present Value of Net Returns $ 506,383 (Qr.i terion Fu~ction Value) 
Uri.discounted ,L,evel of Net Returns $i,787,565 



















lstarting situation 426 acres of owned land, $4,585 average value of equipment, $2,241 investment in 




FARM ORGANIZATION, CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND GROWTH PROCESS, RESULTING FROM MAXIMUM PRESENT 
VALUE OF NET RETURNS, CAPITAL USE RESTRICTED TO OWNED GAPITAlf 
Production Period 
Item Unit l 2 3 .4 2 
Annual Situation 
La.11d Operated ac. l52 212 426 l,l84 2,638 
Land Owned ac. 426 426 426 426 426 
Land Rented ac. 0 0 0 758 2)212 
Gross Sales dol. 6,548 9Jl33 l8,352 5lJ007 ll3}645 
Oper. and Overhead Cap. dol. 4,277 5,360 9,247 35,167 87 ,232 
Consumption Capital dol. l,8l6 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 
Pro4uction Period Totals 
Starting Owned Cash Capital dol. 6j)l06 8,380 l2,247 42,773 99,813 
Net Returns dol. ll,354 18,867 45,526 79,l97 132,066 
Capital Withdrawals 
Machinery Purchases dol. 0 0 0 3,l70 9,524 
Livestock Purchases dol. 0 0 0 3,987 7,648 
Capital Consumed dol. 9:;080 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 
Total doL 9,080 15,000 15,000 22,157 32,,172 
Net Cash Capital Generated do 1. 2,274 3,867 30, 526 57,040 99,894 
















Value of Controlled Resources dol. 
Net Worth (End of Period) 
ll'7;446 l? .. l, 313 l51,839 397,956 863,982 l,696,664 
dol. ll7,446 121,313 l51,839 216,036 333,,l02 544,904 
Prese_:q,t V:1:llue of Net Returns $146, 586 ( Criterion Function Value) 
Undiscounted Level of fJet Returns $5l3, 8l2 
Starting Level of ~O,;me~ Capital ~ll5., 1 72 
1starting situation 426 acres of owned land, $4,585 average value of equipment, $2.,241 investment in 
livestock and $6,l06 owned capital. 
\Jl ..,,... 
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With this level of capital available, only 21:2 acre:s can be operated dul"= 
period 2.. This level of operation generates enough capi ta.l so that thie 
specified level of consumption may be withdrawn during the period. The 
level of net capital generated during the second p:roduction period is 
$31 867 which brings the level df end:1.ng capital to $1:2,2470 This level 
of capital is just sufficient to operate all of the 426 acres of owned 
land~ The capital·accumulation process increases rapidly during the 
last half of the planning perioda The present va:lu.e of net returns 
du.ring the planning period is $146,586 and the value of undiscounted 
net returns is $513,812.a 
The effect of limiting capital use to owned ce.pital is quite 
restrictive on the process of capital accU111ulationwhen the level of 
owned capital is insuf'ficient to cover all operating expenses. These 
results can also be used to determine the approximate effect of no capi= 
tal borrowing when owned capital is sufficient to cover operating 
expenses a. The ending capital of production period 2 is the level of 
capital required to cover all operating expenses, including the specified 
level of consumption" The total undiscounted value of net returns of 
the last 4 production periods is $483,59L Where borrowed capital is 
limited to $12,780 annually, the total undiscounted value of net returns 
of the first 4 production periods is $542,6000 The difference over the 
20 years is $59,000.o The alternative of borrowing $12.,,780 annually 
increased net returns, on an average, by almost $3,000. 
Eff'ects of Higher Consumption Levels 
Higher levels of capital withdrawals are specified to determine the 
effect of high consumption levels on capital accumu.la.tiono The consump-
tion function is of the type C =a+ bY. The value of a is equal to 
$3,000 and Y is the level of net returns, ±n the :previous ~nalyses bis 
equal zeroo In addition to the required minimtun level of consumption 
($3,000), three different capital withdrawal levels (assumed to be for 
consumption purposes) are enalyzed, IJ.1hese ie"iiHs are where b is equal 
to 25, 5)0, !:nd 750 ~rhe method of specdf;ying threse capital withdrawals 
were discussed earlier (see Table II)o The capital withdrawals occur 
on an annual basis rather than at the end of a production perioda 
Marginal Propensity to Consume Eq_uel to 25 Percent of Net Returns 
With caipital withdrawals for consumption purposes equal to ,$3,0do 
plus 25 percent of net returns, total operations range from 1,438 acres 
in the first :production period to 14,114 acres in the last period (Tab.le 
IX). All expansion of operations od!cu:ts tb.rough renting land. The max-
imum level of operations, 14,114 acreis.9 is less than half of th~ maximum 
level of operations when only the miniri:rum level of capital withdrawals 
are specified ( see Table III), 
The minimum level of capital wi thdra:wal for consumption purposes 
which occurs in the first production period is equal to about $6,650 
annually. The total value of capital withdrawn for consumption purposes 
over all of the :planning period is $450,4520 The level of total ca.pita.l 
withdrawals, which includes all capital investments and consumption~ over 
the 30 year planning period amount to $610,049 which is about $147,6do 
higher than the withdrawals where minimum consumption levels ($3,,000 
annually) a.re specified. 'lne present value of' the stream of net returns 
over the planning period is $453,960, and the undiscounted value of the 
stream of net returns is $1,441»806 which is more than half the value of 
returns when minimum consumption levels are specifiedo 
TABLE IX 
FARM ORGANIZATION, CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MAXIMUM PRESENT 
VALUE OF NET RETURNS, PROPENSITY TO CONSUME EQUAL TO 25 PERCENT OF NET RETURNSl 
Production Period 
Item Unit 1 2 3 4 , 5 6 , ___ ~
Annual Situation 
Land Operated ac. 1,438 2,252 3,568 5,645 8,928. 14,:;u4 
Land Owned ac . 426 426 426 426 426 426 
Land Rented ac. 1,012 1,826 3,142 5,219 8,502 13,688 
Gross Sales dol. 61,954 97,017 153,716 243,199 384,605 608,049 
Oper, and Overhead Cap. dol. 47,356 76,390 123,433 197,668 314,980 500,351 
Borrowed Capital doL 51,120 51,120 51,120 51,120 51,120 51,120 
Consumption Capital dol. 6,650 8,157 10,571 14,383 20,406 29,924 
Production Period Totals 
Starting_ Owned Cash Capital dol. 6,106 35,705 88,460 171,505 302,755 510,149 
Net Returns dol. 72,990 103,135 151,416 227 ,653 348,125 53i;l,487 
Capital Withdrawals 
Machinery Purchases dol. 4,820 5,315 8,594 13,564 21,434 33,869 
Livestock Purchases dol. 5,323 4,281 6,923 10,926 17,266 27,282 
Capital Consumed dol. 33,248 40,784 52,854 71,913 102,031 149,622 
Total .dol. 43.,391 50,380 68,371 96,403 140,731 210,773 
Net Cash Capital Generated dol. 29,599 52,755 83,045 131,250 207,394 327,714 
Ending Owned Cash Capital dol. 35,705 88,460 171,505 302,755 510,149 837,863 
Value of Controlled Resources dol. 397,794 655,505 1,069,907 1,724,127 2,758,141 4,391,646 
Net Worth (End of Period) dol~ 154,914 2i7,265 315,827 471,567 717,661 . 1,106,526 
Present Value of Net Returns $ 453,960 (Criterion Function Value) 
Undiscounted Level of Net Returns $1,441,806 
Starting Level of Owned Capital $ 115,172 
lstarting si t~a-tion 426 acres of owned land, $4, 585 average value of equipment, $2 ,.241 investment in 




Marginal Propensity to Consume Equal to 50 Percent of Net Returns 
Higher levels of consumption or ca:pital withdrawals equal to 50 :.··0 
percent 'of net returns plus the minimum-$3.1'000 annual consumption level 
are quite restrictive upon the level of capital accumulation. Under 
these conditions of higher consumption levels, the maximum size of' 
operation is reduced to 5p425 acres in the last production period 
(Table X)o Land expansion, which occurs through renting landp ranges 
from 933 acres in the first period to almost 5,000 in the last period. 
Capital withdrawals for consumption ranges from about $10,000 
annually in production period 1 to about $25p000 annually in the last 
periodc These maximum consumption levels, which occur in the last pro-
duction period, are almost $5,000 lower than the maximum consumption 
levels when a marginal propensity to consume of 25 percent of net 
returns is specified. The total value of consumption over the 30 year 
period is eql.1al to $479,401 which is only about $29,000 more than the 
total value of consumption when a level equal to 25 percent of net 
returns is specifiedb The higher spec:H'ied level. of consumption (in 
terms of percentage of net returns) increases the consumption levels in 
the first 4 production periods but decreases the levels of' consumption 
in the la.st 2 periods. 
Marginal Propensity to Consume Equal to 75 Percent of Net Returns 
A consumption level equal to 75 percent of net returns plus the min-
imum required level is also restrictive on the growth and capital accum-
ulation processo The maximum level of operations with this specified 
level ·of consumption is only 1 3 441 acres,, This level is only 214 acres 
more than tb.e level of operation in the first production period (T.a.ble 
XI)~ The level of rented land increases slowly in subsequent periods, 
TABLE X 
FARM ORGANIZATION, CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MAXIMUM PRESENT 
VALUE.OF NET RETURNS, PROPENSITY.TO CONSUME EQUAL TO 50 PERCENT OF NET.RETURNS1 
Prqduction Period 
Item Unit 1 2 3 5 
Annual Situation 
Land Operated ac. 1,359 1,722 2,268 3,011 4,030 
Land Owned ac, 426 426 426 426 426 
Land Rented ac. 933 1,296 1,842 2,585 3,604 
Gross Sales dol. 58,540 74,170 97.,687 129, 710 173,595 
Oper. and Overhead Cap. dol. 44,511 57,374 76,879 103,428 139, 811 
Borrowed Capital dol. 51,120 51,120 51,120 51,120 51,120 
Consumption Capital dol. 10,014 11,398 13,404 16,141 19,892 
Production Period.Totals 
Starting Owned Cash Capital dol. 6,106 16,968 39,682 70,266 112,209 
Net Returns dol. 70,143 83,983 104 ,o4o 131,414 168,922 
Capital Withdrawals 
Machinery Purchases doL 4,302 2,370 3,565 4,854 6,652 
Livestock Purchases dol. 4,908 1,908 2,871 3,910 5,358 
Capital Consumed dol. 50,071 56,991 67,020 80,707 99,461 
Total dol. 59,281 61,269 73,456 89,471 111,471 
Net Cash Capital Generated doL 10,862 22,714 30)584 41,943 57,451 
Ending Owned Cash Capital dol, 16,968 39,682 70,266 112,209 169,660 
Value of Controlled Resources doL 359,164 473,276 641,336 870,363 1,184, 384 
Net Worth (End of Period) dol. 135,244 162,236 199,256 249,963 319)424 
Present Value of Net Returns $285 ,984 (Criterion Function Value) 
Undiscounted Level of Net Returns $778,804 
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FARM ORGANIZATION, CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MAXIMT..IM PRESENT 
VALUE OF NET RETURNS, PROPENSITY TO CONSUME EQUAL TO 75 PERCENT OF NET RETURNSl 
Production Period 
Item Unit 1 2 3 5 
Annual Situation 
Land Operated ac. 1,227 1,261 1,295 1,336 1,385 
Land OWned ac. 426 426 426 426 426 
Land Rented ac. 801 835 869 910 959 
Gross Sales dol. 52,879 54,329 55,810 57,574 59,648 
Oper. and Overhead Cap. dol. 39,635 40,875 42,100 43,561 45,279 
Borrowed Capital dol~ 48,459 51,l20 51,120 51,120 51,120 
Consumption Capital dol. 12,933 13,091 13,283 13,510 13,777 
Production Period Totals 
Starting Owned Cash Capital dol. 6,106 1 1,423 3,156 5,189 
Net Returns dol. 66,220 67,275 68,551 70,064 71,843 
Ga.pi tal Withdrawals 
Machinery Purchases dol. 3,444 220 224 267 314 
Livestock Purchases dol. 4,216 177 181 216 253 
Capital Consumed dol. 64,665 65,456 66,413 67,548 68,883 
Total dol. 72,325 65,853 66,818 68,031 69,450 
Net Cash Capital Generated dol. -6,105 l,422 1,733 2,033 2,393 
Ending Owned Cash Capital dol. l 1,423 3,156 5,189 7,582 
Value of Controlled Resources dol. 308,967 318,946 329,244 341,600 356,320 
Net Worth (End of Period) dol. 116, 727 118,546 120,684 123,200 126,160 
Present Value of Net Returns $186,040 (Criterion Function Value) 
Undiscounted Level of Net Returns $417,891 


















lstarting situation 426 acres of owned land, $4,585 average value of eg_uipment, $2,241 investment in 




ranging from 801 acres in the first period to 1,015 a.cre!;i tn the last;. 
Annual consumption levels range from almost $13,000 in the :first 
production period to a.bout $14,091 in the last peI'iod"- As a result of' 
its effect on capital. accumulation, the consumption levels with a pro-
pensity to consume equal to 75 percent are lower in the l~st 4 production 
periods than the consumption levels when the marginal propensity to con-
sume is 50 percent,, The consumption levels are also lower in the last 
3 production periods than consumption levels when the marginal propeRsity 
to consume is a low 25 percent,, 
Higher levels of me.rginial propensity to consume increases consump-
tion levels in the early part of the planning period (early growth stages), 
but restricts capital accuni.ulation and results in lower consumption levels 
during later years3 and in this case lower total comswnption levels over 
the planning periodo The consumption level over the 30 year period with 
a marginal propensity to conswne equal to 75 percent of net returns totals 
$403,4190 This compares with total consumption levels of $450,452 with 
a propensity to consume of 25 percent and $479,401 when the propensity 
to consume is 50 percent. 
CF.API:ER V 
SIMlJL.ATION OF FARM FIRM GROWTH SITUATIONS 
The analysis reported in the preced.1.ng chapters establishes some 
knowledge with respect to the .eff'ec'J; of certain variables. on the capital 
accumulation or growth process of the farm firmo This knowledge is 
utilized to simulate different growth situations with respect to f'arm 
sizes, tenure situations)l consumption levels, and capital rationing" 
Growth simulation results are first presented for two different 
.farm sizes and tenure. situations with specified consumption and borrowed 
capital levels eq_ual to 50 percent of net returns and l2o5 percent of 
the unm.ortgaged value o:f owned 1.and_, respectivelyo Finally7 consump-
tion and borrowed capital levels are varied and the different growth 
results compared to illustrate different growth possibJ.lities. 
Land Acquisition Through Renting 
The capital accumulation process, which results from the maximum 
present value of net returns with a starting farm size of 426 acres of 
owned land, a maximum borrowed capital level equal to 12,5 percent o:f 
the unmortgaged value of owned land, and consumption levels equal to 50 
percent of' net retu.rns, is presented in Table XII" other assumptions 
include a complement of eg_uipment which is adequate for a size of opera-
tion of 700 acreso Additional equipment must be purchased if the acres 
operated exceeds this level. L:;i..vestock and livestock equipment must 
62 
TABLE XII 
FARM ORGANIZATION, CAPITAL ACCU:11,'!UI.ATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MAXIM"LlM PRESENT VALUE OF 
llIET RETUR.t'\fS J STARTING FARM SIZE OF 426 ACRES, RENTED LAND UNLIMITED.i CONSUMPTION LEVELS 50 PERCENT 
OF NET F..ETURNS AND BORROWED CAPITAL LIMIT 12. 5 PERCENT OF L"IJ\1MORTG.AGED OWNED LAND VALUEl 
Production .Period . 
Item Unit 1 2 3 5 
Annual Si tua.tion 
Land Operated a.c, 557 1,111 1,855 2,859 4,234 6,118 
Land Owned . ac. 426 426 426 426 426 426 
Land Rented ac. 131 685 1,429 2,433 3,808 5,692 
Gross Sales dol. 23,982 47,870 79,932 123,146 182,407 263,580 
Oper. and Overhead. Cap. dol. 13,949 33d21 597934 95,758 144,890 212,187 
Borrowed Capital dol. 12,780 12,780 12,780 12,780 12,780 12,780 
Consumption Capital dol. 5,017 7,274 9,999 13,694 18,758 25,697 
Production Period Totals 
Starting Owned Cash Capital dol. 6,106 307502 61,273 102,492 159,134 236,709 
Net Returns dol. 50,167 72, 745 99,987 136,937 187,586 256,965 
Capital Withdrawals 
Machinery Purchases dol. 0 2,685 4,860 6,550 8,983 12,304 
Livestock.Purchases dol. 687 2,917 3,915 5,276 7,236 9,911 
Ca.pi ta.l Consumed dol. 25,084 36,372 49,993 68,469 93,792 128,483 
Total'. · dol. 25, 771 41,974 58,768 80,295 110,011 150,698 
Net Ca.sh Capital Generated dol. 24,396 30,771 41,219 56,642 77,575 106,267 
Ending Owned Cash Capital dol. 30,502 61,273 102,492 159 ,134 236,709 342,976 
Value of Controlled Resources dol. 171,695 341,028 569, 582 879,010 1,302,804 1,883,446 
Net; Worth (End of Period) dol. 140,255 176,628 226,622 295,090 388,884 517,366 
Present Value of Net Returns $274,828 (Criterion Function Value) 
Undiscounted Level of ,Net Returns $804,387 
Starting Level of Owned Capital $115,172 
1start.ing situation 426 acres of owned land, $4,585 average value of equipment, $2,241 investment in 
livestock and $6,106 owned capital. 
•Q'\ 
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also be purchased as expansion ih acres operated occurs above the start= 
ing level of owned la:nd. Of cou~se, S:dditional hirJd labor is requi.red 
as expansion takes place. Overhead costs, $1,532 fo:r a size of operation 
of 700 acres or less, must be met. These costs increase when the size 
of operation exceeds 700 acres. The starting level of owned c.a.pi tal. is 
$6,106. 
Although the alternative of purchasing additional land exists., 
maximum. growth and capital accumulation occurs as al.l additional land 
operated is rented. The level of land rented ranges from 131 to over 
5,500 acres. The acres operated range from 557 acres in the first pro-
duction period to 6,118 acres in the last production period. The 
increase in total acres operated and owned capital accumulated increases 
at an increasing rate with most of the growth OGcurring during the last 
15 year period or last 3 production periods. The maximum level of 
capital, $12,780, is borrowed annually. 
No investment in equipment is required during the first production 
period since the starting complement of equipment is adequate for a 
size of operation of 700 acres of land operated. However, additional 
equipment purchases a.re required in all other periodsJJ and these invest-
ments range from $:2,685 in period 2 to more than $12~300 in period 6. 
Investments in additional livestock and livestock equipment are required 
as expansion in land operated occurs. These investments range from a 
low of only $687 to almost $10,000 in the la.st period. 
Consumption levels or annual capital withdrawals for purposes other 
than reinvestment into the firm, specified to be 50 percent of the forth= 
coming net returns, range from $5,017 in the first period to $25 1 696 in 
the la.st. 1I'he level of consumption during production period 3, when 
1,855 acres of land a.re operated (a. little less than 3 sections of la~d)j) 
is a.bout $10,000 annually~ 
.The net capital generated during each production period increases 
at .an increasing rate.9 and the maximum generated is $106,267 or $21,253 
annually during the last production period. The :level of ending net 
worth increases to ,$·402;)194 at the .end of production period 6. This is 
$287,022 above the starting level of net worth equal to $115,172. The 
present value of the stream of net returns over the 30 year period. is 
equal to $274, 828. 
With the starting level of owned land equal to 213 acres (half of 
the starting level previously assumed), growth both in terms of acres 
operated and additional value of net worth accumulated at the end of 
the 30 year period is decreased by about 37 percent (Table XIII). 1I111e 
starting level of al.1 other resources is the same a.s the previous level 
with the exception of security value or colla.t.eral which is decreased 
to half s:Lnce this value is based upon the value of owned land. The 
total acres operated increases from 342 acres in period 1 to 3,800 
(a.bout 6 sections of land) during production period 6. The maximum 
level of capital is borrowed each year equal to about $6,400 annually, 
The level of net ca.sh capital generated ranges from $12,016 in the first 
period to $66,513 in the last. On an annual basis this is equal to 
$2,403 during the first production period and $13,303 during the last 
period. 
Investment in additional equipment is unnecessary until the third 
production period or after 10 years of operation since the size of opera-
tion is l.ess than 700 acres during this time. Livestock investments are 
required in each period. Consumption levels, specified to be 50 percent 
/ 
TABLE XIII 
FARM ORGANIZATION,. CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MAXIMUM: PRESENT VALUE OF 
NET RETURNS, STARTING FARM SIZE OF 2l3 ACRES, RENTED LAND llliJLDITTED, CONstJMPTION LEVELS 50 PERCENT 
OF NEI' RETURNS AND BORROWED CAPITAL LIMIT l2 . 5 PERCENT OF UNMORTGAGED OWNED LAND VALm;l 
Production Period 
Item Unit l 2 3 ______2 
Annual Situation 
Land Operated ac. 342 644 1,129 1,760 2,621 3,800 
Land Owned ac. 213 213 213 213 213 213 
Land Rented ac. l29 431 9l6 l,547 2,408 3,587 
Gross Sales dol. l4,739 27, 743 48,627 75,819 112,898 l63,705 
Oper. and Overhead Cap. dol. 9,661 l8,872 36,l24 58,676 89,4l6 l3l, 538 
Borrowed Capital dol. 6,390 6,390 6,390 6,390 6,390 6,390 
Consumption Capital dol. 2,539 4,435 6,25l 8,572 ll,741 l6,083 
Production Period Totals 
Starting Oiwned Cash Capital dol. 6,106 l8,l22 38,712 64,6l9 loo,035 148,592 
Net Returns dol. 25,390 44,355 62, 5l3 85,7l6 ll7,4lO 160,835 
Capital Withdrawals 
Machinery Purchases dol. 0 0 2,800 4,l22 5,620 7,701 
Livestock Purchases dol. ... 679 l,588 2,550 3,320 4,527 6,204 
Capital Consumed doL 12,695 22;177 31,256 42,858 58,706 80,417 
Total doL 13,374 23,765 36,606 50,300 68.,853 94,322 
Net Cash Capital Generated dol. 12,016 20,590 25,907 35,416 48,557 66,513 
Ending Owned Cash Capital doL 18,122 38,712 64,619 100,035 l48,592 215,105 
Value of Controlled Resources dol. 106,586 201,244 348,90l 543,199 808,543 1,171,921 
Net Worth (End of Period) dol. 75,626 97,804 129,061 l7l,9l9 230,623 3ll,04l 
Present Value of Net Returns $l67,047 (Criterion Function Value) 
Undiscounted Level of Net Returns $496,2l9 
Starting Level of Owned CaEi tal $ll5 zl 72 
lstarting situation 213 acres of owned land, $4,585 average value of equipment, $1,l20 investment in 
livestock and $6,106 owned capital. 
CY\ 
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of net returns, for a. starting farm size of 213 acres a.ndthe resulting 
level of ca.pita.I accumulated appear to be lowo Withdrawals for co.n.sump-
tion purposes on a.n annual basis equal $2,539 during the first production 
period. During .the second production period,i, when a.bout a section of 
land is operated, annual consumption levels are less than $5 1 000. Annual 
consumption levels increase over ,$10,000 only after 20 years of opera-;__ 
tions during the last two production periods. 
The present value of net returns over the 30 year period (6 percent 
discount rate) equals $167,047, This is about 40 percent of the value 
of ,the stream of net returns resulting with a starting farm size of 
426 acres of owned lando 
Several significant points are revealed by these simulated growth 
situations. Competition for farm resources, especially landi is .not an 
explicit part of the modelo Competition may increase the price of land 
(whether renting or purchasing) and also cause fa.rm land operated to be 
scattered over a wide area. Both of these conditions would increase land 
acquisition costs. Even though competition is not considered, farm firm 
growth rates and capital accumulation portrayed by the projections a.re 
not phenomenal~ Starting with sizeable assets, 426 acres of owned land9 
only 513-7 acres of land are operated during the first 5 year production 
period with an annual consumption level of about $5.l'OOO. Less than 3 
sections of land are operated through the third production period (first 
15 years of the planning horizon) with a consumption level of about 
$10,000o 
With a starting farm size of 213 acres of owned land and a total 
net worth of $62,931, 1 section of land is operated through tlw second 
period with a consumption level less than $59000, and less tharr2 .· 
68 
sections i.s operatecl at the end of the first 15 years of the :pla.@ing 
perioda This starting size of assets allows 342 acres to be operated 
during the first production period and with a consumption level of about 
$2J500 each year results in an annual increase in net worth of $2,5390 
A consumpt::Lon level or capita.l withdrawal of about $5,,000 woul.d result 
in a static situation with respect to growtho T1nis level of capital 
withdrawal would result in no net cash capital generated, and the ending 
level of owned capit13.l would be about $6 ,106, which is the assumed 
level of starting capital. Thus, the situation with respect to size 
of assets at the end of each 5 year production period would be the same 
as the starting situationo 
Land Acquisition Through Purchase 
Capital accumul.ation and. growth is significantly less when land 
acquisition is limited to purchasing all additional land operatedo Witb 
a starting farm size of J-1-26 acres of owned land, the size of operations 
range from 493 acres in the first period to about 1,600 in the last pro= 
duction periodQ Land purchases range :from 67 acres to 283 acres in the 
same period ('l'able XIV) Q 
The total interest and principal payments for land on an amortized 
basis requires more capital outlay than does renting land» and tb.e 
ability to borrow capital is reduced because owned assets must be mort-
gaged to obtain a real estate loano Under these conditions, the present 
value of net returns are maximum when 67 acres of land are purchased 
and $10,404 is borrowed annually during .the first production period. 
Consumption during this period, ecpml to 50 percent of the net returns, 
is less than $5,000. 
TABLE XIV 
FARM ORGANIZATION, CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MAXIMUM PRESENT VALUE OF 
NET RETURNS.? STARTING FARM SIZE OF 426 ACRES, RENTED LAND LIMITED, CONSUMPTION LEVELS 50 PERCENT 
OF NET B.ETURNS AND BORROWED CAPITAL LIMIT 12,5 PERCENT OF UNMORTGAGED OWNED LAND VALIJEl 
Production Period 
Item Unit 1 2 _3_ 4~--- - 5 E 
Annual Situation 
Land Operated ac. 493 761 906 1,106 ., ~44 .L Ji·-· . 1)627 
Land Owned ac. 493 761 906 1,106 1,344 1,627 
Gross Sales doL 21,220 32,768 39,024 47,636 57,868 70,071 
Oper. and Overheaa_ Cap. dol, 11,941 20,307 24,332 30,176 37,108 45,368 
Borrowed Capital dol. 10,404 1,113 0 0 0 0 
Consumption Capital dol. 4,639 6,231 7,346 8,730 10,380 12.,352 
Productiorr Period Totals 
Starting Owned Cash Capital dol. 6,106 27;933 51_.847 61,197 71,541 83,121 
Net Returns dol. 46,392 62,306 73,460 87,302 103.,801 123, 515 
Capital Withdrawals 
Land Purchases doL 1,018 5,433 25,668 30,950 37, 520 45,784 
Machinery Purchases doL 0 396 948 1,306 1,551 1,849 
Livestock Purchases · dol. 350 1,410 764 1,051 1,249 l.9490 
Capital Consumed doL 23,197 31,153 
Total dol. 24,565 38,392 
36,730 43,651 51,901 61,758 
64,110 76,958 92,221 110.,881 
Net Gash Capital Generated dol. 21,827 23,914 9,350 10,344 11,580 12.,634 
Ending Owned Cash Ca:pi tal dol. 27,933 51, 847 
Value of Controlled Resources dol. 153,429 243,469 
Net Worth (End of Period) dol. 138,367 169,520 
61,197 71,541 83)121 95,755 
289,331 350,032 421, 532 505,425 
206,250 249,901 301,801 363,558 
Present Value of Net Returns $193,481. (Criterion F~nction Value) 
Undiscounted Level of Net Returns $496,776 
Starting Level of Owned Capital $115,172 
1starting situation 426 acres of owned land, $4,585 average value of eg_uipment, $2,241 investment in 




During -the second production period1 268 acres of land are purchased 
through an amortized loan and only $1,113 of capital is borrowed on an 
annual basis4 Under these conditions, all.collateral or security value 
is utilized during this period as it is during all production periodso 
.No capital is borrowed after the second productio.r.. periodo All collat-
eral or security vaJ.ue is utilized. by mortgaging owned land in order to 
purchase land through the amortized real estate loan. 
During the third period, 72 acres of land are purchased on an 
amortized. basis. At this point, all owned security is used to obtain 
real estate loans. However,, ad.ditiona.l owned capital is available1 
and 73 additional acres of land are also purchased on a cash basis. In 
,t:tte next J;)roduction period, period 4, the increase in assets or net 
·; ', 
. r~ , . . < .. 
~ati:th'increases the level of security value which is utilized to purchase 
124·acres through another real estate loano In a.dditionJ 76 acres a.re 
. purchased on a ca.sh basis. Similarly, 106 and 209 acres of land are 
purchased on an amortized basis in periods 5 and 6 while 78 and 74 acres 
are purchased on a cash basis in each of the respective periods. 
Annual consumption levels, at 50 percent of the net returns, range 
from $4,600 during the first period. to 0ver $12,,000 during the last pro-
duction period~ Both net returns (and, therefore, consumption levels) 
and the accumulation of net worth during the first two production periods 
compare somewhat favorably with those under conditions where land maybe 
rented. However., during subsequent periods the differences become large. 
The present value of net returns, under the condition that addi-
tional land operated must be purchased, is $193,i,481. This is about 30 
percent below the value forthcoming 'When land may be rented. 
With the start;ing level of 0wned land equal to 213 acres and land 
71 
acquisition limited to :purchasing la.nd only.9 growth in terms of acres 
operated is limited to the purchase of a.bout a section of .la.nd during the 
30 year planning period (Table XV), Land purchases range from 66 acres 
in the first produetion period to 165 acres in the last period. Total 
I 
acres operated range from 2'T9 to 870 acres in the same period. The 
growth and capital accumulation process is very similar, but on a smaller 
sea.le,, to the growth process for the starting farm size of 426 acres 
under the same conditions of land acquisition. Consumption levels are 
low, a little more than $2~000 on an annual basisJ during the first 
production period and less than $5,000 for the first 20 years of the 30 
year plann:i.ng period. The maximum consumption level on an annual basis, 
which occurs during the last production periodJ is about $7,100. 
Effect of Consumption and Capital Borrowing Levels 
Since the simulated growth situations above are made with arbitrary 
consumption and capital borrowing levels, these factors are varied to 
determine different gro111rth' possibil.i ties. The effect of the specified 
conditions of land acquisition methods, starting farm sizes., capital 
borrowing levels, and consumption levels on the growth process is summa-
rized in Tables XVI through XIX. 'J'he total acres operated during each 
year of the last production period is shown in Table XVI, the accumulated 
value of net worth during the 30 year growth period in Table XVII, the 
present value of the stream of net returns in Table XVIII, and the undis= 
counted stream of net returns in Table XIX. Least growth, in terms of 
acres operated (or any of the other criteria) during the last production 
period, occurs for the gma.llest starting farm size, lower capital borrow-
.lng level, higher consumption level, and where the method of land 
TABLE XV 
FARM ORGANIZATION7 CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MAXIMUM PRESKNT. VALUE OF 
NET RETlJRNSJ STARTING FARM SIZE OF 2l3 ACRES, REJ\i'TED LAND LIMITED, CONSUMPTION LEVELS 50 PERCENT 






Oper, and Overhead Cap,,. 
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Conswnption Capital 
Production Period 1I'otals 








Net Cash Capital Generated 
Ending Owned Cash Capital 
Value of Controlled Resources 





































Present Value of Net Returns $101,509 
Undiscounted Level of Net Returns $268,828 
Starting Level of Owned Capital $115 1172 
Production Period 
~ 2 3 5 - - - -·-6 
400 464 572 705 870 
400 464 572 705 870 
17J24o 19,981 24J619 30,357 37,480 
11,143 12.,,434 14J981 18,420 23,266 
0 0 0 0 0 
3Jo49 3J773 4,819 5,968 7,107 
15,584 26,903 31; 528 38,422 45,982 
30,486 37,734 48,192 59,,683 71,073 
3,285 13,907 16,635 21J551 26,737 
0 0 0 30 1,080 
639 335 566 701 8ryD 
15 ,243 18}867 24,097 29,841 35,536 
19,167 33,109 41,298 52,123 64,223 
11,319 4,625 6,894 7, 560 6,850 
26,903 31, 528 38,422 45,982 52,832 
129,593 149,913 183,293 223,504 271,904 
89,004 107,871 131,966 i61,808 197,345 
(Criterion Function Value) 
1starting situation 213 acres of owned land, $4,585 average value of eg_uipment, $l,120 investment In 
livestock and $6"106 owned capital. rJ 
TABLE XVI 
FARM SIZE AFTER 30 YEAR GROWTH PERIOD FOR SPECIFIED METHODS OF LAND ACQUISITION, 
. CAPITAL BORROWING AND CONSUMPTION LEVELS 
Method Of Starting Capital Consumption Level 
Land Farm Borrowing 50 Percent Of 25 Percent Of 
Acq,uisition Size Limitl Net Returns Net Returns 
Acres Acres 
( 
213 Acres 12,5 Percent 870 1.337 
Purchase 
25. 0 Percent 882 Only 1,357 
426 Acres 
12,5 Percent 1,627 2.459 
25,0 Percent 1.652 2.504 
213 Acres 12.5 Percent 3.800 
8,624 
Rent 25,0 Percent 4,460 10_,lll -
426 Acres 12,5 ?ercent 6,118 14,143 
25.0 Percent 7,122 16.078 
-
lcapital borrowing limit is expressed as a portion of the value of unmortgaged owned land. 
~ 
·1. j TABLE XVII 
VALUE OF NET WORTH ACCDMULATED DURING THE 30 YEAR GROWTH PERIOD FOR 
SPECIFIED :METHODS OF LAND ACQUISITION, CAPITAL BORROWING 
AND CONSUMPTION LEVELSl _ _ .--- _ _ _ - ___ . 
--·· . 
/ 
Method Of Starting Capital ' Consumption Leve-l 
______ Land _____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Farm ____ .... __ _ _ Borrowing ___ . 50 Percent ?,e;f' __ __ 25_ Percent _Qf ______ 
Acquisition Size i 't2 Net Returns Net Returns L mi 
' -
2l3 Acres 
J2.5 Percent $l34_~4l4 - $ 265,405 
.Purchase 25.0 Pe_rcent $136,868 $ 270.149 
Only ' -
426 Acres 
12. 5 Perc.e:nt $248.386 $ 481,757 
... - . 
25.0 Pe_rcent $253,725 $ 492.231 
213 Acres 
12. 5 Pe~c,ent_ $248,lll $ 6399426 
.-, 
/ 
., 25. 0 Pe;foent $284,632 $ 743.lll 
Rent ' 
426 Acres 
_ l2. 5 Perce:n~ . $402.194 - $1,051.,216 
, __ 25~0~ercent $455,733 $l,180,664 
lThe starting value of' net worth for the 213 acre situation is $62,93l and $ll5.,l'(2 for the 
426 acre situation. 
,.... 




PRESEJ\JT VALUE OF THE STREAM OF NET RETURNS AFTER 30 YEAR GROWTH PERIOD FOR SPECIFIED METHODS 
OF LAND ACQUISITION,. CAPITAL BORROWING AND CONSUMPTION LEVELS 
Method Of Starting Capital Consumption Level 
Land Farm .Borrowing 50 Percent Of'. 2 5 Percent Of 
Acquisition Size Limit1 Net Returns , Net Returns 
. ' 
213 .Acres 12.5 Percent $101.509 $126.,143 
Purchase 25.0 Percent $104 ,020 $129.00~---
Only 
12.5 Percent $193,481 $234,645 426 Acres 
f 
25.0 Percent $199.193 $241:134 
213 Acres J,,2,.5 Percent $16:z.047 : $256.228 ., 
Rent 25.0 Percent $194,,397 $299.683 
426 Acres 12.5 Percent $274,828 ; $424.905 
25.0 Percent $311.898 $476.882 




UNDISCOUNTED VALUE OF THE,STREAM OF NET RETURNS AFTER 30 YEAR GROWTH PERIOD FOR SPECIFIED 
.. • METHODS OF LAND ACQUISITION, CAPITAL BORROWING AND CONSUMPTION .LE,VELS. 
Method Of Starting Capital Consumption Level 
___ .. Land Farm Borrowing 50 Percent Of, 25 Percent Of 
. Acquisition Size Limitl Net Returns '. Net Returns 
' 
' 
213 A<?r~s 12 o 5 Percent : $268.828 $ 353,873 . 
Purchase 25 .O Percent· $2739736 $ 360~2co Only 
426 Acres 1,2-. 5 Percent : $496,776 $ 6429343 
2;,. d Pe.rcent : $507,449 $ 656,308 
213 Acres l2e5 Percent $496.220 $ 852,570 
' 
Rent 25o0 Percent $571.263 ; $ 990~817 
426 Acres 12 ... 5 Percent• $8049387 $1,401,622 
25.0 Percent $911.467 $1. 574,221 




a.cg_uis:ttion is limited to purchasing l.a.nd only. This size of operation, 
870 acres, is small. compared to the 16,078 acres operated, where maximum 
growth occurred. 
Maximum growth occurred under conditions of the larger starting farm 
size, higher capital borrowing level, lower cc:msumt,tion.level, a.nd where 
the a.lterrtative of renting land exists. The complete situation with 
respect to organization of resources, fa.rm operation, consumption levels, 
and ca.pita.l accumulated for each of the situations represented in 
Tables XVI through XIX is presented in Appendix Tables III through XIV, 
In all cases, the objective is assumed to be o;ne where the present 
value of the stream of net returns is maximized 0ver the 30 year 
planning period. 
The effect of d1fferent capital borrowing levels, measured in terms 
of acres operated (ira.ble XVI), does not appear to be significant where 
the method of land a.cg_uisition is limited to purchasing land. For the 
same starting farm sizes a.nd consumption levels, small differences 
exist in acres operated or ca.pita.l accumulated. The reason for this is 
that, where land is purchased, relatively small a.mounts of capital are 
borrowed over the 30 year growth period. Capital is borrowed only at 
the first pa.rt of the planning period where owned ca.pita.l levels a.re 
comparatively low. During the rest of the planning period the security 
value of collateral used to secure ca.pi tal loans is utilized through 
real estate loans to purchase land on an amortized loan basis. Maximum 
growth occurs by following this policy, because collateral is more va.lu ... 
able when used to secure real estate loans than when used to borrow cash 
capital. If security levels used to obtain real estate loans were 
a.l tered, sign:;!.ficant differences in. growth rates undoubtedly would occur, 
Where the method of la.nd acquisition is renting, all security or 
collateral value is utilized for capital borrowing, and g_uite different 
levels of capital are actually borrowed (Appendix Tables X and XIII). 
Und.er these conditions, differences in farm sizes range from 660 to 
1,,935 acres for situations of equal starting farm sizes a:nd comnmrption 
levels ('fable ) , Annual differences in borrowed ca.pi tal levels 
are $6,390 and $12,780 for the 213 acre starting size and $25,560 a;nd 
$12,'780 for the larger starting farm size 6f 426 acres" Over a 30 year 
period the total amount of these differenc1:;;s is quite substantial, 
Different starting farm sizes for the same levels of consumption, 
capital borrowing, ·and land acqulsi tion resul.t in quite different rates 
of growth and capital accumulation. After the 30 year growt}J. period 
the difference between the ending farm sizes, in most cases, is not 
q_uite double for the two different starting s:i,zes. The greatest relative 
difference occurs where the other factors including capital borrowing, 
consumption, and land acg_uisition are most limiting. The least relative 
difference occurs where the other factors of ca.pi taJ. borrowingJ consump= 
tionJl and land acquisition a.re the least limiting. The starting size of 
land resource becomes less important or less restricting, in terms of 
determining growth rates, when more capital is made available for expans-
ion purpo.ses o 
The di.fferent levels of consumpti.on, where other factors are he1.d 
constant, result in significantly different growth rates during the 30 
year period. The lower specified level of consumption, 25 percent of the 
net returns, Ls pro·bably too low considering family needs, income taxes, 
and other capital wi thdrawal.s associated with farming and farm family 
living unles.s other sources of income exist (see appendix tables for 
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consumption levels). However, the higher consumption levels retard. growth 
s:i.gnificantly and retard it most where land is rented and where ca.pi ta.l 
is lea.st limiting, "J:h:i.s is because capital accumulation increases at an 
increasing rate, 
By far 1 the most sfgnifica.nt differences in growth rates occur where 
different methods o.f land acquisition a.re specified. For the same start-
ing sizes, borrowed capital, and consumption levels the growth and capi-
tal accumulati.on that occurs when a.dd.itiona.l land operated must be pur-
chased is much .less than the growth that occurs when additional land 
operated may l;;,e rented (Tables XVI through XIX) o 
The reason for the wid.e differences i:q. growth rates whe:q. la;nq.. is 
rented and purchased can now be fuJ.ly evaluated. Purchasing land rather 
than renti.ng req_ulres that more capital be withdrawn from the capital 
generating stream, The d::l.fferences in ca.pi tal requirements between 
renting and purchasing land on an amort:ized basis a.re $4 per acre, '.}}he 
total land. payment, whieh includes interest and principal.:i is $4 per 
acre more than the annual cost of renting, To illustrate the higher 
capital w::Lthdrawals required when land is purchased, assume that addi-
tional land operated is purchased rather than rented in the situation 
illustrated in Table XIL During production period 3, 1,429 acres of 
land. is rented, If this land was pur~hased on an amortized basis, the 
$4 per acre d:Lf.ference would amount to a total difference of over $5, 700 
on an annual basi.s or $28, 500 difference for the 5 year production 
period, The effect of these additional capital withdrawals on the growth 
and ca.pi tal a.ccumuJaation process is apparent from observing :the growth 
differences for the different consumpt:1.on levels shown in Tables XVI 
through XIX, Land purchases might also take place on a cash basis ($240 
Bo 
per a.ere). However, with limited capital, this method would also retard 
growth if utilized. during early stages of the growth :period. Cash land 
:purchases are made during the growth :process only after capital levels 
are built up a.nd when security values, usE,:d to purchase land by real. 
estate loans, become lim:i.tingo 
.Another growth retarding situation exists when land :i,.s :purchased 
rather than rented., When land is :purchased on an amortized basis, 
the real estate loan secured requires that debt be incurred. Many 
years are required to gain back collateral levels once they are comitted 
to secure real estate loans, because annual land payments for a long 
:period of time include mostly interest payments with only a small por-
tion of the payments for principal. This real estate debt incurred 
reduces the maximum. level of cash capital that may be borroweda Limit-
ing cash capital borrowing affects the rate of firm growth a 'rherefore, 
:purchasing land reduces the growth process both by increasing capital 
withdrawals and by reducing the leve.l of ca.pi tal borrowing. 
It is very important that this analysis of capital accumulation 
not be misunderstood with respect to the alternatives of renting or pur= 
chasing additional land operated.a It is assumed that land may be rented 
at an annual cost of $12 per acre. Land may be purchased on an amortized 
basis with total annua.l payments of about $16 :per acre on the basis of 
a 33 year loan. The analysis indicates that capital may be accumulated 
at a much faster rate when land is rented rather than purchased. This 
does not necessarily mean that land should be rented rather than purchased 
in order to achieve maximum growth rateso On the other hand, it means 
that land (or any other resource which may be purchased by alternative 
ways) should be acquired in a way that requires the minimum amount of 
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ca.pital withdrawals~ Und(;3r specific conditions~ capital withdrawals 
associated with purchasing land (total annual payment) may be less than 
those associated with renting land~ Under these conditions, purchasing 
land w0uld tend to :m.a:ximize growth rates. 
CHAPTER VI 
MINIMUM STAB.TING EQUITY AND C.APrr.AI, AG:Cl]MlJLATIO!{ REQUIREMEl'Pl:S 
FOR SPECIFIC GROWTH OBJECTIVES 
To thi.s point in the analysis.,, the capital accumulaton process has 
been analyzed by establishing rather arbitrary starting levels of farm 
resources ~d examining the growth of the farm firm to determine the 
importance of growth variables. '1'.he remaining analysis is directed to 
determining the minimum starting capital or equity requirements f,0r 
specified growth objectives subject to different conditions of growth 
variables. This approach not only establishes the minimum resource 
requirements but also shows the farm. organization and operation over 
time necessary to fulfill the specified growth objectives •. 
In minimizing starting equity, it is assumed that a fafm operator 
starts with no farm resource except management ability. The model used 
in the analysis minimizes the starting level of capital required .to 
establish the farm, produce and fulfill the specified growth conditions. 
These conditions may be the fulfillment of certain farm family consump-
tion levels over time or the accumulation of certain equity levels at 
the end of the planning period~. The model used in this analysis .is con-
.structed in such a way that owned capital. is the only limited resource; 
all other resources may be purchased at their average value to establish 
the farm if capital is available. Owned capital is minimized by maxi-
l'l'.'.:fzing net returns over time subject to, for all practical purposes;, 
infinite costs per unit of starting owned capital (see Table II). Thus.? 
this procedure minimizes starting owned capi ta.l subject to the gr0wth 
restrictions 1 but allows additional growth to occur if possib.le. 
For the growth situations analyzed., the starting level of owned , 
capital (which is minimized) is less thap the total capital requirements 
for farm operation and family consumption purposeG, This is possibl,e 
because resource purchases establish an equity situation whlch may be 
used to borrow a.ddi tional capital. Total. equity is, of course, owned 
ca.sh capital plus the value of other owned resources. The model used 
in the analysis allows cash capital to be converted i.nto any other :farm 
resource at the beginntng or during the capital accumulation proce.ss, 
Minimum Starting Equity and Capital Accumv.lation Requirements 
for Specified Consumption Levels 
Minimum equity requirements were determined for cqnstant and 
increasing consumption levels under various tenure situations, Constant 
costs and prices are presently assumed. The effect of increasing land 
values will be analyzed in a later section, 
Hren te d Land Un.limited 
The minimum lev.el of owned capital required to fulfi.11 farm family 
consumption levels over time is $18,025 when all land operated may be 
:rented (Table XX). Ca.pi tal withdrawals for consumption purposes are 
held constant over time and are ass urned to be $3J 000 annually a 1\To 
growth conditions are specified, but it ts reg_uired that the ending 
eg_uity level (at the end of the 30 year period) be equal to or greater 
than ,the starting eq,ui ty level o Total starting ca.pi ta.l requirements . a.re 
a.bout $19,,,000$ $18,025 owned capital. and about $1,000 borrowed capitaL 
"I'he $l9y000 includes almost $2y000 investment in livestock, one"'·fifth 
TABLE XX 
FARM ORGANIZATION, CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MINIMUM STARTING LEVEL OF 
OWNED CAPITAL NECESSARY TO OB~IN $3,000 :CONSUMPTION .LEVEL OVER 0 TI:ME,: ~N1r,'E:l)::··IJµµ) UGlLIMIT~~ 
Production Period 





Opero and Overhead Cap. 
Borrowed Capital 
Conswnption Capital 
Production Period Totals 







Net Ca.sh Capital Generated 
Ending Owned Ca.sh Capital 
Value of Controlled Resources 

































/Present Value of Net Returns $42, 590 
Undiscounted Level of Net Returns $90_.000 

















































































lThe starting situation is the ability to manage; all other farm resources must be purchased with the 
minimum owned capital ($18,025). 
CD 
.ic:-
of a complement of equipment (plus the as.sociated interest payments)-9' 
$3,000 consumption capital, and about $13p000 operating and overhead 
capital" The operating capital includes renting the 379 acres of land 
at $12 per a.ere,, The $997 borrowed capital is secured by the $1.?994 
investment in J.i vestocko The complement of equi:p,eent is purchased. over 
a five year period and remains under mortgage until full payment is 
made after five years~ 
The net returns during the first five years is $15,766 which is 
only slightly more than the $15,000 capital consumed during the sa.m.e 
period" Other capital withdrawals include equipment and livestock pur-
chases for a total of $21,565. The level of owned capital at the end 
of the first production period is $12$226. The ending level of equity 
or net worth after the first five years of operation is $18,791 which 
includes $6,565 in average value of equipment and livestock and 
$12,226 in casho 
Equipment and livestock resources are maintained or replaced by 
annual operating and overhead expenses. Therefore, operating and total 
capital requirements in subsequent production periods decrease somewhat 
because additional equipment and livestock purchases are not required. 
The total capital withdrawals are equal only to the $15,000 consumption 
level during these periodB. The ratio of owned capital to borrowed also 
decreases in these periods with more than $31 000 borrowed annually. 
The complement of' equipment (which was mortgaged during period 1) and 
livestock is used as collateral for the $3,282 borrowed capital in 
period 2. 
The stream of net returns from operations over the 30 year period 
I 
total $90,11000,. This is also the level of capital withdrawn from the 
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farm firm (for consumption ca.pUal)o The $6 3 565 withdrawn for equipment 
and livestock purchases became, of course, a part of the farm firm. :I'he 
$18,025 starting equHy level is mainta:.Lned at the end of the 30 year 
planning period and includes $11,461 of owned cash capital and the ,$6.:,565 
invested in livestock and equipment(product:i.on period 6, Table XX). 
Increasing consumption levels over time increases the starting · 
level of ea.pi tal ,somewhat and reg_uire.s farm growth to increase substan-
tially o Although the specifled annual consumption level during the 
first :production period is the same as the former situation with con= 
stant consumption levels over time, the minimu,11 starting level of mmed 
capital is :increased by about $1;800 to a level of $19,811 (Table XXI). 
~he starting size of operation in~reases by 55 a.errs. The tncrea$ed 
s;i.ze of operation is required E\O that the fa,rm may grow in order to 
sl;:l.tisfy the higher annual ca;pita;J_ withdrawals for conswnvt;ion in the 
subsequent production periods. Increases in annual capital withdrawals 
by $1JOOO each production period is roughly equivalent to increasing 
consumption levels by about $150 annually plus the required withdrawals 
for income tax, assllming that anµl;lal consumption is taxable income. 
Although the annual capital consumed during production period 2 is 
only $1JOOO more than the former situation analyzed, the acres of land 
operated during the period is more tha,n 130 acres larger. The value 
of controlled resources is more than $40,000 larger at the end of that 
per:tod (Tables XX and XXI). With annual ca.pi tal consumed double the 
former levelJ as in production period 4, farm size is 273 acres larger 
and the value of controlled. resources is increased by 75 percent to 
$185,636. 
TABLE XXI 
FARM ORGANIZATION_, CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MINIMUM STARTING LEVEL OF 
. OWNED CAPITAL NECESSARY TO OBTAIN INCREASING CONSUMPTION LEVELS OVER TIME, RENTED LAND UNLIMITEnl 
Production Period 
Item Unit 1 2 3 5 
Annual Situation 
Land Operated ac. 434 496 571 637 664 580 
Land Rented ac. 434 496 571 637 664 580 
Gross Sales dol. 18,677 21,385 24,615 27 ,454 28,622 25,004 
Oper. and Overhead Cap. dol. 14, 825 16,694 18,964 21,059 21,965 19.,350 
Borrowed Capital dol. 1,140 3,591 3,788 3,962 4,033 4,033 
Consumption Capital dol. 3,000 4,ooo 5,000 6,000 7,000 8,000 
.Production Period Totals 
Starting Owned Cash Capital dol. 19,811 17,218 20,343 23,206 24,833 22,975 
Net Returns dol. 19,258 23,456 28,257 31,974 33,285 28,770 
Capital Withdrawals 
Machinery Purchases dol. 4,571 0 0 0 0 0 
Livestock Purchases dol. 2,280 331 394 347 143 0 
Capital Consumed dol. 15,000 20,000 25,000 30,000 35,000 40,000 
Total dol. 21,851 20,331 25,394 30, 347 35,143 .40,000 
Net Cash Capital Generate<'.! dol. -2, 593 3,J,.25 2,863 1,627 -1,858 -11,230 
Ending Owned :89.sh Capital dol. 17,218 20, 343 23,206 242833 22,975 11,745 
Value of Controlled Resources dol .. 128,229 146,565 167,822 185,636 190,401 159,011 
Net Worth (End of Period) dol. 24,069 27, 525 30,782 32,756 31,041 19,8i1 
Present Value of Net Returns $ 62,925 
Undiscounted Level of Net Returns $165,000 
Starting Level of Owned Capital ~ l9z8ll 
lThe starting situation is the ability to manage; all other farm resources must be purchased with the 
minimum owned capital ($19,811). The required annual consumption level is indicated by consumption capital 





With increasing levels of capital consumed, net worth increases 
thro-ughout the first 4 production periods. The decrease in net worth 
during the la.st 2 production periods results because acc1.i.m:uJ.ated net 
worth is vsed .to satisfy the specj,fied level of ca.pit.al wi t'.b.dr~wl;l.ls dur-
ing these periods. The starting level of capital is mi:q.imized when 
the accumulated net worth is used in this way. Since all c~pital with-
drawals except capital consumed is reinvested into the farm ;f'irI)l a:p.d 
sine~ ending equity or net worth is equal to starting equity ($18.,028), 
the total net returns over the 30 year planning period is eg_ual to the 
level of capital consumed or $165,,000. Specified farm growth condi"" 
tions other than increasing capital wttpdrawaJ..s will be analyzed in a 
later sect;i.on.., 
Rented Land Limited 
The importance of t.pe m~thoi of ].and acqu,isHiop qi;i tll,e growth pro-
cess of the farm was previously established. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to analyze minimum starting equity requirements and the growth pro-
cess under conditions of purchasing land operated rather tl).an renting. 
The high proportion of owner operated farms in the area of study may 
indicate,that many operators prefe;r- to ow.n land. Also the anaJ,.ysis 
should include owner operated fa:rms because the assumption of unlimited 
land available for renting on a wide scale is probably unrealistic. 
Rentecl Land Limited to One-Half Acres Operated 
The starting level of equity increases sharply when a~ least hal.f 
of the total acres operated has ~o be owned. Under this condition and 
with consumption capital withQ.rawa.ls equal to $3,000 annually, the 
required starting lev~l of owneq. capital is $34,527 (TabJ,.eXXII). The 
TABLE XXII 
FARM ORGANIZATION, CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MINIMIJM 
S.TARTING LEVEL OF OWNED CAPITAL NECESSARY TO OBTAIN $3,000 CONSUMPTION LEVEL 
OVER TIME, RENTED LAND LIMITED TO THE SAME NUMBER OF ACRES OWNE:ol 
Production Period 
Item Unit l 2 3 4 5 
Annual Situation 
Land Operated ac. 311 301 311 319 336 
Land Owned aco 155 155 155 160 168 
Land Rented ac. 155 146 155 l60 .·. 168 
Gross Sales dol. 13,381 l2,966 13,381 13,755 14,471 
Oper. and Overhead Capt. dol. 10,281 9,922 10,215 10,449 10,904 
Borrowed Capital dolo 8,428 11, 532 12,431 13,011 14 ,270 
Consumption Capital dol. 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 
Production. Period. Tota.ls 
Starting Owned Ca.sh Capital dol, 34, 527 865 255 0 0 
Net Returns dol. 15,499 15,219 15,829 16, 528 17,833 
Capital Withdrawals 
Land Purchases dol. 27,956 829 1,084 1,482 2,746 
Machinery Purchases dol. 4,571 0 0 0 0 
Livestock Purchases dol. 1;;634 0 0 46 87 
Capital Consumed dol. 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 
Total doL 49,161 15,829 16,084 \:16, 528 17,833 
Net Ca.sh Capital Generated dol. =33,662 -610 -255 0 0 
Ending Owned Ca.sh Capital dol. 865 255 0 0 0 
Value of Controlled Resources doL 81; 710 78,700 80,845 82,811 86,978 
Net Worth (End of Period) dol. 35 ,026 35,245 36,074 37,602 40,435 
Present Value of Net Returns $ 47,386 
Undiscounted Level of Net Returns $101,191 




















lThe starting situation is the ability to manage; all other farm resources must be purchased with the 
minimum owned capital ( $34 ;1 527). (X) \!) 
required staJ?ting size of operations is 3ll acres. This is 68 adres 
less than the required starting size under conditions where all lancf 
operated may be rent-edo The net returns on a per acre basis are hi,gher 
under conditions where land is owned rather than rented. Although 1.and 
purchases af':fect the capital accum:u1.ation process, land payments (down 
payments and principal payments) are not costs and do not r<1;;?duce returns. 
-Annual operating and overhead capital requirements in production period 
1 are almost $31 000 less than those associated with the operation where 
all land is rented. In ·terms of meeting consumption requirements.s cap-
ital substitutes for lando However, the relatively large starting 
equity requirements, where l.and must he pureha.Bed, have significant i.m= 
plications under conditions of limited capita.lo 
Where at least half of the land must be purchased, the net returns 
on a per acre basis increase in each subsequent product~on period, be~ 
cause principal payments associated with amortized land purchases 
increase over time as interest payrrnents (costs) decrease o The acres of 
land rented decrease during production period 2 but increase.to 155 
acres again in period 3o The minimum starting level of land. that must 
be owned at the beginning is 155 acres.sand no additional p1,1rchases 
are required to satisfy the consumption requ:f.rements. However, the 
returns during the last 3 periods (last 15 years of .the pla;nning period) 
are sufficient i;o · satisfy consumption as w~.1.l as allow additional land 
to be purchasedo No starting owned cash capital is required after thie 
third production period, for the equity level is high enough so that 
all annual capital requirements may be satisfied. through borrowed capital. 
Capital accumulation in terms of net worth increases in each of 
the production periods 9 and the rate of growth increases during the 
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last 3 production periodso .Additional land is purchased and rented in 
ea.ch of these periodso The mortgage which is required at the beginning 
of period 1 decreases over time and allows more capital to be used to 
·:· 
expand operations in the later production periods" 
,Operations Limited to Owned Land 
In terms of acres operated and the value of controlled resources, 
the starting level of farm operations de.creases significantly to fulfill 
consumption :rfsquirements when land acquisition is limited to purchasing 
or owning land o.nJ..y~ However, minimum land and minimum total value of 
controlled resources is not consistent with minimum starting eg_uity 
requirements .. The :required starting level of equity increases sharply 
(Table XXIII).... The starting level· o:f owned capital, $47,0001 com.pares 
to $34.,500 when. half' of ;the acres operated may be rented. Al.:thoug):1 
equity requirements are·much higher, the average level of annual operat= 
ing and overhead capital requirements duri.ng the first production period 
are about $~ 1 000 less ($8,llB compared to $135J.74) when all land is 
G'Wil.ed rather than :rented. Capital requirements shift from operating 
{renting land) to investment (land purchases), The amount of capital 
borrowed annually is less when all land must be owned or purchased 
because a higher :prqportion of the equity is mortgaged to purchase lanci. 
;In addition to fulfilling the consumption requirements, the accu-
mulated value of equity or net worth over the 30 year planning period 
above the required starting level of owned capital is more than $19,-000. 
The level of net worth at the end of the last production period is 
$67,154. 1'1ds amount of equity, if invested to return 405. percent., 
would provide an annual retirement income to the operator (also the 
owner in this case) equal to about $3.,,000. The starting equity 
TABLE XXIII 
FARM ORGANIZATION, CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MINIMUM STARTING LEVEL 
OF OWNED CAPITAL NECESSARY TO OBTAIN $3,000 CONSUMPTION LEVEL OVER TIME, 
LAND ACQUISITION LIMITED TO PURCHASING LAND ONLYl · 
Production Period 
Item Unit l 2 3 5 
Annual Situation 
Land Operated ac. 262 262 269 282 30l 332 
Land Owned ac. 262 262 269 282 301 332 
Gross Sales dol. ll,269 11,270 11,602 12,129 l2,964 l4,289 
0:per. and Overhead Ca:p. dol. 8,ll8 8,,031 8,214 8,503 8,957 9,677 
Borrowed Capital dol. 2,992 7,114 8,435 9,986 11,739 l3,602 
Consumption Capital dol. 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3:,000 
Production Period Totals 
Starting Owned C~sh Capital dol. 47 ,032 3,933 2,916 l,806 753 0 
Net Returns dol. 15,757 16,197 16,941 18,l32 20,034 23,060 
Capital Withdrawals 
Land Purchases dol. 37,909 2,214 3,010 4,121 5,685 7,898 
Machinery Purchases dol. 4,57l 0 0 0 0 0 
Live'stock Purchases doL 1,376 0 41 64 102 162 
Capital Consumed dol. 15:,000 l5,000 15:,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 
Total dol. 58,856 17,214 18,05l 19,185 20, 787 23,060 
Net Cash Capital Generated dol. -43,099 =l,017 -1,llO -1,053 -753 0 
Ending Owned Cash Capital dol. 3,933 2,916 1,806 753 0 0 
Value of Controlled Resources dol. 72,760 7l, 743 72,354 74,485 78,394 85,996 
Net Worth (End of Period) dol. 47,789 48,986 50,928 54,060 59,094 67,l54 
Present Value of Net Returns $ 48,339 
Undiscounted Level of Net Returns $ll0,12l 
Starting Level of Owned Ca;eital $ 47,2032 
lThe starting situation is the ability to manage; all other fa.rm resources must be :purchased with the 
minimum owned capital ($47,032). \0 [\) 
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reg_uirements for a similar retirement income under conditions where all 
land operated may be rented,ivill be presented in a later section. 
Starting eg_uity reg_uirements increase by more than $13,000 to over 
$60,000 under the conditions where all land operated must be owned and 
where annu~l capital withdrawals for consumption are i.ncreased by ?000 
each production period (Table XXIV), With a starting farm size of 357 
acres, additional land must be purchased in each production period to 
satisfy the consumption reg_uirements, The increasing level of con-
sumption increases starting equity requirements by $21,469 above the 
level required with a constant $3,000 consumption, However, the e<;tuity 
level at the end of the 30 year planning period is more than 50 percent 
greater, The ending eg_uity level ($103,284) would provide an annual 
retirement income of more than $4,500 if invested at 4.5 percent 
interest. 
At the beginning of production period 1 7 the outstanding mortgage 
is a.bout $29,000 which is eg_uivalent to 121 acres of land, '.rhe ratio 
of owned land to mortgaged land is about 2 to 1, It is possible to 
have an owned land-mortgaged land ratio of about 1 to L Other condi-
tions remaining the same, eg_uity decreases as the ratio of owned to 
mortgaged land decreases. 
It appears that starting eg_uity requirements should decrease if 
the ratio of owned to mortgaged land is decreased. However, the 
starting level of eg_uity is a function of the amount of short term cap-
ital that can be borrowed, and the amount of capital that can be gene-
rated as well as the ratio of owned land to mortgaged land. Decreasing 
the eg_uity level reduces collateral andJ therefore, decreases the ability 
to borrow capital, This would actually increase the starting level of 
TABLE XXIV 
FARM ORGANIZATION, CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MINIMUM STARTING LEVEL 
OF OWNED CAPITAL NECESSARY TO OBTAIN INCREASING CONSUMPTION LEVELS OVER TIME, 
LAND .ACQUISITION LIMITED TO PURCHASING LAND ONLYl 
Item Unit 
.Annual Situation 
Land Operated ac. 
Land Owned ac. 
Gross Sales dol. 
Oper. and Overhead Cap. dol. 
Borrowed Capital dol. 
Consumption Capital dol. 
Production Period Totals 
Starting Owned Ca.sh Capital dol. 
Net Returns dol. 
Capital Withdrawals 
Land Purchases dol. 
Machinery Purchases dol. 
Livestock Purchases dol. 
Capital Consumed dol. 
Total dol. 
Net Cash· Capital Generated dol. 
Ending Owned Cash Capital dol. 
Value of Controlled Resoµrces dol. 





































Present Value of Net Returns $ 79,085 
UncU~coU1:1ted .Level of Net Returns $207 ,891 









































































lThe starting situation is the ability to manage; all oth€r f's.rm resources must :purchased with the 
minimum owned capital ($60,393). The required annual consu.inption level is indicated by consumption capital 




owned capital because borrowed capital will substitute for owned capita1a 
As an example, the $60,393 minimum equity requirements is equity mostly 
associated with owned land. The ratio of owned to mortgaged land oper-
ated during the first production p1;:riod coul.d be reduced to the point 
· where the starting equity associated with owned. land woul,d be .about 
$47,000 (equal to about 194 acres). However, all of this equity would 
have to be mortgaged to purchase the additional 163 acres to bring the 
total operation up to 357 acres. This situation would require the 
level of owned cash capital to increase b;y- a.bout $16,000 (since $115,ooo 
operating capital could not be borrowed) and starting equity requirements 
would be greater than $60,393 ($16,000 plus $47,000)a 
It. is not possible to increase the substitution of borrowed cash 
capital and thus decrease the level of owned starting capital by increa.s-
ing the owned land land-mortgaged land ratio above (with respect to the 
situation illustrated in Table X:XIV)o It is not possible because capi-
tal can be borrowed only if farm operations generate enough capital to 
pay the borrowed capital back with interesto If more capital were bor-
rowed, net returns would be reduced and total capital withdrawals would 
exceed starting owned cash capital plus net returns (see Table XXIV), 
In o.ther words, the borrowed capital could not be repaid, 
Minimum Starting Equity and Capital Accumulation Requirements 
for Specific Ending Equity Growth Conditions 
With respect to minimum requirements, the analysis reveals that 
significantly higher starting equity levels .are required for owner 
operators. However, when farm operations are limited to owned land, 
the nature of the investment in land, which is also collateral, .allows 
more growth to occur than is required just to ful,fill consumption 
specifications,, 
Under conditions where all land may be rented, growth occurs only 
to fulfill the consumption requirements, and the ending equity levels 
are equal to the starting equity levels, Ending equity levels are 
specified. to be equal to or greater :t,han starting equity level.s. With= 
out this specification, starting equity would be Irused up 11 for consump-
tion purposes where all land operated may be rented; and the ending 
equity level would be much lower than the starting leveL In order .to 
better compare the ail.ternatives of renting versus owrling land and por-
tray higher levels of capital accum.ulation, higher ending equity or .net 
worth situations as well as specific consumption levels a.re specifiedo 
Requirements for $3~000 Annual Retirement Income 
Far an owner operator situation with constant consurnpi;ion levels 
over time, the ending equity level is $67,154 (Table XXIII). If 
invested at 4.5 percent interest, this equity would return $3,021 
annually. The starting equity level of $47,032, therefore, is the min-
imum required to satisfy a $3 9 000 annual con.sumJ;rtion capital wi.thd:rawal 
and an ending equity level which would insure the 01ifiler operator of an 
annual $3,pOOO retirement income (at 4.,5 percent interest)g 
An ending equity level of $66.,667 woul.d return $3p000 annually if 
invested at 4,,5 percent. A minimum starting equity level of $18,,107 
is required f'or a $3-rOOO consumption level wh-en all land operat@d may 
be rented if the ending level of .net worth is specified to equal $66~667 
( 1rable XXV),, This starting equity level is only slightly higher tb.ax1 
the one required only to maintain an annual consumption level of' $3p000 
(see Table XX). Through the growth process..f' it is possible to accum.u= 
late much more capital (relatively) with only slightly higher leveJ..s of 
TABLE XXV 
FARM,ORGANIZATION, CAPITAL ACCl.J.M'VLATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MINIMUM STARTING LEVEL 
OF OWNED CAPITAL NECESSARY TO OBTAIN $3,000 CONSUMPTION LEVEL OVER TIME,- AND END 
. WITH ~J;)_]]Q.t7J.:';IT._QJf ,.$9_q.,_997,_ ,R,"E;N.~-_!4.Iµ)"-qm:!1'.MTr.r~-"'-- - -- - -.- :::cc=,-" 
Item Unit l 
Anriual Situation 
. Land Operated. · ac., 381 
Land Rented ac. 381 
Gross Sales dol. 16,434 
()per. and Overhead Cap. dol. 13,249 
Tiorrow_ed Capital·- dol. 1,003 
Consumption Capital dal. 3,000 
Production Period Totals 
Starting Owned Gash Capital dol. 18,107 
Net Returns dol. .15,924 
Capital Withdrawals 
Machinery Purchases dol. 4,571 
Livestock Purchases dol. 2,007 
Capital Consumed dol. 15,000 
Total dol. 21,578 
Net Cash Capital Generated dol. -5,654 
Ending Owned Cash Capital dol. ·- 12,453 
Value of Controlled Res.ources dol. 110,471 
Net Worth (End of Period) dol. 19,031 
Present Value of Net Returns $ 54.,258 
Undiscounted Level of Net Returns $138,558 


















.Pxoduction-_Periad _ . _______ .. ______ .. _________ - - --· ---
3 5 
388 435 572 922 
388 435 572 922 
16, 724 18,728 24,653 39, 710 
13,420 14,827 18,990 31,150 
3,306 3,429 3,791 4,710 
3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 
T2,950 14,437 · 1'8,6"9 3i,286 
16,522 19,503 . 28,31~ 42800 
' 
0 0 0 1,449 
35 245 723 1,838 
15,000 15,000 15,000 15.,000 
15,035 15,245 15,723 18,287 
1,487 4,258 12, 5l9 24,513 
14,43'T. 18,695 31,286 55,799 
114,170 129,953 176,147 287,947 
21,050 25,553 38,867 66,667 
lThe starting situation is the ability to manage; all other farm resources must be purchased with the 
minin:tum owned capital ($18, 107). 
'° --4 
starting eg_uity, However, the growth process is significantly diff:':e:rento 
The starting siz,e for both situations :ts cl.ose to 280 acres o:piera:ted" 
This is the largest size of operation during the 30 year planning period 
where the growth objective is only to maintain the required $3,.000 con-
sumption level. However} with the additional requlrement of ending the 
planning period with at least $66,667, the size of operation increases 
to 922 acres in the last production period. In terms of the value of 
controlled resources, the size of operation during the la.st period1 
where the larger ending eg_uity is spec:;i.fied., is almost 208 times as 
large as the value when only the consumption level is specified. 
With approximately the same level of ending equity, the ending sizte 
of operation, in terms of the value of controlled resources., is mor,e 
than 3o3 times as large when the land operated is rented rather than 
owned (see Tables :XXIII and XXV). The reason for this difference is 
that as a land owner the operator receives any returns that might be 
considered "returns to land 11 whereas the renter must forfeit these 
returns to the land owner as production costs, 
With increasing consumption levels over tim.e, a. specified ending 
equity of $66,667 reg_uires a minimum sta.rting equity of $20,070 (2'able 
XXVI)o The additional speci.fication of increasing consumption levels 
over time req,uired about $2,000 or 11 percent higher starting equity. 
The required level of growth, however, in terms of' acres operated is 
relatively larger3 for the ending size of operation is 28 :percent larger 
with almost 1 1 200 acres required than the ending situation when .constant 
consumption is specified, 
Although there is a large advantage in renting under conditions of 
minimizing eg_uity, there a.re significant implications wit~ respect to 
TABLE XXVI 
FARM ORGANIZATION, CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FRO:ti{MINIMOM S':CARTING LEVEL 
OF OWNED CAPITAL NECESSARY TO OBTAIN INCREASING CONSUMPTION LEVEL OVER TIME 
.AND _END WITH .. OWNED .. EQUITY .OF .$66,.667, .. RENTED .LAND ,UNLIMI.TEnJ: .. 
,J:tem Unit l 
Annual Situation 
Land Operated ac. 441 
Land Rented ac. 441 
Gross Sales dol. 19,017 
_Oper. and Overhead Cap .. dol. l5,064 
Borrowed Capital dol. l,161 
Consumption Capital dol. 3,000 
··Producti-orF :Period Totals 
Starting Owned 0as.h .Capital. dol. 20,070 
Net Returns dol. l9,765 
Capital Withdrawals 
M~cpinery Purchases · dol. 4,57l 
Livestock Purchases dol. 2,322 
. Capi ta.l Consumed dol. l5,000 
Total dol. 2l,893 
Net Cash Capital Generated dol. -2,128 
Ending Owned Ca.sh Capital dol. l7,942 
Value of Controlled Resources dol. 130,675 
Net Worth (End of Period) dol. 24,835 
Present Value of Net Returns $ 83.,.031 
Undiscounted Level of Net Returns $2ll,597 
Starting Level of Owned Capital $ 20,,0TO 
. .-: ,;,::~ \:: . Production Period 
2 ·3 4 
~ -~~--~ 
520 637 794 
520 637 794 
22,391 27,457 34,190 
17,401 21,062 26,531 
3,652 3,962 4,373 
4,ooo 5,000 6,000 
17,942 22,481 28,839 
24,951 3l,976 38,297 
0 0 6ll 
4l2 618 822 
20,000 25,000 30,000 
20,412 25,618 31,433 
4,539 6,358 6,864 
22,480 28,839 35,703 
154,585 189,642 235,619 















43,207 52, 739 
288,195 350,l06 
54,675 66,667 
lThe starting situation is the ability to manage; .all other fa.rm resources must be purchs.sed with the 
minimum owned capital ($20,070). The required annual consumption level is indicated by consumption capital 




the structure and number of producing units under the situation where a 
large number of farm operators would rent land rather than O'Wll it. 
Considering the present tenure situation of farmland and the structure 
of the producing units$ many problems would undoubtedly be encountered 
with attempts to rent relatively large tracts of farmland. 
Requirements to Meet nOpportunity Costs ii of Nonfarm Job and 6 Percent 
Return on Starting Equity 
In the former analyses, interest on the farm firm's owned capi,tal 
is not included as a production cost. It can be argued that costs should 
include interest on all cap;i.tal used because the profitability of a 
business operation must be compared with alternatives that are foregone,29 
.Also, the analyses did not include, as a specific cost, the returns to 
operator's labor and management . 
. One way of applying the prin<;:i:ply of "opportunity c;o9ts '1 in this 
analysis is to specify that the starting level of owned capital return 
as much in farming as it could invested in other alternatives such as 
stocks, bonds, etc. It may be assumed that .the returns to operator Rs 
labor and management is the capital consumed or the consumption level 
over the 30 year planning horiz.on. It is difficult to determine the 
alternative returns to farm op~rator 1 s labor and management in general. 
However, it seems reasonable to assume that comparable consumption 
.levels could be obtained by the farm operator in nonfarrn occupations. 
Also, since consumption capital is capital that is actually withdrawn 
~nnually aml not included as eg_ui ty 1 the ending level of eg_ui ty may be 
considered returns to starting owned capital~ 
29william Fel.lener, Modern Economic Analysis, (York,9 Pa., 1960) $ 
p. 207. 
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With tb.ese simplifying aqsumptic:ins.; if returns to starting equity 
are measured in terms of ending equity 1 the iiopportuni ty costs 111 principle 
may be applied py determining the minimum level of starting equity neces-
sary to satisfy specified cqnsumption levels and return 6 percent com-
pounded annually" .In other words, the starting level of equity must be 
such that annual consumption levels are satisfied,, and each dollar of 
starting owned capital must return (in terms of ending equity) $5.74. 
This is the amount that $1 left at 6 percent compound interest will 
grow over a 30 year period. 
This is not an exorbitant requirement in a.n analysis of capital 
.accumulation because a farm operation earns no surplus of returns if 
it merely recovers opportunity costs.30 
Rented Land Unlimited 
With constant $3,,000 annual consumption levels specified over the 
30 year planning period, $18,223 starting capital is required to return, 
in terms of ending equity, 6 percent compounded annually, when all land 
operated may be rented (Table XXVII). The equity level at the end 0:f 
the 30 year planning period is 5.74 times the starting level or 
$104~656. Since no lan~ operated is owned, e.11 ending equity is in the 
form of equipment :aha livestock ($16,804) and cash @87.,852). 
A high proportion of the total equity is in the form of cash through-
out all prodµction periodso The l.evel of borrowed capital is relatively 
low, because such a large proportion of the ne,t worth is maintained in. 
the form of cash (nonuse of the owned capital would reduce returns). The 




FARM: ORGANIZATION, CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MINIWJM STARTING LEVEL OF OWNED 
CAPITAL NECESSARY TO OBTAIN $3,000 CONSUMPTION LEVEL OVER TIME, STARTING LEVEL OF 
OWNED CAPITAL REQUIRED TO RETURN 6 PERCENT COMPOUNTED OVER THE 30 YEAR 
PLANNING PERIOD, RENTED LAND UNLIMITEnl 
Production Period 
Item Unit 1 2 3 5 6 
Annual Situation 
Land Operated ac. 385 383 421 531 821 17425 
Land Rented ac. 385 383 421 531 821 1,425 
Gross Sales doL 16,588 16,1519 18,125 22,871 35,380 61.,403 
Oper, and Overhead Capo dol. 13.,358 12,916 14,404 17,738 27,526 49,,298 
Borrowed Capital dol. 1,013 3,298 3,,392 3,682 4,445 6,430 
Consumption Capital doL 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3_,000 3,,000 
Production Period Totals 
Starting Owned Cash Capital doL 18,223 12,779 13,996 17,415 27,500 49,449 
Net Returns dol. 16,152 16,217 18,607 25,664 39,268 60, 525 
Capital Withdrawals 
Machinery Pu.rchases dol. 4,571 0 0 0 792 3,945 
Livestock Purchases dol. 2,025 0 188 579 1,527 3,177 
Capital Consumed dol. 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 
Total dol. 21,596 15,000 15,188 15,579 17,319 22,122 
Net Cash Capital Generated dol. ... 5,444 1,217 3.,419 10,085 21.,949 38,403 
Ending Owned Cash Capital doL 12,779 13,996 17.,415 27,500 49,449 87,852 
Value of Controlled Resources dol. 111,775 112,512 125,239 162, 303 256 ,171 446,656 
Net Worth (End of Period) dol. 19,375 20,592 24,199 34,863 59,136 104,656 
Present Value of Net Returns $ 6J,893 
Undiscounted Level of Net Returns $176,433 
Starting Level of Owned Capital $ 182223 
1The starting situation is the ability to manage; all other fa.rm resources must be purchased with the 
minimum owned capital ($18,223). !--,' ij 
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is g_uite high in relation to the net worth at the end of the preced.i.ng 
period. This 8J>pears to be a vulnerable situation, This study does not 
attempt to evaluate or deal with risks, Further research is needed 
because the; inclusion of risk in the analysis might alter this situation 
a large extent. 
In terms of starting ca.pi tal, the reg_uirements to meet the 11oppor-
tuni ty costs 11 of a nonfarm job and 6 percent return on starting e(luity 
a.re not significantly different from the starting capital requirements 
only to fulfill the consumption reg_uirements, A difference of only 
$198 of starting capital results in an ending eg_uity difference o:f 
more tha.n $85.,000 (see Tables XX and :X::X:VII). This appears to be 
u:nreasonable. However, the problem is formulated in such a way that 
starting capital is an extremely limited resource. The cost per unit 
of starting capital, for all practical purposes, approaches infinity. 
~['he:refore, even though an additional unit of starting ca.pi tal results 
in very large differences in ending capital or returns, the additional 
starting unit is not justified. (The additional unit adds more to 
costs than the unit can return.) 
With increasing consumption levels over time, $20,480 starting 
cap:i.ta.l is required to return, in terms of ending equity, 6 percent com-
pounded annusilly, when all land operated may be rented (Table XXVIII). 
•J1111e capi ti:i,l accumulation process is similar to the former situation 
with constant returns over time. However, to satisfy the increasing 
c::onsumption levels, the relative growth, in terms of net worth, is more 
uniform throughout the 30 year planning period. With increasing consump-
t::i.on levels, the increase in net worth is 28 percent between production 
periods 1 a.nd 2 and 43 percent between production periods 5 and 6. With 
TABLE :XXVIII 
FARM ORGANIZATION, CAPITAL ACCTJMULATIO:l\T -AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MINIMUM STARTING . 
LEVEL OF OWNED CAPITAL NECESSARY TO OBTAIN INCREASING CONSUMPTION LEVEL OVER TIME, 
STARTING L:B::VEL OF OWNED CAPITAL R~QUIRED TO RETURN 6 PERCENT COMPOUNDED 
OVER TH.E 30 YEAR PLA.t'\INING PERIOD, RENTED LAND UNLIMITEnl 
Production Period 
Item Unit l 2 3 4 5 
Annual Situation 
Land Operated ac o 454 557 734 988 l,332 
Land Rented ac. 454 557 734 988 l,332 
Gross Sales dol. 19,557 23,989 31,606 42,565 57,384 
Oper. and Overhead Cap. dol. 15.,443 18:;524 24,368 33,538 45,927 
Borrowed Capital dol. 1,194 3,750 4,215 4,994 6,729 
Consumption Capital dol. J,000 4,ooo 5,000 6,000 7,000 
Production Period Totals 
Starting Owned Cash Capital dol. 20,480 19,089 25,874 35,914 48,052 
Net Returns dol. 20,568 27,326 36,190 45,137 57 ,287 
Capital Withdrawals 
Machinery Purchases dol. 4,571 0 220 1,661 2,247 
Livestock Purchases dol. 2,388 541 930 1,338 1,809 
Capital Consumed dol. l5,000 20,000 25,000 30,000 35,000 
Total dol. 21,959 20,541 26,150 32,999 39,056 
Net Cash Capital Generated dol. -1,391 6,785 10,040 12,138 18,231 
Ending Owned Cash Capital dol. 19,,089 25,874 35,914 48,052 66,283 
Value of Controlled Resources dol. 135,008 167.1'054 220,640 296,821 401,668 
Net Worth (End of Period) dol. 26,048 33,374 44,564 59,701 81,988 
Present Value of Net Returns $ 96,709 
Undiscounted Level of Net Returns $262,138 


















1The starting situation is the ability to manage; all other farm resources must be purchased with the 
minimum owned capital ($20,480). The required annual consumption level is indicated by consumption capital 





~onstant consumption levels over time, the increase in net worth is only 
6 percent between production periods :1 and 2 but is almost 77 percent 
'between production periods 5 and 6 (Table :XXVII)o 
To satisfy increasing consumption levels over time_. $2,257 ad.di-
tional st(;l.rting capital is required. The ending equity level is $12.9962 
higher which is the amount that $2_,,.257 would return compounded annua.:q.y 
1:1.t 6 percent interest over a 30 year period. Although the starting 
owned capi.tal level is only $2,257 more for increasing consumption levels 
than it is for constant consumption levels, the total amount of resources 
required to support the higher consumption levels are much greatero An 
1,3.ddi tional operation of 69 acres in the first production period and an 
~ddi tiona.l 427 acres in the last production period is required to sup-
~ort the higher consumption levels. The additional operations, in terms 
of .the value of controlled resources, a.mount to $23,233 and $115,442, 
respectively. 
Operations Limited to Owned Land 
When a.11 ],and operated is limited to o-wned land, $77,225 is the 
minimum level of starting capital required to return 6 percent compounded 
annually, in terms of ending equity, over the 30 year planning period 
with constant $3,000 annual consumption levels o Each dolla.r of starting 
capital returns $5.74 in terms of ending equity which totals $443,504 at 
the end of the 30 year period (Table XX:IX). A high proportion of the 
total value of controlled resources is owned when land operated cannot 
be rented. Net wortb at the end of production period 1 is 80 percent of 
the v~.lue of all controlled resources. The percent net worth increases 
slightly through production period 4 and then decreases to a.bout 70 
percent at the end of period 6. 
TABLE XXIX 
FARM ORGANIZATION:i CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MINIMUM STARTING LEVEL OF OWNED 
CAPITAL NECESSARY TO OBTAIN $3,000 CONSUMPTION LEVEL OVER TIME, STARTING LEVEL OF OWNED CAPITAL 
REQUIRED TO RETURN 6 PERCENT COMPOUNDED OVER THE 30 YEAR PLANNING PERIOD, LAND ACQUISITION 
. . .. .. . LIMITED TO PURCHASING LAND 01\ILYl 
- -· --· --.- -- .;-· - . - -·· - -- ·- -- -~ -,~ ~- --- . 
Production Period 
Item Unit 1 2 3 5 
Annual Situation 
Lana" Operated aco 474 601 804 1,090 l;432 1,903 
Iiand Ovm.ed aco 474 601 804 1,090 l,432 1,903 
Gross Sales doL 20,400 25,902 34,645 46,973 61,680 81;973 
Oper, and Overhead Capo doL 13,606 19,835 22,690 31..,487 41,200 54,634 
.Borrowed Capital doL 29,403 46,238 63,442 85,997 51,417 0 
Consumption Capital dol, 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 
Production Period Totals 
Starting Owned Cash Capital doL 77,225 0 0 0 0 65;415 
Net Returns doL 33,971 46,006 59,776 77,430 102,401 136,695 
Capital Withdrawals 
Land Purchases doL 89,134 30)334 43,028 59,056 17,961 23,440 
Machinery Purchases dol, 4,571 0 680 1,869 2,229 3,076 
Capital Consumed doL 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 
Total doL 111,196 46,006 59,776 77,430 36,986 43.,994 
Net Cash Capital Generated dol. -77 ,225 0 0 0 65,415 92, 701 
Ending Owned Cash Capital dol. 0 0 0 0 65,415 158,116 
Value of Controlled Resources doL 120,822 151,971 202,442 274,456 425,976 637,271 
Net Worth (End of Period) doL 96,196 127)202 171,978 234,408 321,809 443,504 
Present Value of Net Returns $165,671 
Undiscounted Level of Net Returns $456,279 
Starting Level of Owned Ca:p.;_i.;_t_ac::::l'------'$__,_7_,_7-=2::::2:...:5 ____________________________ ~-
.l·rhe starting situation is the ability to manage; all other farm resources must be purchased with the 
minimum o-wned capital ($77,225). f-' 0 
(}\ 
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Unlike the situation where land is rented,, the opera.ting overhead 
capital is a relatively small proportion of the eg_uity or net worth 
(see Tables XXVII and XXIX). This has implications with respect to 
risks. This does not mean, however, that net worth is not used to its 
full extent for coll,a.teral purposes. As an exa.mpleJ all of ,the eq_uity 
or net worth at the end of production period 1 is invested in land, 
E:;g_uipment, and livestock. Therefore, all of the capital required 
annually during production period 2 is borrowed capital. At a ratio 
of $2. 00 eg_ui ty for $1. 00 of borrowed c.api tal, some $92, 000 of equity 
is required as security for the borrowed capital. 
All annual capital requirements are met through borrowed capital in 
all subsequent periods except period 6. In period 6i the eg_uity is 
µtilized to secure a real estate loan to purchase an additional 471 acres 
of ].and. Tµe maximum pl!lount of eg_uity is obtained in period 6 py using 
the available collateral to purchase real estate rather than borrow 
annual capital. With the relatively large additional land operated,, a 
J_arge level of cash capital is generated during the period and more than 
35 percent of th'e ending level of net worth is in the form of cash 
capital. 
A much larger minimum starting level of capital is required to meet 
the same growth reg_uirements with annual consumption levels increased by 
$1,000 each production period. That is, with increasing consumption 
levels and land acquisition limited to owned land, $144, 372 is the min"' 
imum level of starting capital that will return 6 percent compounded 
~mnually over the 30 year planning :period ( 'J:'able XXX). The required 
operation ranges from 859 acres operated in production period 1 to 
3,617 acres operated in the la.st production periodo 
TABLE XXX 
FARM: ORGANIZATION, CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MINI}fuM STARTING LEVEL OF OWNED 
CAPITAL NECESSARY TO OBTAIN INCREASING CONSUMPTION LEVEL OVER TIME, STARTING LEVEL OF OWNED 
CAPITAL NECESSARY TO RETURN 6 PERCENT COMPOUNTED OVER THE 30 YEAR PLANNING PERIOD:; 
LAND ACQUISITION LIMITED TO PURCHASING LAND ONLYl 
Item Unit l 
Annual Situation 
Land Operated ac. 859 
Land Owned a.c e 859 
Gross Sales doL 36,995 
Oper. and Overhead Cap. dol. 23,860 
Borrowed Capital dol. 0 
Consumption Capital doL 3JOOO 
Production Period Totals 
Starting Owned Cash Capital dol . 11+4, 3·72 
Net Returns dol. 65,675 
Capital Withdrawals 
Land Purchases dol. 116, 04 7 
Machinery Purchases dol. 5,608 
Livestock Purchases dol. . 4, 517 
Capital Consumed dol. 157000 
'I'otal doL 141,172 
Net Cash Capital Generated dol. -75, 497 
Ending Owned Cash Capital doL 68,875 
Value of Controlled Resources dol. 285 ,160 
Net Warth JEnd of Period) doL 195,047 
Present Value of Net Returns $307,.239 
Undiscounted Level of Net Returns $849,761 
Starting Level of Owned Capital $144zJ72 
Production Period 
2 3 
1,190 1,626 2,162 
1}190 1,626 2}162 
51,267 70:069 93,134 
34,144 47}841 64,119 
50;,083 113, 381 149,457 
4,,ooo 5,000 6,000 
68,875 43,,058 8,839 
85)615 111,142 145,077 
87, 526 115,215 105,951 
2,163 2,,850 3,496 
1,743 2,296 2,816 
20,000 25,000 30,000 
111)432 145,361 142,,263 
-25, 817 -34_.219 2,, 814 
43,058 8,839 ll,1653 
342,689 418,256 556,022 





































1The starting situation is the ability to manage; all other farm r,esources must be purchased with the 
min:tmun1 owned capital ( $144, 372). The req,uired. annual consumption level is indicated by consumption ca:p;i tal 





The proportion of the value of controlled resources owned at the 
end of the first production period is 68 percent which is less than the 
former s:i,tuat:ton by 12 percent. In order to a.cquire the large rnwber 
of acres needed for the opera.tions,, starting capital is minimized by 
using collateral to secure a large real estate loan rather than borrowing 
all annual cash needed. The greatest need for a large real estate loan 
is in the beg:i,nn:i,ng to get established and near the end of the 30 year 
planning period to meet the specified growth requirements (the require-
ment that ending equity be 5,74 times greater than starting capital). 
All available collateral ip the first and last production periods is 
utilized to secure real estate loans. Also)) the reg,uired expansion (to 
meet the increasing annual consumption levels) :i,s greater th1;1n the former 
situation (with constant consumption levels), and a. larger proportion 
of the available collateral is used to purchase real estate throughout 
the entire planning period, 
It should be pointed out that the model used in this analysis 
assumes that land is available for acquisition purposes. That is, the 
framework of growth does not consider many of the knotty inst:i.tutional. 
problems associated with the availa.bili ty of farmland for expansion pur= 
poses, As an exa.mple, because of the present structure of produc:tng 
units in the area of study, a large operating unit may have to be sepa-
rated into various units throughout an area. This may have significantly 
more effects on increasing overhead. and production costs than is ac.counted 
for in designing the model used. in this analysis, especially when the 
results indicate a fa.rm size of over 3J500 acres (Tab.le :XXX). 
Minimum Equity and Capital Accumulation Requ:i.rements 
Under Conditions of Increasing Land Values 
llO 
Land values have increased ra,ther stea,dily in the United States 
as a whole for several decades. Farmland values in the area of study 
!;l.re no exception-o Increasing land. values is probably a re;I.evant vari~ 
able with respect to fa.rm firm capital accumulation probl.ems. '.['here 
are undoubtedly many facets and implications which should be considered 
in an analysis of increasing land values. A detailed study in this 
re.flpect is beyond the scope of this study,. However,, useful knowledge 
may be gained about capital accumul.ation problems by simply increasing 
land values over time ... In an attempt to analyze the eff'eGt of increas-
ing land values, tpe analytical model was adjusted to represent increases 
in land values of 5 percent annually,, beginning with the current value 
of $240 per acre. All qt:t+er costs and prices, including the cost of 
renting land, were held constant. 
Re~ted Land Unlimited 
It was hypothesized that increasing land values would change the 
growth process i:i;t that land appreciation might increas·e equity lev:.els 
to such an extent that significantly larger levels of cap:i.tal might.be 
borrowed. It was also felt that the increasin~ value of owned land 
might satisfy part· of the ending equity growth requirements a.nd, .there-
fore, lower starting capital requirements. 
Wit):l increasing land values, the minimum starting capital require-
ments to fulfill different growth conditions under the asi;;umption of 
unlimited rented land are the same ~s those under the conditions of 
constant land values. Increasing land values had no effect o.n. minimum 
equity requirement because no land is purchased o've:r the entire 30 year 
lll 
planning period .when rented land is unlimited. The reason for this is 
easily understood .. Consider, as an example, the minimum starting capital 
requirements of $18,025, reg_uired to fulfill $39 000 a:p.nual consumption 
over time (Table XX)~ Purchasing any land .operated over the planning 
period. increases the starting level of owned capital. (The minimum 
.· starting level of owned capital is $34, 527 when. half of the land operated 
must be purchased, see Table :XXII). Since a unit of starting owned 
capital,. in effect, has an infinite cost level, any addition to starting 
owned capital increases costs more than returns regardless of the 
increase in returns (ending equity or net worth). In other words., 
starting owned capital is minimized when farm land operated is rented 
rather than when any is purchased. The secondary objective of maximum 
growth does not matter under the condition where starting owned capital 
is the most limiting factor of production. 
Operations Limited to Owned. Land 
Increasing land values affect minimum starting capital re~uirements 
and the growth process under the condition where farm land operated must 
be owned or purchased. The minimum level of starting owned capital 
required to meet annual $3,000 consumption levels over time with land 
values increasing 5 percent annually is $47,306 (Table XXXI). This is 
$274 higher than the minimum starting requirements under the same condi-
tions with constant land values (See Table XXIII). The ending level of 
equity, $2901 298; represents a return. L'1 terms of equity on.starting 
owned capital between 6 and 7 percent compounded annually. llowever, .the 
question of whether farm land values might ever reach the level assumed 
may well be raised .. 
TABLE XXXI 
FARM ORGANIZATION) CAPITAL ACCUJ:W.wATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MINIMUJ:xl STARTING LEVEL 
OF OWNED CAPITAL NECESSARY TO OBTAIN $3,000 CONSUfl/IPTION LEVEL OVER TIME, LAND ACQUISITION 
LIMITED TO PURCHASING LAND ONLY, LAND VALUES INGREASING BY_5 _PERCENT PER_Y.E'ARl __ _ 
Item Unit l 
Annual Situation 
Land Operated ac. -267 
Land Owned aco 267 
Gross Sales dol. 11,498 
Oper. and Overhead Cap~ dol. 8,297 
Borrowed Capital dol. 7,081 
Consumption Capital dol. 3,000 
Production Period Totals 
Starting Owned Cash Capital doL 47_.306 
Net Returns dol. 16,005 
Capital Withdrawals 
Land Purchases dol. 42,12], 
Machinery Purchases dol. 4,571 
Livestock Purchases dol. 1,404 
Ca.pi tal Consumed doi-, _ 15,000 
Total dol. 63,096 
Net Cash Capital Generated dol. -47,091 
Ending Owned Cash Capital dol. 215 
Value of Controlled Resources dol. 87,975 
Net Worth (End of Period) doL 59.,948 
Present Value of Net Returns $ ',51,125 
Undiscounted Level of Net Returns $116,204 






















308 308 308 308 
308 308 308 308 
J.3.,261 13,261 13.,261 13,261 
9,542 91322 9,033 8,657 
12,510 12,510 l2,510 12,510 
3,000 3,,000 3,000 3,000 
0 0 0 0 
18,594 19,695 21,139 23,021 
3,594 4,695 6,139 8,021 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
15,000 15,000 15,,000 15,000 
18)'594 19,695 21,139 23.,021 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
159i863 202)321 2t6,508 325,666 
106,115 145.,391 202, 864 290,298 
lThe starting situation is the ability to manage; all other :farm resources must be :purchased with the 




During the first production period,. 2o7acres of land are owned and 
.operated. An additional 41 acres are purchased a.t .the beginning of per-
iod 2. However, a static situation exists with respect .to grow.th in 
fa.rm size and acres operated a.fterth-e second production peri@d. Addi= 
tional land cannot be purchased after production period 2 beoause the 
amount of capital that can be generate<;i within ,the farm firm, above that 
required t0 meet consumption and other financial obl:l.g13,ti9ns., is·not 
13uffioient to purchase the land at its a.ppreciated value. 
Land values at the beginning of period 1 are ._$240 per acreo. With 
an assumed annual increase of 5· percent,. tl:ie val-ue at ,the beginning of 
the second period is $306.36 per acre. At the bJginning of period 3, 
the value of land reaches $390~93· At this price, additional land 
cannot be purchased in view of the required level of capital wi thd.rawals 
for consumption purposes and annual. payments for landpurcb,ased through 
real estate loans in production periods land 2. The net.returns of 
periods 3 thro-ugh 6 are just sufficient so that the required capital 
withdrawals may be made. Although annual land payments are equal, the 
net returns in each subsequent period increase because a.s amortized 
land payments are made,. interest payments decrease, and principal pay-
ment:;, increase. Therefore, capital withdrawals in .the form of land 
purchases (principal payments) increase with each product:i,on period by 
the amount that costs (interest payments) decrease. 
In pJ;'oduction periods 3 through 6, large levels of security or 
collateral is available but unused. In other word;:;, a. real estate loan 
could be obtained or additional capital could be borrowed for expansion 
purposes. However., purchasing add:i,tional land withdraws m1Dre capital 
than can 1:ie generated even when land is purchased by means of a. 33 
:n4 
year a.m.ortized basis~ The additional c~apitaJ. generated from an addi-
tional acre of land would not be sufficient to meet the required level 
of land payments. It is not proper to say that it wou1d not be profit-
able to purchase more land for it.might well be, coni;;idering its 
appreciating value~ This is a parado~ioal situation for it is not a 
matter of costs and returns; it is a matter of capital generation. 
At $391 an acre, the price of land at the beginn:i,ng of period 3, 
annual payments (asimming owned land is used for security and no down 
payment is required) would amount to $26.06 per acre. A down payment 
would reduce the level of these payments or land might be purchased 
. on a cash basis., but this would require that some consumption be forie-
e;one or a. higher starting level of owned capital. The "break even»: 
annual land payment is about $25 per acre,11 assuming that no. additional 
equipment or livestock must be purchased and that no 9perat:i,ng capital 
wou1d have to be borrowed to operate the additional unit. On .the basis 
of a 33 year amortized loan with no down payment, this payment would 
purchase $375- :per acre land. r.]:owever, additional resources wou;td 
likely have to be purchased in addition to land. 
In the absence of land appreciation valu.es or if land values remain-
ed at .the same level as when land was purchased, the ending level of 
net worth wou.l.d onl.Y be $73, 510. This would represent an increase in 
equity of $26,204 which is, of course, the value of net returns accumu-
lated over the 30 year period minus the value of capital withdrawals 
fo:r:- consumption. 
The minimum level of starting owned capital required to meet increas-
ing a:nnua.:L consuml)tion levels over time with land values increasing 5 
percent annually is $63, 397 (Table JQCXII). This is about $3, 000 higher 
TABLE :XXXII 
. FABM ORGANIZATION, CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MINIMUM STARTING LEVEL OF 
OWNED CAPITAL NECESSARY TO OBTAIN INCREASING CONSUMPTION LEVELS OVER TIME, LAND ACQUISITION 
LIMITED TO PURCHASING LAND ONLY, LAND VALUES INCREASING BY 5 PERCENT PER YEARl 
Production Period 
Item Unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Annual.Situation 
Land Operated ac. 378 475 475 475 475 475 
Land Owned ac. 378 475 475 475 475 475 
Gross Sales dol. 16,289 20,482 20.,482 20,482 20,482 20,482 
Oper~ and Overhead Cap~ dol. 11,155 14,098 13,437 12,877 12,445 12,182 
Borrowed Capital dol. . 19,190 18,305 11,350 7,308 7,053 11, 723 
Consumption Capital dol. 3,000 4,ooo 5,000 6,000 7,000 .8,ooo 
Production Period Totals 
Starting Owned Cash Capital dol. 63,397 0 7,443 12,485 13, 739 10,070 
Net Returns dol. 25,669 31,922 35,226 38,027 40,185 41,500 
Capital Withdrawals 
Land Purchases dol~ 67,.506 3,967 . 5,184 6,773 8,854 11,570 
Machinery Purchases dol. 4,,571 0 0 0 0 0 
Livestock Purchases dol. 1,989 512 0 0 0 0 
Capital Consumed dol. 15,000 20,000 25.,000 30,000 35,000 40,,000 
Total dol. 89,066 24,479 · 30,184 36,773 43,-854 51,570 
Net Cash Capital Generated dol. .. 63,397 7,443 5,042 1.,254 -3,669 -10.,070 
Ending Owned Cash Capital dol. 0 7,443 12,485 13, 739 10,070 0 
Value of Controlled Resources dol. 122,345 200,207 256,553 323.,286 403,184 499,770 
Net Worth (End of Period) dol. 92, 717 130,265 169,815 237,787 320,949 439,641 
Present Value of Net Returns $ 91,012 
Undiscounted Level of Net Returns $212.,529 
Starting Lev:el.of Owned Ca;eital $ 63z397 
lThe starting situation is the ability to manage; all other farm resources must be purchased with the 
minimum owned capital ($63,397)r, .The required annual consumption level is indicated by consumption capital 





than the minimum starting requirements under the same consumption con-
ditions with constant land values (Table XXIV). The returns to start-
ing·owned capital, in terms of ending capital, are again between 6 and 
7 percent, assuming .that the value of land would appreciate to the level 
assumed. If land values remained at ,the price at which they were pur-
chased, the level of ending equity would be $110,926, an increase in 
equity of $47,529~ This would represent a return on starting owned cap ... 
ital of about 1.5 percent if compounded annuallyo 
The situation with respect to growth in terms of farm size is very ·, 
similar to the former situation with increasing land values. A static 
situation., in terms of land purchases, exists after production period 
2, because the additional ca.pi tal generated from an additional acre: of· 
land is not sufficient to meet the required .level of land paymento 
However, because additiortal land cannot be purchased to satisfy the 
increasing consumption levels, the method of capital accumulation is 
somewhat different from the situation with constant returns over time. 
With constant annual consumption levels over time, the.net returns after 
period 2 are just equal to the tota]. eapital withdrawals (Table XXXI). 
With increasing annual consumption levels, the growth, before land values 
increase too much to be purchased, is great enough so that capital is 
generated in periods 2 through 4. I.n other words, since capital cannot 
be generated by purchasing additional land in the later periods, it must 
be generated in the earlier production periods to satisfy increasing 
consumption levels during the later stages of the planning horizon. 
These results indicate that if a farm operator has an established 
farm or equity situation to grow from, land values in the area of study 
might increase by about 50 percent (from $240 to more than $360), 
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cons:i.;der;ing: only ,the productivity and returns associated with farm pro-
d,u,ction.. Ho'Wever,. if land values advanced above this level, unless 
product prices increased relative to land values and costs, ''outside 
Gapi tal" or capital o.ther ,th!;l.n that created in farming wou.J,.d have to 
enter th~ land market in order to drive land values higher~ It would 
not be possible for farm operators with no source of capital outside of 
farm production to purchase additional farmland even though ,they might 
have much to gain through the app:r,~ciation of land values~ Also;, even 
if land values continued .to rise above its "productivity valv.e, 11 current 
farm owner operators would gain littlE: after consideri;ng the "opportun-
ity costs.M Under conditions of increasing land values, both with 
constant and increasing consumption levels.,, the retll:t'ns to starting 
owned capital,, measured in terms of ending equity, -are. only between 6 
and 7 percent.. In the event, land values reached. the "break even ii point 
and remained there, .the returns in terms of ending equity would be low. 
/ 
CHAPTEJ;t VII 
CONCLUSIONS A~D RECOMMENDATIONS 
The objectives of this study were directed to an analysis of capi= 
tal accumulation and growth process of farm firms in the Rolling Plains 
of Oklahoma and Texas. Since the growth process of a firm was involved, 
the analysis had to be conducted in a nonstatic economic environment. 
Very little tangible knowledge is available 'With respect to firm growth 
... process. For this reason, the analysis was conducted within a piecemeal 
framework. First, the effect of different farm operator objectives on 
the growth process was investigated. Following this, the effect. and 
importance of variables such as tenure situations, capital rationing, 
and consumption levels on the capital accumulation process were analyzed. 
The knowledge gained with respect to these variables was utilized to 
obtain information about growth rates by simulating growth situations 
·; 
and analyzing the variance of these growth situations by changing the 
conditions or assumptions under which the simulations were made. Finally, 
the minimum starting farm equity situation required to obtain various 
growth conditions over time was determined. 
Linear programming techniques in a polyperiod framework were used 
. to depict the firm growth process. This framework is appropriate since 
it inc.orporates all the important aspects of the problem including 
resources, their use and development, alternatives by which resources 
may be developed or used over time, objectives to be fulfilled, and a 
ll8 
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structural framework relating the component parts of ,the problem which 
makes previous decisions binding on aJ.ternatives in subsequent produc-
tion periods. 
Results 
Criteria and Growth Rates 
A criterion function, or an objective of maximizing the present 
value of the stream of net returns over the 30 year planning period with 
an annual discount rate of 6 percent, results in maximum capita!!,. accu-
mulation and fa.rm growth. This is true when ca.pi tal accumuJ,.a.tion is 
measured in terms of discounted net returns or ending owned capital. or 
.when growth is measured in terms of gross sa.les or acres o:f land operated. 
Capital accumulation and growth was measured in all of .these terms, each 
was maximizedj, and ea.ch resulted in tb,e same farm organtzation and land 
acquisition over the planning period considered. Thus, a criterion 
function of maximizing discounted net returns depicted the conditions 
of capital accumulation and growth f'or objectives of m~ximum present 
va.J.ue of gross sales, undiscounted va.1.ue of net returns,· ending owned 
capital, and acres of land operated both through and at the end of the 
planning period. 
A criterion function of maximizing the present value of' consumption 
resulted in the same capital. accumulation and growth process as the 
objective of' maximizing the present value of net returns with the excep= 
tion of the last production J?eriod. The ciifference results from the way 
in which the problem was formulated. A discount rate of 6 percent was 
not great enough to bring about additional consumption before .the last 
production period. Consumption remained at the minimum (required) level 
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so that maximum growth Qccurred and additional consumption occurred at 
the end of .the growth period. 
A criterion function of maximizing the present value of land invest= 
ments resulted in a slower rate of growth than a.n objective of maximizing 
het returns, because maximum net returns resulted :from a policy of r~nt-
ing land only. Although the average cost of purchasing land (interest 
payments over the 30 year planning horizon) is less than renting, the 
total ca.pi ta.1 outlay·s for purchasing land ( interest payments plus 
principaJ. payments) is higher when land is purchas.ed and, therefore !t 
results in slower growth rates and lower total net returns. With the 
objective function of maximizing land investments, the maximum size 
of operation is achieved through renting land during the first half o:f' 
the 30 year planning periodo Maximum land purchases occur .towards .the 
end of the planning period. ~o liq~id capital is available at the ~nd 
of the period since all capital generated is used to purchase land 
(satisfy the criterion function)o 
Additional ana~ysis attempted to determine the importance of cer~ 
ta.in restrictions, land acq,uisition, and capital use alternatives on 
the capita.f accumulation process. In assessing the effects of these 
variables, it was assumed that the management strategy was one that 
maximized the present value of net returns. 
With respect to the effect of land acq,uisition methods, it was 
:previously determined that renting all additional land operated resuJ.ted 
in maximum capital accumulation. The absence of an alternative to 
rent land was quite restrictive upon the capital accumulation process 
both with respect to size of operations and the level of net returns~ 
Ca.pi tal rationing, in terms of limi ti.ng the level of borrowed 
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capital, is also restrictive on the growth process, When borrowed cap-
ital was restricted to half of its original level (from 50 percent of 
the unmortgaged value of owned land to 25 percent), the growth process 
decreased within the 30 year period by about 20 percent, both in terms 
of land opf.;rated,. and net returns" Reducing the level of borrowed capi-
tal again by a half or to one-fourth of its 0riginal J.evel (to 12.5 
percent of the unmortgaged owned lartq. value) reduced growth by about 
one-third its original level, W):1.en capital use wa.s l."estrieted to owned 
capital only, starting with a level qf $E;i,1pq_. the rnin,imum SJ?~cified 
level of consumption, $3,000 annually, could not be met during the 
first five year period. In fact, capital ifas generated fcpr a ;period 
of 10 years )Defore enough ca.p;Ltal was available to operate all owned 
J:hnd, 426 acres. H@wever, the growth rate increased quite r\3.pidly 
during the la.st half of the 30 year planning period. 
The effect of higher consumption levels or capitl:).]. witb,<;:i,r1:1.wa.ls on 
the grci:wth process is also significr3,nt. Rather than a minimum of $3,000 
annually, a consumption function equal to $3,00Q plus 25 percent of the 
net returns reduced the growth process by about 56 percent of its orig"' 
inal level in terms of maximum acres opE;:,rated and by about 39 percent 
in terms of the present value of net returns, A consum;ption function 
eq_ual to $3,000 plus 50 percent c;,f the value of net returns reduced 
capital accumulation and growth further to about 61 percent in terms 
of the present value of net returns~ A consumption function of $3,000 
plus 75 percent of the net returns reduc1:;d capital accumulation further 
to 75 percent of its original level, Higher levels of mar~inal pro-
pensity to consume j_pcreases consumption levels in th~ ear:J,.y part of 
the growth period but restricts c1:;tpital accumu.latioi;i and results in 
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lower consumption levels during the later years. With a marginal pro-
pensity to consume equal to 75 percent of the net returns, total con-
sumption levels over the 30 year period were less than consumption when 
the marginal propensity to consume was 50 or 25 percent. A marginal 
propensity to consume of 75 percent comes close to effecting anon-
growth situation. 
Simulated Growth Situations 
Utilizing the knowledge gained by the analysis to this point, 
va;rious growth situations were simulated of farm firms. The simulations 
were based upon different starting farm sizes, tenure, capital ration-
ing, and consumption situations. With a starting farm size of 426 acres 
of owned land1 the additional value of equity accumulated over the 30 
year period was $402,194. The farm size reached a leyel of about 6;100 
acres. Annual consumption levels ( at 50 percent of the net returns);~ 
with a starting farm size of 426 acres, ranged from $5,000 in the 
first part of the pl.anning horizon to a.bout $25,700 at the la.st of the 
period. 
A starting farm size of 213 acres of owned land resulted in an 
accumulation of equity above the starting owned level of $248,111. 
This is a.bout 62 percent of the additional value of equity accumulated 
with the starting fa.rm size eg_ua.l to 426 acres of owned land. The 
size of opera.ti on reached 3, Boo acres at the end of .the 30 year period. 
Annual consumption levels ranged from $2,539 and increased above 
$10,000 only after 20 years. 
1rhe present value of net returns was maximized by a. policy of rent-
j_ng all additional land operated under both conditions of starting farm 
sizes. Capital accumulation and growth were significantly less when 
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land.acquisition was limited to purchasing all additional land. operated, 
.Under these cond.itiens, a. starting farm size of 426. acres r~sulted in 
a maximum present value of net returns ewer the 30 year period of .$193,4810 
The growth process proceded to reach a maximum size of 1,627 acres in 
the last production period.. Land purchases were on an amortized basis 
during the early part of .the planning period and .included both cash and 
amortized :purchases during the latter part of the period. With the 
capital bo.rrowing limit restricted to 12.5 percent of the unmortgaged 
owned land v:alue_, capital was borrowed only during the earl.y stages of 
the growth process. Sec1,1rity or collateral values were utilized in 
the form of real estate loans rather than capital borrowing during 
the later stages of the growth period. With a starting equity of 
$115 ,172, about $248, 386 additional eg_ui ty was accumulated over .the 30 
year per:i,oq.. On a.n 1:J.nnu~ basis, th.is is an average of $8,g79. Annual 
consumption levels, specified as 50 percent of ,the net returns, ranged 
from $4,600 in the early stages of growth to about $12,000 after 25 
years .. 
With a starting farm size of 213 acres of owned land, the capitaJ. 
accumulation and growth process were very similar but on a smaller 
scale. Growth in terms of acres operated was limited to the purchase 
of about a section of land during the 30 year ·planntng period. Con-
sumption levels were a little more than $2,000 on an annual basis during 
the first periods and less than $5 1000 for the first 20 years. The 
maximum present val1,1~ of net returns was $101,500 for the 30 year period 
a.nd the amount of equity accl,lmulated was about $134,414, an annual 
average of about $4,480,, 
Other farm :firm growth situations were simulated,. - Borrowed capital 
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:levels were doubled., consumption levels were halved, and the growth pro= 
cess analyzed with respect to different methods of land acquisition and 
starting fa.rm sizes. The effect of borrowed capital levels was signi"" 
fica.nt, but different consumption levels had more effect on .the growth 
a,nd capital accumulation process. 'J!he method of land acquisition :for 
situations of equal starting farm sizes, consumption, and capital bor-
rowing level.s accounted for the greatest differences in gro-wth rates. 
However, the effect of this factor on the capital accumulation process 
is similar to the effect of different consumption levels. Both repre-
sent capital withdrawals. Although the average cost of purchasing 
la,nd, ( interest payments) was less than renting land, total ca.pi ta.l 
withdrawals when purchasing land (interest plus principa,l payments) were 
greater than the withdrawals associated with renting land. The addi-
tional capital withdrawals r~stricted the growth pr0cess. 
Minimum Equity Req~irements 
Minimum starting farm equity levels req1,1ired to maintain family 
consumption and accumulate different levels of capital over time range 
from a. low o:f $18,000 to more than $144,ooo. Various factors considered 
in determining minimum starting equity requirements were tenure situa-
tions, consumption levels., growth objectives, and increasing land values. 
With all land operated rented, minimum starting farm equity require-
ments begin at a.bout $18,000, which is the level required to mf).intain 
a $3,000 annual family consumption over time. The starting equity level 
increases to about $20,500 for a growth situation that can support an 
annual consumption level which increases from $3,000 to $8,000 over 
time and retuJ;"ns, in terms of increases and net worth, 6 percent annually 
to sti:J.rting equity capital. Although rniriii'num starting equity 
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reg,uirements for different farm growth situations are not large with all 
farm.land rented, the difference in req_uired growth rates over time is 
quite significant. The different growth rates, in terms of acres oper-
ated, amounts to almost 1,500 acres. 
When rented land is restricted to a level equal to or less than 
half of the total acres operated, minimum starting farm eg_uity levels 
increase to $34,,500~ Excluding the alternative to rent land altogether 
increa.ses minimum starting farm eg_-q.i ty reg_uirements from about $47 ,ooo 
l;l,pward, depending upon the growth objective. 
'I'he most relevant variable, with respect ta minimum starting 
eg_uity requirements, was tenure situation. However, growth objectives 
and annual consumption levels are important., especially for owner 
operated situations. Minimum starting equity reg_uirements increased by 
more than $13,000 when annual consumption levels were rail:leQ. from $3,000 
over time to an increasing rate from $3,000 to $8,000 over a 30 year 
period. 
Increasing land values from their current level by 5 percent 
annually did not change the optimum growth situation of renting land 
operated rather than purchasing it., with respect to achieving minitnum . 
starting rarm eq_uity req_uirements. Although increasing land values 
tended to satisfy growth objectives,, in terms of increasing levels of 
net worth when land acg_uisition occurred through purchase rather than 
renting, :increasing 1.and values raised minimum starting eg_uity reg_uire-
ments with respect to obtaining comparable annual consumption levels 
over time. As land values are increasea., growth, in terms of addi-
tional acres purchased.,, ceases because the additional capit1:1,l generated 
from an additional acre of land becomes insufficient to meet the 
required level of land payments. 
Implications 
This study has examined the process of capital accumulation a:ad 
growth of representative farm firms :in an important agricultural area.a 
~['he current analysis established the following points with respect to 
tbe general characteristics of capital accumulation and growth of farm 
firms. 
A management strategy or criter;I.on function of maximizing the .. pre-
sent value of net returns is q_uite effective in terms of maximizing 
capital accumulation and growth, even when the growth prQcess is meas-
ured in several different ways. However, this criterion or objecti.ve is 
:not uniq_ue with respect to depicting the maximum rate of capital accu-
mulation. Other objectives were just as effective in terms of resulting 
in m~ximum growth. 
The structure of the firm with respect to resource restrictions, 
al11ernative methods of expanding :resource levels, consumption require-
ments or capital withdrawale, etco are most important with respect to 
c;apital accumulation over time. Thus, the environment within which farm 
operations occur tend to overwhelm specific operator objectives whether 
"\,hey be to maximize returns, sales, farm size, owned capital or reinvest-
ment capital, or even consumption. The point is that any of these o');)'.gec-
tives, criterions, or choice indicators tend to maximize capitEJ.l accumu-
lation. Since there is but one maximum rate, these objectives result 
;i.n the same conditions. The structure of the system is the important 
.{actor. Different objectives result in the same growth rates for the 
same structur~.l relationship. of the firm. However, different structural 
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;irelationships result in very different growth rates. 
The required capital withdrawals are of the utm.0st importance with 
l\'espect to farm gr0wth and capital accumulation process. Co1;Jts are 
important only to the extent that they involve capital withdrawals. 
Sma11 costs associated with large capital withdrawals would be very 
restrictive upon the growth process. As an exam,Ple,.renting versus 
;Purchasing additional land operated is a case in point. In ,thi,s analy-
sts, land could be rented at a cost of $12 per acre which required a 
capital withdrawal of $12. Land could be purchased on an amortized 
~a.sis at a cost, which is interest payment, much less than $12 per 
ac:re. However., the total capital withdrawal, which inclµdes interest 
payment plus principal payment, is about $16 per acre. Under conditions 
of constant farm size, greater net returns would be associated with 
:p1;i.yments to purchase lar;i.d (assuming other r«;iturns and costs are constant). 
' ' " 
+n. a growth situation, however, renting land, with lower capital req,uire-
· rnents and higher costs, resulted in maximum returns over time because 
lower capital withdrawals allowed the firm to grow larger and increased 
the volume of operations. A more obvious case is where land must be 
})Urchased on a cash basis. No costs (other than transfer costs) are 
associated with the purchase. However, the large capital requirements 
(withdrawals) significantly retarded growth and resulted in lower net 
returns over time. This situation has implications with respect to 
~riterions and choice indicators in static economic analysea. Where 
capital withdrawals would be significantly different from costs over 
t,ime, an objective. of maximizing returns in a static .analysis may not 
lea.d to a maximum capital accumulation situation. Under these condi-
t:lons.,. a b~tter criterion may be o:p.e that maximizes owned capital. 
growth process also has important impl;i.catians with re~p~ct to capital 
;reg_u.;tr~ments for farm resources :Ln re;I.a:t;;i.on to p:rioes rece:l.veq. for farm 
,. products. With respect, to eapita;L ac01.;i,m:1,l,).atiPn and :f'a:rm f~r:m. growtp..,. 
l'j. ~ari ty ratio shoWing the relatiC!:lns:P.ip l;?~twe!;l:p. Ga;p~taJ. re~µ4pememts· 
1i1,nd prices is most relevant. I;nqr(;!asii;ie; ca~~ tel reg:u,;i.;r~:m.ents for 
;vesource purchases in tb.e future and ~heir ;relations'.Q.;f.:pto c;oll').modity 
:prices is Gerta.in tei have si~nif:i,eant e;l;'fe~rt~ on farm :f~~in' gl;'o:wtll. 
Farmfi;rm capital accumulation al'ld growt:ti, simulatipns over a 30 
;vear period with a const1;1nt cost .. p:ric~ :r,latio.q13hip d.o not 1phow enor-
mous growth ratesi especially for th~ smflller staFting size farm. 
The analysis diC:i, not conside:r; tn~ 1;:tfect of compet;i.tia.q between farm 
.operators :for land resources. Com;peti ticm would :probal:;>l:y- increase land 
costs and the capital with4+i3.'WIU~ assoe:l.a.ted With ;Llan,d a(;g,µ1~;i.t,~on • 
. Under these.conditi~ns, if farm firm. growt~ is li~iteg tot~~ utiliza-
tion of capital gen~rate~ within t~e fi:i;,m, ~~e g:rowth r~te of farms is 
likely to be slow. This is especially t:rue wi.th :r~spect tc;> the smaller 
farms. 
';['his study illustrates that capi t~ ac~umµJ.l!).tion ine;reases at .,an 
increasing rate.. This siin,i.ation has ;i.mpliGations with r~spect to farm 
sizes and competition for farm;tand refiourc~1;1. U:pg.er tllese !r9Prd.;1.tions, 
the larger farms are most :!-ikely to coirjffl.and tl:il,e use ofl fa:rni resources. 
Thii:l ~.na1ysis also em~ha~r.;i.zes thE: irn:r,,q:rtant J:1Qle tp.,at security or 
collateriu value plays in capita,l. ac;cumulat~on !ilnd :t:';J.rm f!;rowt~. · This 
is a resource which should be utiJ..ized t~e Sa.rDie ~~ Qth,~;i:- fl\l.:r;irn re~murces. 
'.'Che analysis ind:i,.cates that consiq.eral;>le va.J.,ue ;Ls ;Lc;>$t ~f the r~spurce 
;i,13 not utili:zed. 
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The foregoing analysis of minimum st'arting equity and capital accu-
i;n1,llation requirements for .specif:!,c growth objectives leads .to .the follow,;., 
ing conclusion:::i concerning capital accumulation problems of farm .firms 
. . . ' 
Min:i,mum ,equity levels required to meet capital withdrawals over 
time for fe,:rm fa.mil;Y consumption purposes are significantly different 
under conditions of renting or owning the land that is operated. The 
~ifferent equity leveis result from the amount of capital outlay assG-· 
ciated with renting land.versus owning or purchasing it. In _the 
anaJ,.ys is, an acre of land may be rented for $12. However,. w:i, th land. 
~riced at $240 per acre, current lending policies are such that a min ... 
imum of about $139 equity or capital outlay is associated, w:i,th purchas· 
. ing one ,acre of 1.ando 
Min;l.mum f:ltarting equ~ty reg,u;trements a:r;-e not signif;l.c;:1;tntJ.y differ-
~nt for vario1,1s growth requirements over a 30 year period when all 
land operated may be rented. ;Large growth differences over a 30 year 
;Pertod, can result with only small differences in·startin,g equity 
requirements. However, differences with respect to acres operated and 
t;p.e value of controlled resources are large as the growth dif'.ferences 
<Pccur.. Thus 2 the problem of lano. availability may be more a.cut.e than 
tne problem of additional starting capital requirements in the f'ul.f'ill-
:qient of di;t'ferent growth objectives. 
Under conditiona where land operated must be owned or purchased, 
d.ifferent growth objectives do require significantly different starting 
eq~ty lev-els. A minimum of about $471 000 is required only to me.et 
$31 000 flam.;!,ly consumption levels .over time., but mG>re than $77,000 start-
i:P.g equity is required, to·satisfy .tl").e 11oJi>portunity cost" of investing 
equi tY1 at 6 ;percent !:l.nd securing a nonfarm jpb to obtairl. consumption 
capital. 
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Annual. capital withdrawals to satisfy consumption levels are m0re 
:relevant variables with respect to minimum. starting equity requirements 
.than different growth concii tio~s over time. Whereas, a difference of 
only $200 in starting equity reE1iJ.l tecl in large growth diflf.erences over 
time with constant consumption levels~ incre~sing cons\WJ.ption levels 
over t;ime required almost $1,800 mo:re starting equity. More tl;l.an $1J,OOO 
ijdditional starting equ:i,.ty is required to sat:!,sfy the higher consumption 
level where no land ol'e:rated may be rented. 
In terms of the sta;rting level of ac+es opera.tf;ld, 379 acres.are 
required for a constant consumpt:i,.on over time when land is rented, and 
only 262 acres a.re reqii:i,red, when la.n<i is c;,wned.; n.owever, in terms of 
~quity requirements, m,ore tha.n :j,29,qoo addit:lo:nal owneq. capital is 
requ:i,.red when land m,ust be :purcnased~ Thi1;, has implications with,respect 
to the structural, charaeteristiGs and tep:ure problems of farm producing 
units. It also has implications with re?pf;lct to economic m.0dels des:;t.gned 
to.analyze minimum resource :requirements. In this .afalysis, minimum 
equ:i,ty requirements are not cons:i,stent with minimum land requirements. 
Net returns are higher on a per acre basis, when land is owned 
rather th!:l.n rented, because resource purkhases, such as land, +equire 
capital but are not associated wtth costs as are rental Gost~~ In other 
words, principal payments a;re not costs; however, the fact that, princi-
pal payment:9 require capital i:n,vestwents is important . .in a dynamie mod.el. 
The cost of owning resources in a wtatie model may pe on,ly the 1-nterei:it 
cost on the investment. ;En a dynamic model, tne c.apital witb,drawals 
~ss6ciated with the resource :purGhases are more relevant tp,an costs. 
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In the absence of increases in prices received for farm products 
relative to pric.es paid for production items~ including land and other 
resources, farm operators in the area of study with less than $18,090 
/ 
equity or owned capital have little chance of obtaining adequate family 
li.ving .levels in farming. On the other hand, operators wi tb, slightly 
higher levels of capital have the opportunity to obtain increasing 
f~.mily living levels and accumulate capital in farming if farmland may 
be rented rather than purchased. If farm operators must own or pur-
chase land operated, then more than $!+7,000 equity in farming is 
required to provide for basic family consumption levels and more than 
$60,000 starting equity is required to support increases in family 
consumption levels, 
Even though farmers may obtain increasing levels Qf f1:1m;i.ly living 
at nonfa.rm jobs and can invesi:; owned capital at a return of 6 percent 
compounded annually, fa.rm operators l:).re nas well off 11 in farming from 
the standpoint of 11opportuni ty costs 11 if they can start their operations 
with more than $144,ooo owned equity, 
The analysis of µ:iin1mum starting equity requirements with increas-
ing land values over time reveals that starting equity is minimized 
when 9pecified farm firm growth conditions are fulfilled by renting land 
operated rather than owning it, even though the appreciated land values 
tend to satisfy the growth conditions. Sizeable values may be accumu-
lated through the appreciation of land values when land is owned. How-
ever, starting equ;Lty req_u:i.rements a.re higher and within a framework 
where starting owned capital or equity is the most limited resource, 
renting rather than owning minimizes the mqst limiting factoro 
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When land must be owned or purcb.ased, increas.ing land Vl;:l.lues raise 
the minimum startingl.evel of owned capital required to meet specified 
. family c.onsumption levels. - Starting owned capital requirements are 
higher because additional capital must be withdra.wan to purchase land 
at its higher value. 
The analysis also leads to the conclusion that land values in the 
area of study might increase substantially if the returns to~ owned 
resources, other than those returns used to satisfy min:i.mum consumption 
levels, are used to purchase land. That is, through the productivity 
of a farm firm's bundle of resources, additional land may be purchased, 
if~ farm operator has~· established equity, until land values reach 
I 
a ''break evenn pointo In the area of study, this "break evenn point., 
in terms of land values, may be more than 40 percent higher than the 
current selling price. 
In the event that land values do increase from their current level 
by 5 percent ~nnually relative to returns, the 11break even 11 value is 
reached in a.bout Sta 10.years. Beyond this point, the additional cap-. 
ital generated from an additional acl!'e of land is not sufficient to 
purchase land even through a long time amortized basis. Th:t.s is a para-
doxical situation because regardless of tp,e gains thi:i.t might be forth-
coming from i:i.ppreciated land values, savings or noutside ca.pi tal n would 
have to be used to purchase additional land. 
If land values increase, but only to the "break even 11 point, then 
from.the standpoint of "opportunity costs 11 there will be little gains 
to farm owner operators over the next 30 year planning-horizon. 'The 
returns to starting equity or owned capital, if measured in terms of 
ending equity, would be less than 2 percento 
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Limitations 
Much has been said and written about capital accumUlation and the 
growth process~ However, few studies have attempted to analyze the 
growth problems on a firm basiso This study merely scratches the sur-
face in a very important area of research dealing with farm firm growtho 
A better knowledge of the growth process is compatible with a better 
understanding of risks and farm adjustments in generaL The limitations 
of this study should be considered in interpreting the results of the 
analysiso 
Even though the analytical model used in this study is some-what 
more inclusive with respect to changing var1ables than static models, 
it is not without limitationso The model is only dynamic with respect 
to time and growth propertieso In the real worlds many more variables 
typically change over a time space of sevreral. production periods o Many 
production periods are considered in the analysis» and the model can 
only be classifed as a dynamic certainty model since the input-output 
and price coeffic:lents over all periods are assumed to be known with 
certainty. As a consequence~ the model is largely inadequate and renders 
the necessary assumptions unrealistic, 
In a static analysis, an important problem is what criterion should 
be used to determine a solution to an economic problem? An analysis 
which covers several or many time periods compounds this problem" ·The 
introduction of time raises not only the question of what shall be max= 
imized, but also what shall be the planning horizon. This study attempts 
to analyze the effects of different objectives or criterions, but it 
does not come to grips w:i th the effeets of d:tfferent planning horizons o 
The economic consequences of different horizons may be more important 
than is generally believed, and the absence of its analysis,; is 3 there-
fore, a serious limitation to this study. Since the model does not deal 
with uncertainty, it cannot adequately deal with the effects of differ-
· ent planning horizons. In fact, since uncertainty is greater as the 
time period is extended~ the results of this analysis with respect to 
some distant production period should be heavily discounted. 
Another limitation of the model results from the necessary assump= 
tion that few variables are relevant for any given production period. 
Any practical problem is solved within the framework of many different 
variables. Many of these important variables cannot even be accurately 
specified for an individual, much less for a typical situation. 
Other serious limitations of this study include the assumptions 
of pure competition within the capital accumulation or growth environ-
ment of the farm firm. The users of linear programming have for too 
long been concerned only with the special case of production decisions 
and not with marketing decisions.31 A serious limitation with respect 
to the assumption of pure competition in this study is that the aggre-
gate aspects of growing firms are not considered. It is common know-
ledge that farm firms are growing both with respect to product output 
and physical size. This study assumes that land is available for 
firm growth without the competition of many firms for the use of land 
and other resources. The analysis also does not deal with formidable 
institutional problems associated with the land market. These are 
serious limitations with respect to depicting firm growth. 
31Hans Brems, 11Nonpure Competition in. Linear Programming_, 11 Money 
Growth, and Methodology, Hugo Hegeland (ed.) CWK Gleerup Publishers, 
Sweden, 1961,. pp. 351-360. 
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The programming model :used. in the analysis defines the optimum 
only with respect to the specific assumptions made. As a result of the 
limi.tations, a true optimum for the situation that the model is intended 
to portray is not obtained. However, the model is defended on the 
grounds that it at least provides a rational technique for approaching 
. the true optimum.32 Also1 -,progress in refining and utilizing dynamic 
models c.an only come from attempts to apply these .techniques to real 
problems.33 
The arbitrary selection of important variables on the capital 
accumulation process$ especially consumption and capital borrowing 
levels, is a limitation the seriousness of which is difficult to 
assess. The arbitrary selection was done in the spirit of simulation 
and should not be interpreted as a value judgment indicating what 
ought to be~ Problems relating to the capital accumulation process are 
much too complicated to be Solved straightforwardly by the deductive 
process. When this situation exists, the answer may be approximated 
through simulation. This technique has met with much success in other 
scientific fields and probably holds much promise in the social scienceso 
Need for Further Research 
This analysis attempts to evaluate the farm growth process very 
generally and over a fairly long period of time. A constant cost for 
\farm resources is assumed in the analyl;lis. Further study to determine 
the effect of non constant cost relationships on the growth process of 
32Thon'las :):i. Saaty, Mathematical Methods of Operation Research, 
(New York, 1959), pp. 126-127). 
33Morton1 Po 117~ 
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farm firms should be made-0 While the model used in this study leaves 
much to be desired,ii useful information about the growth process could 
be gained simply by varying costs (capital withdrawal requirements) 
over time. The same is true with respect to product prices and tech-
nology. Although little is known with respect to the specific effects 
of changes in technology, general relationships between technol.ogical 
innovations, prices, and capital requirements are known or at least can 
be simulated. Simulating probable or possible changes over time could 
establish probable minimum and maximum growth rates over time. The 
divergence of these growth rates over time might help to establish a 
relevant planning horizon. 
Varying the price of land resources tends to account for competi-
tion among farm .operators for farm resources. However, this problem is 
of such importance that an analysis dealing specifically with this prob-
lem and investigating every facet of it should be undertaken. The same 
is true with respect to the institutional problems relating to land 
ownership and operation. More research efforts need to be directed to 
the knotty problems of land availability and their effects on adjustment 
problems. 
The model used in the analysis to depict capital accumulation 
problems is a growth model rather than a decision model with respect to 
the organization of farm enterprises. The organization of enterprises 
is assumed to remain constant as growth occurs. The effect of this 
assumption should be evaluated; for a growth model should also be a 
decision model .. However, it is felt that the advantages of such a 
sj.mplifying assumption compensates for the loss Qf genera.li ty. This 
type of simplifying assumption may have much promise when working 
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with problems in farming areas where a high d.egree of specialized opera-
tions existso In such areas, the opportunity costs of not producing a 
speci.fic organization of crops and 1.i vestock suited to the area are 
quite higho Even if the several tyJ)es of organizationsJ perhaps with 
quite different capital requirements, are relevant, several aggregated 
activities could be included in the model rather than complicating the 
model and computing procedures by including a wide range of individual 
enterprise activities. Further research evaluating this possibility 
should be undertakeno 
It is very important that research efforts be directed towards 
evaluating credit use, resource investments, and capital withdrawals 
in the growth process within an environment of risk and uncertainty, 
The circum.sta.nces surrounding the use of these items a.re such that they 
may.only be evaluated properly within this framework, It is, therefore., 
important that methods of introducing risk and uncertainty into dynamic 
analyses be found" Such an analysis mi.ght utilize a model that 
includes the stochastic process in a linear program framework to intro= 
duce risko A nhybrid ui between the linear program mod.el used in this 
study and the recursive linear program model might be utilized to intro-
d,u,ce uncertainty~ Such a model might deal with random income genera.ting 
variables and expected values. The model might also consider different 
planning horizons for different types of input purchases. The relevant 
planning horizon for different types of resources might be solved ::for 
rather than arbitrarily selected. 
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APPENDIX TABLE I 
AMORTIZATION SCHEDULE FOB. BORR.OWING $24,2. 00 FOR 
33 YEARS AT 5! PERCENT. I:NTEBEST 
outstanding Interest 
. Principal at on the 
the Beginning Principal AnnuaJ. Principal ReEaid 
Ye~r of the Year at.5i'.% .· Payment Year Curm.iJ.a ti ve I 
1 242 . ..,00 13<>31 16.05 2.74 2 .. 74 
2 239026 13.16 16.05 2.89 5,,63 
3 236<>37 13000 16.05 3o05 8"68 
4 233 .. 32 12.8,3 16.,05 3.22 111'-90 
5 230.,,10 12.65 l6 .. 05 3.40 15.30, 
6 226.70 12.47 16.05 3.58 18 .. 88 
7 223.12 12.27 16.05 3.78 22 .. 66 
8 219.34 12.06 16.05 3.99 26.65 
9 215,,35 11.84 16 •. 05 4.21 30,,86 
· 10 21Ll4 11.61 1,6a05 4.44 35.30 
11 206,70 11.37 16.05 4.68 39.98 
12 202.,02 lloll 16.05 4.94 44.,92 
13 197.08 . 10.84 16oo5 5.21 50.13 
14 191 .. 87 10.55 16.05 5.50 55.63 
15 186.37 10.,25 16 .. 05 5.80 61 .. 43 
16 180,,57 9.93 16.05 6.12 67 .. 55 
17 1.74.47 9.60 16.05 6.45 74.oo 
18 168.02 9.24 16.05 6.81 80.81 
19 161 .. 21 8,,87 · 16.05 7.18 87 .. 99 
20 154.03 8.47 16.05 7.58 .95· 57 
21 146.45 8.05 16.05 8.oo 103.57 
22 138.45 7.61 16,,05 .8.44 112.01 
23 130<>01 7.15 16.05 8.90 120.91 
24 12L,11 6.66 16.05 9.39 130.30 
25 llL,.72 6.14 11;>.05 9.91 140,.21 
26 101.,.81 5.,60 16.05 10.45 150 .. 66 
27 91,,36 5.02 16005 11,,03 161 .. 69 
28 80 ... 33 4.42 16.05 11.63 173,;32 
29 68~70 3.78 16.05 12,27 · 18,5.59 
30 56.43 3.10 16"05 12.95 198,.54 
31 43.48 2.39 16,,05 13.66 212,,20 
32 29 ... 82 i.64 16.,05 14,41 226.61 
33 15..,41 ~85 16,,26 . .. . L5 .•. 41 .... .242,,,.02. .... 
APPENDIX TABLE I I 
LINEAR PROGRAMMING TABLEAU USED IN THE CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND FARM GROWTH ANALYSIS 
Activity Identification !@PER 1BLN5 lBLNl lRI/lN 1.BLAB lllCAP lllYE:t 1.FIX 1INVE 1.MPC25 ~ --1ST¢g{[ 2¢PER 2BLN5 2BLN1 2RIAN 2BL/lll 2BCAP 2JlYE:l. 2FIX 2INVE 2MPC25 2ST(.2C 
Production Period l Production Period 2 
OhJective Functions: !/ No. l 124.85 -2.00 -282.96 -60.00 -5,00 -·30 -73.22 -1.69 0 0 0 0 124.85 -2.00 -26Lo4 -60.00 -5.00 -.30 -6L22 -1..69 
(CJ values) Jfo. 2 105.18 -2.00 -148.43 -50,55 -4.21 -2,53 -38.l.6 -L46 o o -9999 0 78.60 -l.!19 -107.64 ·3T-T7 -3,15 -.189 -26.75 -Lo6 
No. 3 o 240.00 72,50 0 0 0 0 0 o O o o O lTI.85 46.21 O O O O 
No. 4 LOO O O O O O O O O O O O LOO O O O O 
No. 5 18J..48 0 o O O o O O o O o o 135.60 0 0 0 O 






Consume Transfer · Consume Transfer 
Land Acquisition 251, of Savings 1 Land Acquis:i.tion 251, of Savings 2 
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Production Period l 
L,md 426 
Labor hr. 1,900 
Capital dol. 6,1o6 




Rent Restriction ac. 
Net Worth t1 < N.W. t2 doL 













Net Worth t1 :S N.W. t3 doL 












Net Worlh t1 < N.W. t4 doL 








Reinvestment Capite.l do].. 
Rent Restriction ac. 
Net Worth t1 S N.W. t5 doL 








Reinvestment Cap1 te.l 
Rent Restriction 
Net Worth ti< N.W. t6 





























































4,6 "-""L Fixed Cost 
Reinvestment Capital 
Rent Restriction 





See :page following table for footnotee. 
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+ """' • 3SECR 
+"""" + 3EIBV 
""'' ""°" +3SAVE 
''""" - 3RESC 
. ·-· ·-,...,,, ''""" ··-+ 4EIBV ··= 4MFCR + 4BAVE . ,...., 
- ,RESC 
+ 5LAND 
+"""'  5CAl" 
• 5""11 
·+ ,,.,. 
• 5'IliV =· + ,..,. 
+ 5""" 
- 5RESC 



















































































Consume Transi'er Conll\lllll! - Transfer 
Land Acquisition 251, o:f S11.vinge 3 Llt.D.d Acgui&iUon . 251, o:f S11.ving11. 4 
Operating CUh Amortized Rent Hil'e Borrow Buy Fixed Bey Net to Operating Ca.eh Amortized Rent llire Borrov Bey Fixed Buy Net to 
Activity Buy Loan Land Labor Ce.pite.l. Equipment Cost Livestock Returns_ C&.pi"t!Ll 4 Acti~ty ~ Loan Land Labor C&.pital. Equipment Cost Livestock Re~urns Capital. 5 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































See pe.ge :fol.l.o'!ring ta.ble :for :footnotes. 
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+ '"""  2CAPr 
+ 2BECR 













+ ·-+ '""" 




+"""" +""""'  5EINV 
5FIXC 
"""" + ,.. .. +"""" -= 
+ 6r.Airn 
+ 6LABR +...,., ·-· ,...,., + 6EINV 
6'Ixc 
OOCR 
+ 6SAVE ,,..., 
-6RESC 
APPENDIX TABLE 11 (CONTINUED) 
5#@. 5BLN2 sm.NJ. 5RLAN 5BWI 50CAP 5:B'ml. 5FIX 5IllVE 5MPC25 58T0oC 6@ bBLN5 6BLWl. 6RIAN 6BWl 6BCAP 6BIEQ 6FIX 6INVE f>MPC2~ 
Production Period 5 - -- - Production Per:!.od 6 
124.85 -2.00 -125.20 -60.00 .5.00 -.30 -25.22 -1.6§ o o o 124.05 -2.00 -64.95 -66.oo -5.00 -.30 -1.3.22 -1.69 
32.eo -.62 -2a.94 -1.5.76 -1.31. .• 078 -1.1.0 -.44 o o o 24.51 -.47 -12.77 -u.18 -.98 -.059 -3.55 -.33 
0 74.21. 7.89 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 55.45 2.98 0 0 0 0 0 
1.00 0 0 0 0 0 O O O O O 1.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
56.58 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 42.28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 







COI1Bume Trans:f'er Con6Ullle Tnmaf'er 
Land Acquisition 251, of 8avings 5 Land Acquisition 2~ of Savings 6 
Operating Cash Amortized Rent Hire l!orrow Buy Fixed Buy Net to Operating Cash Amortized Rent Hire BoXTOV Buy l"i:l:ed Buy Net to 
ActiV1t;y Buy Loan Land Labor Capita.]. Equ.i}llllent Cost Livestock Returns Capital 6 Activity Buy Loan ~ Le.~or __ Capital Equipment Cost Livestock Returns capital 1 
P46 P47 P48 P4g P50 P51 P52 P53 P,;4 P55 P56 P57 PsB P<)g P6o P6J. P62 P63 P64 P65 P66 P67 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 o· 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
,o 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 
3.1.4 0 0 0 
18.11 242.oo l.6.05 12.00 
0 -ei.o.oo 285.53 0 
1.00 0 0 0 
1.00 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
-124.85 ,.oo 64.94 6o.oo 
-124.85 .... 00 ao.25 6o.oo 
0 -1.00 -1.00 1.00 
0 240.00 15.30 0 
0 -1.00 -LOO 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1.6.05 0 
0 --240.00 252.33 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 6o.25 0 
-124.85 242.oo 16o.50 6o.oo 
0 -l..00 -LOO 0 










































































































































0 0 ·o 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O· 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 









0 - 0 
0 0 
0 0 









0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 o. 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.25 1.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 -1.00 -1.00 -l..00 -l..00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 3.1.4 0 0 0 -1.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -1.00 18.ll. 242.oo J.6.05 12.00 1.00 -1.00 3.95 1.00 5.26 .05 0 
0 0 0 --240.00 285.53 0 0 2.00 0 0 -5.26 0 0 
0 0 1.00 0 0 0 0 0 -1.00 0 0 0 0 
0 0 LOO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -l..00 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.00 0 0 0 
0 0 -1.24.85 2.00 64.9" 6o.oo 5.00 •.30. 13.22 1.69 0 1.00. 0 
.25 0 -124.85 242.oo Bo.25 6o.oo 5.00 .JO 19.75 5.00 5.26 .25 1.00 ,· 0 0 -1.00 -1.00 1.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 240.00 15,30 0 0 0 6.53 0 5.26 0 1.00 ..::.. _,,.. _,,.. 
/ 
y Objective functions: 







Maximize the undiscounted value of gross sales (6 percent 
discount rate). ' 
Maximize the present value of the stream of net returns 
(6 percent discount rate). 
Maximize the present value of land ownership (6 percent 
discount rate) 
Maximize the number of acres operated over all production 
periods. 
Maximize the discounted value of gross sales (6 percent 
discount rate). 
Maximize the number of acres operated in the last 
production period. 
g/ When + appears in_ the Row I.D, bi 2: a1jxj, when - appears in the Row I.D. b_1_ 5;. aijXj, 
and when a blank appears bi= a1jXj, 




APPENDIX TABLE III 
FARM ORGANIZATION, CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM NIAXIMUM PRESENT VALUE OF 
NET RETURNS, STARTING FARM SIZE 213 ACRES,- RENTED LAND LIMITED., CONSUMPTION LEVELS 25 PERCENT 
OF NET RETURNS AND BORROWED CAPITAL LIMIT 12.5 PERCENT.OF UNMORTGAGED OWNED LAND VALUE1 
Production Period 
Item Unit l 2 3 5 ··---~-
Annual Situation 
Land Operated ac. 293 429 551 746 1,005 l,33'7 
Land Owned ac. 293. 429 551 746 1,005 1,337 
Gross Sales doL 12,603 18,481 23, 755 32,149 43,279 57,588 
Oper. and Overhead Cap. doL 8,076 11,683 14,343 19,444 26,946 36,587 
Borrowed Capital dol. 3,551 0 0 0 0 0 
Consumption Capital dol. l,132 1,699 2,353 3,176 4,083 5,250 
Production Period TotaJ.s 
Starting Owned Cash Caspital dol. 6,106 21,445 36,315 48,120 63,, 729 80,974 
Net Returns dol. 22,633 33,939 47,061 63,523 81,663 105,005 
Capital Withdrawals 
Land Purchases dol. 1,218 9,904 22,847 30,706 40,956 52,384 
Machinery Purchases dol. 0 0 0 302 1,687 2,169 
Livestock Purchases dol. 418 718 644 1,025 l,359 1., 747 
Capital Consumed dol. 5,658 8,497 11,765 15,881 20,416 26,251 
Total dol. 7,294 19,119 35,256 47,914 64,418 82,551 
Net Cash Capital Generated dol. 15,339 14.,870 11,805 15,609 17,245 22,454 
Ending Owned Cash Capital dol. 21,445 36, JL5 48,l20 63,729 80.,974 103,428 
Value of Controlled Resources dol. 97,888 146,116 187,845 251,581 334,032 440,082 
Net Worth (End of Period) dol. 79,906 105,398 140,694 188,336 249,9c583 328, 337 
Present Value of Net Returns $126,143 (Criterion Function Value) 
Undiscounted Level of Net Returns $353,874 
Starting Level of Ownea Capital ~115il72 
lstarting situation 213 acres of owned land, $4,585 average value of equipment, $1,120 investment in 
livestock and $6,106-owned capital~ !--' +='.". 
°' 
APPENDIX TABLE IV 
FARM ORGANIZATIONt CAPITAL ACCUMOLATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESTJ"I,TING FROM MAXIML'M PRESENT VALUE OF 
NET RETURNS, STARTING FARM SIZE 213 ACRES, RENTED LAND LIMITED, CONSUMPTION LEVELS 50 PERCENT 
_____ ... _ QE .. NET -BETURNS_.Al.'ID _BOBROWED CAPITAL LIMIT 2 5 PERCENT OF UNMORTGAGED OWNED LAND VALUEl 
~ .... ,,._~· ,~ 
Production Period 
___ ... __ - . .It<:!m Unit 1 2 3 _______ 5 6 
Annual Situation 
Land Operated ac. 314 405 470 579 714 882 
Land Owned ac. 314 405 470 579 714 882 
Gross Sales dol. 13,518 17,428 20,238 23, 947 30,774 37,985 
Oper. and Overhead Cap. dol. 8,859 11,242 12,574 _15,158 18, 702 23.,607 
Borrowed Capital dol. 5,586 0 0 0 0 0 
Consumption Capital dol. 2,329 3,-093 3,832 4,875 6,036 7,189 
Produ~tion Period Totals 
Starting Owned Cash Capital dol. 6_,106 15,681 27,987 31,758 38,684 46,098 
Net Returns dol. 23,294 30,930 38.1321 48,945 60,358 71,888 
Capital Withdrawals 
Land Purchases dol. 1,541 3,582 14,147 16,971 21,960 .27,148 
- Machinery Purchases dol. 0 0 0 0 94 l.i093 
-- Live stock_ Purchases dol. 531 477 343 575 711 880 
Capital Consumed dol. 11,647 15,465 19,160 24,473 30,179 35,944 
_Total dol. 13,719 19,524 33,650 42,019 52,944 65,065 
Net Cash Capital Generated dol. 9,575 11,406 4,671 6,926 7,414 6,823 
Ending Owned Cash Capital dol. - 15,681 - 27,087 31,758 38,684 46,098 52,921 
.Value of Controlled Resources dol. 97,277 131,000 151,614 185,275 - 225,894 275,010 
Net Worth (End of Period) -dol. 74,578 90,043 109,204 133,676 163,855 199,799-
Present Value of Net Returns $104,020 (Criterion Function Value) 
Undiscounted Level of Net Returns $273,736 
Starting Level of Owned CaEital ~ll5ll72 -
lstarting situation 213 acres of owned land, $4,585 average value of equipment, $1,120 investment in 
livestock and $6,106 owned capital. !----' 
~ 
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APPENDIX TABLE V 
FARM ORGANIZATION, CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MAXIMUM PRESENT VALUE OF 
NET RETURNS» STARTING FARM SIZE 213 ACRES, RENTED LAND LIMITED, CONSUMPTION LEVELS 25 PERCENT 
OF NET B.ETURNS AND BORROWED CAPITAL LIMIT 25 PERC.ElIT OF UNMORTGAGED OWNED LAND JlALUEl .. 
Production Period _ .. _ .. 
" . ,. -- - ~ ·" - ,. , 
Item Unit 1· 2 3 5 
Annual Situation 
Land Operated ac. 324 434 560 758 1)020 1,357 
Land Owned ac. 324 434 560 758 1,020 1,357 
Gross Sales dol. 13,955 18, 713 24,133 32,668 43)956 58,457 
Oper, and Overhead Cap. dol. 9,131 11,799 14,547 19,793 27,402 37,170 
Borrowed Capital dol. 4,862 0 0 0 0 0 
Consumption .. Capital dol. 1,206 1, 728 2,397 3,219 4,138 4 ,,J+35 
Production Period Totals 
Starting Owned G9r±h Capital dol. 6.,106 21,914 36,735 48,774 64,339 81,778 
Net Returns dol. 24,119 34, 569 47,933 64,376 82, 769 106,434 
Capital Withdrawals 
Land Purchases dol. 1,696 . 10,525 23,249 31,294 41,549 53,235 
Machinery Purchases dol. 0 0 0 381 1,711 2,198 
Livestock Purchases dol. 584 581 662 1~042 1,378 1,771 
Capital Consumed dol. 6,031 8,642 11,983 16,094 20,692 26,609 
Total dol. 8,311 19,748 35,894 48,811 65,330 83,813 
Net Ca.sh Capital Generated dol. 15,808 14,821 12,039 15,565 17,439 22,621 
Ending Owned Ca.sh Capital dol. 21,914 36,735 48,774 64,339 81,778 104,399 
Value of Controlled Resources dol. 105,963 147,765 190,706 255,214 338,622 446,092 
Net Worth (End of Period) dol. 81,019 106,946 142,896 191,178 253,255 333,080 
Present Value of Net Returns $129,003 (Criterion Function Value) 
Undiscounted Level of Net Returns $360,200 
Starting Level of Owned Capital $115zl72 
1starting situation 213 acres of owned land, $4,585 average value of equipment, $1,1)120 investment in 
livestock and $6,106 owned capital. f-' +::-
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APPENDIX TABLE VI 
FARM ORGANIZATION, CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND GROWTH PROCESS ·RESilLTING FROM MAXIMUM PRESENT VALUE OF 
NET RETURNS, STARTING FARM SIZE 426 ACRES, RENTED LAND LIMITED, CONSUMPTION ~LS 25 PERCENT 
OF NET RETURNS AND BORROWED CAPITAL LIMIT 12. 5 PERCENT OF UJ.'i!MORTGAGED OWNED LAND VALUE1 
Production Period 
Item Unit 1 2 3 _ 4 ----~ 5 6 
Annual Situation 
Land Operated ac. 522 842 1,073 . 1,430 1,880 2,459 
Land Owned ac. 522 842 1,073 1,430 1,880 2,459 
.Gross Sales dol. 22,490 36,283 46,239 61,603 S-0,979 105,948 
Opero· and Overhead Cap~. dol. 12,795 22,630 28,897 39,303 52,330 69,118 
Borrowed Capital dol. 9,351 0 0 0 0 0 
Consumption Capital dol. 2,424 2,844 4,335 5,575 7.,162 9,208 
Production Peru,d Totals ,\. 
Starting Owned Cash Capital dol. 6,106 40,487 71,694 89,858 . 114,835 146,,034 
Net Returns dol. 48,475 68,265 86,706 111,498 143,246 184,154 
Capital Withdrawals 
Land Purchased do 1. 1,470 17,397 44..,140 54,441 70,933 92,400 
Machinery Purchases dol. 0 929 1,509 2,329 2,937 3,785 
Livestock Purchases dol. 507 l,684 1,216 1,876 2,366 3,049 
Capital Consumed dol. 12,119 17,066 21,677 27,875 35,811 46,038 
Total dol. 14,094 37,058 68,542 86, 521 112,047 145,272 
Net Cash Capital Generated dol. 34,381 31,207 18,164 24,977 31,199 38,882 
Ending Owned Cash Capital dol. 40,487 71,694 89,858 114,835 146,034 184,916 
, Value of Controlled Resources dol. 173,098 283, 718 360,047 474,909 619,411 804,087 
Net Worth (End of Period) dol. 151,528 202,727 267,756 351,379 458,814 596,930 
Present Value of Net Returns $234 ,645 (Criterion Function Value) 
Undiscounted Lev€l of Net Returns $642,344. 
Start1ng Level of Owned Capital i115zl72 
lstarting situation 426 acres of owned land, $4,585 average value of equipment, $2,241 investment in 
livestock and $6,106 owned capital. t-1 .f=' 
\0 
APPENDIX TABLE VII 
FARM ORGANIZATION, CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MAXIMUM PRESENT VALUE OF 
NET RETUR..'l'ifS, STARTING FARM SIZE 426 ACRES,_ RENTED LAND LIMITED, CONSUMPTION LEVELS. 50 PERCENT 
OF NET RETURNS AND BORROWED CAPITAL LIMIT 25 _PERCENT .OE .UNMORTGAGED .OWNED _LAND _VALUE1. _________ .. _____ 
Production _Period ____ 
••• w ··~ -- -~- --· -- .- -· .-.~· 
_______ Item Unit 1 2 3 
Annual Situation 
Land .Operated ac. 583 782 920 1,123 1,364 1,652 
Land Owned ac. 583 782 920 1,123 1,364 1,652 
Gross Sales dol. 25,101 33,677 39,641 48,383 58.,775 71,171 
Oper. and Overhead Cap. dol. 14,982 21,022 24,748 30,679 37,719 46,110 
Borrowed Capital dol. 14,377 1,467 0 0 0 0 
Consumption Capital dol. 5,060 6,328 7,447 8,852 10, 528 12,531 
Production Period Totals 
Starting owned Cash Capital dol. 6,106 28,184 52,062 61, 532 71,751 83,188 
Net Returns dol. 50,598 63,277 74,467 88,519 105,280 125,309 
Capital Withdrawals 
Land Purchases dol. · 2,397 6,180 26,131 31,649 38,359 46,870 
Machinery Purchases dol. 0 534 904 1,325 1,575 1,879 
Livestock Purchases dol. 824 1,047 728 1,067 1,269 1,514 
Capital Consumed dol. 25,299 31,638 37,234 44,259 52,640 62,654 
Total dol. 28,520 39,399 64,997 78,300 93,843 112,917 
Net Cash Capital Generated dol. 22,078 23,878 9,470 10,219 11,437 12,392 
Ending Owned Cash Capital dol. 28,184 52,062 61,532 71,751 83,188 95,580 
Value of Controlled Resources dol. 175,754 248,973 293,195 354,526 426,647 511,552 
Net Worth (End of Period) dol. 140,471 172,110 209,343 253,603 306,243 368,898 
Present Value of Net Returns $199,193 (Criterion Function Value) 
Undiscounted LeveJ:·-of Net Returns $507.,450 
Starting Level of Owned Capital $115,172 
lstarting situation 426 acres of owned land, $4,585 average value of e~uipment, $2,241 investment in 
livestock and $6,106 owned capital. I-' Vl 
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APPENDIX TABLE VIII 
FABM ORGANIZATION, CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MAXIMUM PRESENT VALUE OF 
NET RETURNS, STARTING FABM SIZE 426 ACRES, RENTED LAND LIMITED, CONSUMPTION LEVELS 25 PERCENT 
OF mET BETURNSAND.EORROWED CAPITAL LIMIT-25 PERCENT .OF_UNMQRTGAGED.OWNED LAND VALLJEl 
Production Period . _ . ___ ... 
Item Unit 1 2 3 5 
Annual Situation 
Land Operated ac. 605 856 1,094 1,456 1,914 2,504 
Land Owned ac. 605 856 1,094 1,456 1,914 2,504 
Gross Sales dol. 26.,050 36,882 47,144 62,748 82,464 107,877 
Opero and Overhead Cap. dol. 15,572 23,011 29,510 40,072 53, 326 .70,412 
Borrowed Capital doL 12,804 0 0 0 0 0 
Consumption Capital dol. 2,619 3,468 4,408 5,669 7,285 9,366 
Production Period Totals 
Starting Owned Cash Capital dol. 6,106 41,723 72,452 90,949 116,157 147,629 
Net Returns dol. 52.,389 69:1354 88,169 113,381 145,691 187, 325 
Capital Withdrawals 
Land Purchases dol. 2,735 18,944 44 ,822 55,558 72,399 94,339 
Machinery Purchases dol. 0 1,020 1,555 2,365 2,989 3,852 
Livestock Purchases dol. ·940 1,322 1,253 1,905 2,408 3,103 
Capital Consumed dol. 13,097 17:1339 22,042 28, 345 36,423 46,831 
Total dol. 16,772 38,625 69,672 88,173 114,219 148,125 
Net Cash Capital Generated dol. 35.,617 30, 729 18,497 25,208 31,472 39,200 
Ending Owned Cash Capital dol. 41,723 72,452 90,949 116,157 147,629 186,829 
Value of Controlled Resources doL 194.,689 288,000 366,425 482, 783 629,572 817,327 
Net Worth (End of Period) dol. . 154 ,464 206,479 272,606 357,642 466,910 607.,404 
Present Value of Net Returns $241,134 (Criterion Function Value) 
Undiscounted Level of Net Returns $656.,.309 
Starting Level of Owned Capital $ll2zl72 .. · 
1starting situation 426 acres of owned land, $4,585 average value of equipment, $2,241 investment in 
livestock and $6,106 owned capital. · I-' 
\Jl 
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APPENDIX TABLE IX 
FARM ORGANIZATION, CAPITAL ACCUM"LJLATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MAXIMUM PRESENT VALUE OF 
NET RETURNS, STARTING FARM SIZE 2l3 ACRES, RENTED LAND Ul\i""LIMITED, CONSUMPTION LEVELS 25 PERCENT 
OF NET RETURNS AND BOBROWED CAPITAL LIMIT_ l2 .5 PERCENT .OE JJl\i'MORTGAGED OWNED LAND VALUEl 
Production Period 
Item Unit l 2 3 5 
..Annual Situation 
Land Operated ac. 375 878 l,764 3,ll3 5,249 8,624 
Land Owned ac. 2l3 2l3 2l3 . 2l3 2l3 2l3 
Land Rented ac. l62 665 l,55l 2,900 - -5,036 8,4ll 
Gross Sales dol. - l6,l56 37,8l7 76,00l l34,ll6 226,l36 37l,527 
.Oper. and Overhead Cap~ dol. l0_.,65l 27,ll7 58,888 l07,093 l83,435 304,053 
Borrowed Capital dol. 6,390 6,390 6,390 6,390 6,390 6,390 
Consumption Capital dol. l,376 2,675 4,278 6,756 l0,675 16,869 · 
Production Period Totals 
- -
Starting Owned Cash Capital dol. 6,1:;t.06 25,896 62,2l3 ll5,933 201,362 336,307 
Net Returns dol. 27, 523 53,497 85,561, l35,ll2 213.,506 337,372 
Capital Withdrawals 
Machinery Purchases dol. 0 l,16l 5,788 8,809 - l3,948 22,038 
Livestock Purchases dol. 852 2,645 4,662 7,096 ll,236 17,752 
Capital Consumed dol. 6,881 l3,374 . 2l,39l 33,788 53,377 84,343 
Total dol. 7,733 l7,l80 31,841 49,683 78,561 l24,l33 
Net Cash Capital Generated dol. l9,790 36,3l7 53, 720 85;,429 l34,945 2l3,239 
Ending Owned Cash Capital dol. 25,896 62,,2l3 ll5,933 201,362 336,_307 549,546 
Value of Controlled Resources dol. 122,453 283,296 560,lo6 985,200 l,657,969 2,720,998 
Net Worth (End of Period) dol. 83,573 123,696 187,866 289,200 449, 329 702,358 
Present Value of Net Returns $256,228 (Criterion Function Value) 
Undiscounted Level of Net Returns $852,57i 
ptarting Level of Owned CaEital $ll5zl72 
lstarting situation 2l3 ~pres of owned land., $4,585 average value of equipment, $l,120 investment in 
livestock and $6,l06 owned capital. I-' \JI 
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APPENDI; TABLE X 
; 
FARM ORGANIZATION,_ CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND G1'0WTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MAXIMUM PRESENT VALUE OF 
NET RETURNS, STARTING FARM SIZE 213 ACRES., RENTED LAND UNLIMITED, CONSUMPTION LEVELS 50 iERGEN.T 
OF NET RETURNS AND BORROWED CAPITAL LIMIT 25 _PERCENT _OF UNMORTGAGED OWNED .LANILVALUE. ___ -----·-----,-
Production Period 
Item Unit 1 2 3 4 _2 
Annual Situation 
Land Operated ac. 499 880 1,421 2,135 3,116 4,460 
Land Owned ac. 213 213 213 213 213 213 
Land Rented ac. 286 667 1,208 1,922 2,903 4,247 
Gross Sales dol. 21,514 37,911 61,213 91,987 134,246 192,132 
Oper. and Overhead Cap. dol. 14,779 27,579 46,951 72,459 107,494 155,479 
Borrowed Capital dol. 12,780 12,780 12,780 12,780 12,780 12,780 
Consumption Capital dol. 3,367 5,166 7,131 9,764 13,375 18,323 
Production Period Totals 
Starting Owned Cash Capital dol. 6,106 21,435 44,087 73,366 113,764 169,077 
Net Returns dol. 33,671 51,659 71,313 97,639 133, 756 183,225 
Capital Withdrawals 
Machinery Purchases · dol. 0 1,175 3,532 4,665 6,406 8,773 
Livestock Pu.rchases dol. 1,507 2,002 2,845 3,757 5,160 7,067 
Capital Consumed dol. 16,835 25,830 35,657 48, 819 66,877 91,613 
Total dol. 18.,342 29,007 42,034 57,241 78,443 107,453 
Net Cash Capital Generated dol. 15.,329 22,652 29,279 40,398 55,313 75,772 
Ending Owned Cash Capital dol. 21,435 44,087 73,366 113, 764 169,077 244,849 
Value of Controlled Resources doL 148,407 265,676 431,172 651, 352 953,671 1,367,843 
Net Worth (End of Period) dol. 79,767 105,596 141,252 190,072- 256,951 348,563 
Present Value of Net Returns $194,397 (Criterion Function Value) 
lJt1diSGQ1,J11ted Level of Net Returns $571,263 
Star'i;in~Level of Owned Ca;eital $ll5zl72 
. lstarting situation 213 acres of owned larid, $4,585 average value of equipment, $1.,120 investment in 
livestock and $6,106 owned capital. 1---' \Jt 
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APPENDIX TABLE XI 
FARM ORGANIZATION, CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MAXIMUM PRESENT VALUE OF 
NET RETURNS, STARTING FARM SIZE 213 ACRES, RENTED LAND UNLIMITED, CONSUMPTION LEVELS 25 PERCENT 
OF NET RETURNS AND BORROWED CAPITAL LIMIT 25 PERCENT OF 1JNMORTGAGED .. OWNED .LAND VALUEl . .. . .. 
Production Period 
Item Unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Annual Situation 
Land Operated ac. 543 1,176 2,178 3,740 6,209 10,111 
Land Owned ac. 213 213 213 213 213 213 
Land Rented ac. 330 963 1,965 3,527 5:;996 9,898 
Gross Sales dol. 23,392 50,683 93,836 161,112 267,496 435,593 
():per. and Overhead Cap. dol. 16,092 38,221 74,059 129,869 218,127 357,582 
Borrowed Capital dol. 12,780 12,780 12,780 12,780 12,780 12,780 
Consu..'Uption Capital doL 
Production Period Totals 
1,825 3,116 4,944 7,811 12,342 19,503 
' ' . 
6,106 31,744 72,034 134,387 389,158 Starting Owned Cash Capital doL 233,137 
Net Returns doL 36,499 62, 311 98,884 156,216 246,848 . 390,059 
Capital Withdrawals 
Machinery Purchases dol. 0 3,111 6,541 10,198 16,126 25 ,480 
Livestock Purchases dol. 1,735 3,332 5,269 8,214 12,989 20, 524 
Capital Consumed dol. 9,126 15,578 24,721 39,054 61,712 97,515 
Total dol. 10,861 22:i021 36,531 57,466 90,827 143,519 
Net Cash Capital Generated dol. 25,638 40,290 62,353 98,750 156,021 246,540 
Ending Owned Cash Capital dol. 31,744 72,034 134,387 233,137 389,158 635,698 
Value~ Controlled Resources dol. 169,504 · 368,157 682,800 1;174,842 1,952,538 3]181,562 
Net Worth (End of Period) dol. 90,304 137,037 211,200 328,362 513,498 806,042 
Present Value of Net Returns $299,683 (Criterion Function Value) 
Undisc.ounted Level of Net Returns $990,817 
St~rting Level of Owne.d CaEital $115zl72 
1starting situation 213 acres of owned land, $4,585 average value of equipment, $1,120 investment in 
livestock and $6,106 owned capital. I-' \J1 
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APPENDIX TABLE XII 
FARM ORGANIZATION~ CAPITAL ACClJMULATION AND GROWTI:I PROCESS RESULTING FROM MAXIMUM PRESENT VALUE OF 
NET RETURNSJ STARTING FARM SIZE 426 ACRES} RENTED LAND Ul'ilLIMITEDJ CONSUMPTION LEVELS 25 PERCENT 
. OF RETURNS AND BORROWED C.API1:AL .LIMIT 12 .. 5 I'ERCENT . . OE UNMORTGAGED O~l) ,~.}JD .V/•tIAJE~ . 
Production Period 
Item Unit 1 2 3 i:; ./ 
Annual Situation 
Land Operated ac. 621 1,543 2,943 5,149 8,635 14,143 
Land Owned ac. 426 426 426 426 426 426 
Land Rented ac. 195 1)117 2, 517 4, 723 8,209 13, 717 
Gross Sales doL 26,740 66,470 126;768 221,800 371,986 609,302 
Oper, and Overhead Cap, dol. 15, 925 48;819 98,853 177,691 302J287 499.9167 
Borrowed Capital doL 12,780 12)780 12,780 12.:,780 12,780 12,780 
Consumption Capital doL 2,704 4,413 6,979 11,027 17,425 27,534 
Production Period Totals 
Starting Owned Cash Capital doL 6,106 45,637 101,475 189,656 329,056 549, 324 
Net Returns doL 54,073 88,258 139,577 220, 544 348,495 550.9676 
Capital Withdrawals 
Machinery Purch~ses dol. 0 5,9 504 9,140 14,405 22,765 35,972 
Livestock Purchases dol. 1,024 4,:,851 7,362 11,603 18,,338 28)976 
Capital Consumed dol. 13,518 22,1065 34.,894 55,136 87,124 137,:,669 
Total doL 14,542 32,420 51,396 81,144 128,227 202,617 
Net Cash Capital Generated doL 39.i531 55,838 88;181 139,400 220,268 348,059 
Ending Owned Cash Capital doL 45,637 101.,475 189)656 329,056 549, 324 897,383 
Value of Controlled Resources doL 202, 527 490,000 930.,683 1, 625, 531 2,723,542 4,458,469 
Net Worth (End of Period) dol. 155, 727 221..9920 326,603 492,011 753,382 1,166)389 
Present Value of Net Returns $ 424;905 (Criterion Function Value) 
Undiscounted Level of Net Returns $1,401.,623 
Startine; Level of Owned Capital $ 115 2172 
J.starting.situation 426 acres of owned land, $4,585 average value of equipment;, $2.,241 investment in 
livestock and $6;106 owned capital. 1--' V1 
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APPENDIX TABLE XIII 
FARM ORGANIZATION,, CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MAXIMUM: PRESENT VALUE OF 
NET RETURNS, STARTING FARM SIZE 426 ACRES, RENTED LAND UNLIMITED, CONSUMPTION LEVELS 50 PERCENT 
. · . .. 0 · l OF NET RETURNS AND BORROWED CAPITAL -LIMIT ,:;.5 PERCENT OF lThlMORTGAGED .OWNED _LA..~D VALUE ... 
Production Period 
Item Unit l 2 3 5 6 
Annual Situation 
Land Operated ac. 852 1,483 2,308 3,442 4,995 7,122 
Land Owned ac. 426 426 426 426 426 426 
Land Rented ac. 426 1,057 1,882 3,016 4,569 6,696 
Gross Sales dol. 36,719 63,873 99,426 148,277 215,182 306,833 
Oper. and Overhead Cap. dol. 24,797 47,385 76,853 117,354 172,822 248,806 
Borrowed Capital dol. 25, 560 25,560 25,560 25,560 25,560 25,560 
Consumption Capital dol. 5,961 8,244 11,287 15,461 21,180 29,013 
Production Period Totals 
Starting Owned Cash Capital dol. 6,106 32,674 66,465 113,167 177,105 264,694 
Net Returns doL 59,611 82,444 112,865 154,615 211,799 290,133 
Capital Withdrawals 
Machinery Purchases dol. 995 4,116 5,389 7,405 10,141 13,892 
Livestock Purchases dol. 2,243 3,315 4,341 5,965 8,169 ll.1>190 
Capital Consumed dol. 29,805 41,222 56,433 77,307 105,900 145,067 
Total dol. 33,043 48,653 66,163 90,677 124,210 170,149 
Net Cash Capital Generated dol. 26,568 33, 791 46,702 63,938 87,589 119,984 
Ending Owned Cash Capital dol. 32,674 66,465 113,167 177,105 264,694 384,678 
Value of Controlled Resources dol. 247,218 439, 880 694,312 1,043,780 1,522,399 2,177,945 
Net Worth (End of Period) dol. 144,978 186,200 242,632 319,940 425,839 570,905 
Present Value of Net Returns $311,898 (Criterion Function Value) 
Undiscounted Level of Net Returns $911,467 
Starting Level of Owned Capital $115zl72 
lstarting situation 426 acres of owned land, $4,585 average value of equipment, $2,241 investment in 
livestock and $6,106 owned capital. I-' \JI 
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APPENDIX TABLE XIV 
FARM ORGANIZATION, CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND GROWTH PROCESS RESULTING FROM MAXIMUM PRESENT VALUE OF 
NET RETURNS, STARTING FARM: SIZE 426 ACRES, RENTED LAND UNLIMITED, CONSUMPTION LEVELS 25 PERCENT 
__ OF NET ~S A~D BORROWED CAPITAL LI~T 2 5 PERCENT OF illIMORTGAGED OWNED LAw.). VALUEl 
Production_ Period ..... _._ .•. ______ . -- ~ ..... ·- - .~----··-·· 
• Sitem Unit .l 2 3 5 6 . rt·· . 
Annual Sit,uatj,on 
Land Operated ac. 920 1,946 3,510 5,985 9,897 1(),078 
Land OWned ac. 426 426 426 42q 426 - 426 
Land Rented ac, 494 1,520 3,084 5,559 9,471 15,652 
Gross Sales doL 39,620 83,829 151,193 · 257 ,852 42'6}371 692,660 
O:per. and Overhead Cap. doL 27,214 63,995 119,872 208,358 348,163 569,079 
Borrowed Capital doL 25,560 25,560 25,560 25,560 ·_25, 560 25,560 
Consumption Capital doL 3,101 4,959 7,830 12, 374 19, 552 30~895 
Production Period Totals 
Starting Owned Cash Capital doL 6,106 48,598 110,876 209,894 366,306 613,467 
Net Returns dol. 62,031 99)170 156,606 247,470 391,040. 617,906 
Capital Withdrawals 
Machinery Purchases dol. 1,435 ·_ 6,.701 10,211 16,167 . ·2.5,544 40,364 
Livestock Purchases dol. 2,,597 -5,397 8,225 13,023· 20,576 32,513 
Capital Consumed dol. 15,507 24,794 39,152 61,868 -97,759 154,477 
Total doL 19,539 : 36,892 5T,588 91,058 143,879 . 227,354 
Net Cash Capital Generated doL 42,492 62,278 99,018 156,412 247,161 390,552 
Ending Owned Cash Capital dol. 48,598 110,876 209,894 366,306 6_13,lr67 1,004,019 
Value of Controlled Resources dol. 280,256 600.,872 1,093,686 1,873,288 3,105.,449 5,052J318 
Net Worth (End of' Period) dol. 161,696 236,072 353,526 539,128 832;4_09 1,295,838 
Present Value of Net Returns $ 476,885 (Criterion Function Value) 
Undiscounted Level of Net Returns .$1,574,223 
Starting Level of Owned Capital $ 115,172 
1startingsituation 426 acres of owned land, $4,585 ;3.verage value of eq_uipment, $2,241 investment in 
livestock and $6,106 owned capital. I-' \Jl 
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